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1. INTRODUCTION 

Science and technology (S&T) are not value neutral. Scientific facts and technological 
artifacts are the outcome of processes of (social) interaction, and this influences, for better 
or worse, their consequences for the world (Pinch & Bijker, 1984). Technological 
innovations have made lives more productive, comfortable and longer, but can 
potentially cause great harm to (future) people and the planet (Swierstra, 2015). 
Moreover, new and emerging technologies often go beyond the categorical distinctions 
between, for example, person and thing, alive and dead, autonomy and control, natural 
and artificial; and, related to this, they raise broad questions about our identity, integrity 
and dignity (Jasanoff, 2016; Swierstra, 2015; van Beers, 2016). Emerging technologies 
disrupt or render problematic conventional ways of understanding and ordering the 
world, so that deep-rooted categories have to be rethought (Jasanoff, 2010, 2011; 
Swierstra, 2015; van Beers, 2016). Consider developments in the field of synthetic biology 
and nanotechnology; they have the potential to change ways of generating energy, 
handling physical conditions, growing food and human reproduction. As these practices 
change, meanings evolve, such as the meaning of fertile, infertile, embryo, person, 
inherited traits and cultured traits. In turn, these changes in meaning have a profound 
impact on how we act in the world. 

The introduction of these potentially disruptive technologies gives rise to societal 
controversies. These controversies often revolve around the impacts of technology on 
common goods, like friendship, happiness, intimacy and personal development 
(Swierstra, 2015) ; and can be the result of value pluralism in times where deep-rooted 
categories are reconsidered (Jasanoff, 2011). Moreover, the tensions that arise from these 
controversies challenge the established relations between science, politics and publics. 
They can, for instance lead to the questioning of the authority, trustworthiness, and, limits 
of science and scientific facts (Jasanoff, 2011). 

In order to establish a constructive relationship between science, politics and publics, 
and in order to make sound and fair policy in times when our sense of uncertainty grows, 
integrated knowledge is needed. Expert knowledge about the biological, material, and 
social worlds needs to be integrated with contextualized, experiential knowledge that 
results from lived experience and the plurality of public moral intuitions in society. This 
integration yields knowledge that is socially robust and more likely to be accepted 
(Jasanoff, 2010, 2011; Latour, 1990, 2004) . Moreover, acknowledging that innovations 
raise fundamental ethical and social questions implies that broad deliberation should be 
built into processes of technology development (Jasanoff, 2011; Roelofsen et al., 2011; 
Stirling, 2008). In this thesis, I use the term ‘responsible innovation’, which refers to a 
governance of innovation revolving around a collective responsibility towards desirable 
and acceptable ends (Stilgoe et al., 2013), and responsible processes requiring the active 
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participation of diverse actors involved in integrated processes of anticipation, reflection 
and inclusive deliberation that are closely tied to decision-making (Owen et al., 2012). 

Efforts to build in the ethical and social deliberation of science and technology, and to 
bring multiple publics and their expertise into decision-making processes, resulted in 
approaches like Technology Assessment (TA); Constructive Technology Assessment 
(CTA); and Ethical, Legal and Social Aspects (ELSA) of emerging sciences and 
technologies (Bucchi & Trench, 2016; Burget et al., 2017; Jasanoff, 2011). One of the 
latest configuration of this type of approaches is called Responsible Research and 
Innovation (RRI), which specifically seeks to open-up governance commitments to orient 
towards ‘the right impact’ of innovation. RRI frames responsibility as comprised of shared 
and collective activities, and emphasizes the importance of the integration of deliberation 
in research and innovation, institutional cultures (Owen et al., 2012; Stilgoe et al., 2013) . 
Differently stated RRI aspires for inclusive, reflective, anticipatory and responsive 
governance processes, and a shared responsibility for the (ethical) acceptability, 
sustainability, and societal desirability of research and innovation (Stahl & Coeckelbergh, 
2016; von Schomberg, 2012). 

An essential element in RRI is public engagement. Practices of participation and co-
creation are to be integrated into the governance of research and innovation through the 
administration of resources and building the infrastructure to fuel engagement outcomes 
into policy. Although, a practice of engagement has the potential of prompting 
institutions to question their governance, it can also become a means to extract public 
opinion in convenient ways (Stilgoe et al., 2014). Instead of reconfiguring science-society 
relations, engagement then reaffirms old hierarchies and prevents alternative views from 
surfacing (Stilgoe et al., 2014) . 

To ensure meaningful engagement – as opposed to it being merely a symbolic effort – it 
is important to strengthen the experiential and conceptual foundations engagement is 
built on. In this thesis, the practice of meaningful engagement – defined as inclusive and 
reflective conversations that take place in the context of anticipatory and responsive 
innovation processes – will be developed further. First of all, such a practice requires tools 
that engage in conversations on broad ethical and social impacts of technology. 
Reflecting only on the quantifiable, concrete, and ‘objective’ aspects of innovation will 
not guide us to be responsive to qualitative and contested aspects of innovation. These 
conversations should include reflection on needs, interests and values (Swierstra, 2015). 
Moreover, it requires tools that provide us with the collective imaginary power to 
anticipate different future scenarios and steer towards the ‘right impacts’ of technological 
innovation (Jasanoff, 2010) . 

There has been a tendency to focus on verbal exchange of arguments within activities of 
public engagement that frame innovation in ‘traditional promises and risk discourses’ 
(Braun & Könninger, 2018; Roeser & Pesch, 2016) . The problem is that within these 
activities, meanings and arguments that do not result, and cannot be expressed, in this 
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manner may be overlooked (Davies et al., 2012). Moral intuitions and reflections on 
broader social impacts of technology are, for instance, easily disregarded in such 
activities (Braun & Könninger, 2018; Roeser & Pesch, 2016; Schuijer et al., 2020). It has 
been suggested that we need engagement processes that directly engage our 
imaginative and emphatic capacities in order to morally deliberate the possible 
consequences of different courses of technological innovation more broadly (Caspary, 
2000; Keulartz et al., 2004; Roeser, 2006). For example, engagement processes that are 
sensitive to (1) the material (objects, bodies, sites, places) (Davies et al., 2012) ; (2) the 
speculative (Dunne & Raby, 2013; Kerridge, 2016); and (3) the affective (hate, love, fear, 
attachment, nostalgia, intuition, pleasure) (Davies et al., 2012; Roeser, 2006) . 

In order to benefit from the potential of engagement processes directly engaging the 
imaginative and empathic capacities of people, it needs to be assessed if, and how these 
engagement processes stimulate the constructive deliberation of deep-seated, 
fundamental, value conflicts (Keulartz et al., 2004). We also need to assess what we are 
asking of participants in such formats and what kind of participants it provokes (Davies, 
2019; Michael, 2012a; Selin et al., 2017). Moreover, we need to ask how these processes 
can give shape to environments in which nuanced critique of existing patterns, customs 
and vocabularies is stimulated and how new concepts and constructs for future 
arrangements are created (Grin & Grunwald, 2000; Heidingsfelder et al., 2017; Jasanoff, 
2011; Kerridge, 2016; Roeser et al., 2018), as well as how then these engagement 
processes relate to changing innovation trajectories (Davies et al., 2012). 

In order to contribute to the methodological and conceptual enrichment of engagement 
with science and technology, this thesis aims to increase our understanding of how to 
organize meaningful engagement with broad ethical and social impacts of technological 
innovation. It will do so by investigating the contribution of five playful art-based public 
engagement events to a governance system in which the RRI process requirements are 
reassured. 
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

In this chapter, I will elaborate on the conceptual and methodological foundations of 
public engagement with science and technology that guided our case studies.  

2.1 Conceptual background 

In order to refine what ‘meaningful’ deliberation on S&T entails, (1) the concept of public 
engagement, (2) the responsible innovation governance framework of RRI, and (3) the 
concept of frames of meaning were used to navigate through the practice of opening up 
innovation trajectories. The first concept forms an imperative to organize the deliberation 
studied in this thesis. The second serves as a point of reference to assess the implications 
of the studies for the governance of responsible innovation. The third concept forms the 
leading lens through which conversations were analyzed. 

Public engagement 

Our case studies are grounded in the normative commitment that science policy and 
innovation trajectories should be fueled with the outcomes of deliberation among 
citizens, constituting ‘communicatively generated power’ (Mansbridge et al., 2010; 
Mouffe, 1999). These deliberations are to be held in new democratic spaces, where one 
forms alliances across the permeable institutional boundaries for a certain moment in 
time (Cornwall & Coelho, 2007). This commitment to deliberative democracy is 
prominent in the governance of emerging technologies, and mostly referred to as public 
engagement (Abelson et al., 2003; Pellizzoni, 2001; Stirling, 2008; van Oudheusden, 
2014). 

The 1990s signifies the rise of public engagement practices in the governance of 
emerging technologies. This was partly due to the expectation that public engagement 
could provide opportunities for developing better and more acceptable technologies 
(Irwin, 2001, Wilson et al., 2004), as well as due to the perceived need to negotiate the 
legitimacy of science and technology practice (Bucchi & Trench, 2016; Stilgoe et al., 
2014). Within this science communication was orginally seen as having the task to make 
scientific information accessible to a wider public (Bucchi & Trench, 2016). The activities 
of science communicators, like science journalism and education, were often referred to 
as ‘science popularization’. However, at the end of the twentieth century these practices 
were increasingly critiqued for being too hierarchical. There was an increased awareness 
these practices departed from the assumption that there was some kind of deficit in the 
knowledge of the wider public (Owen et al., 2013). Consequently, a wide range of new 
activities were initiated by science communicators and policy experts, like the 
involvement of different stakeholders using two-way communication, dialogue formats in 
which developments within scientific fields could be discussed openly (ibid.). 
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The development from ‘popularization’ to ‘engagement’ resulted amongst others, in the 
embedding of public engagement within the European Commission’s research 
framework program called Horizon 2020.  An element of this program was the mission to 
deliberate, and set agendas for science with a wider public. Two of the studies described 
within this thesis were organized under the Horizon 2020 program as elaborated of in 
chapter 3. 

Responsible research and innovation 

Responsible research and innovation (RRI) is a framework that seeks to bring multiple 
stakeholders and their expertise into decision-making processes on research and 
innovation. It aspires for transparent, interactive, fair and inclusive participatory 
governance processes, in which societal actors and innovators become mutually 
responsive to each other with a view on the (ethical) acceptability, sustainability and 
societal desirability of R&I (Stahl & Coeckelbergh, 2016; von Schomberg, 2012). 

RRI was taken up by the EC as early as 2011. The term RRI was first developed and 
pioneered within the 7th Framework Program (Burget et al., 2016) . in the ambition of 
Horizon 2020 to foster ‘Science with and for Society’ (EC, 2020). The EC launched this 
governance framework to stimulate research and innovation that contributes to the 
solution of societal challenges and aligns with societal values (Klaassen et al., 2017). It 
aligns with (previous) approaches to research and innovation development promoting the 
ethical and social deliberation of science and technology, such as Technology Assessment 
(TA), Constructive Technology Assessment (CTA), and Ethical, Legal and Social Aspects 
of emerging sciences and technologies (ELSA) (Burget et al., 2016). RRI featured 
prominently in the ambition of EC’s program Horizon 2020 to foster ‘Science with and for 
Society’ (EC, 2020). 

The concept of RRI has evolved over the years, however four process requirements 
remain at its core:  inclusion, anticipation, reflexivity, and responsiveness. It must be 
mentioned that these requirements should be thought of as integrated and mutually 
reinforcing elements stimulating responsible innovation. However, when separately 
described the requirements entail (Stilgoe et al., 2013): 

• Reflexivity – holding a mirror up to one’s own activities, commitments and 
assumptions, being aware of the limits of knowledge and being mindful that a 
particular framing of an issue may not be universally held. 

• Inclusion – the identification and appreciation of new voices as legitimate partners 
in conversations on the governance of science and innovation.   

• Anticipation – the systematic consideration of plausible and desirable futures and 
impacts of research and innovation aimed at increasing resilience, while revealing 
new opportunities for innovation and the shaping of agendas. 
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• Responsiveness – the capacity to change shape or direction in response to 
changing circumstances and new insights. 

I will investigate ‘meaningful’ deliberation in view of these requirements. Differently 
stated, I will study what our case studies implicate for the contribution of playful art-based 
public engagement to a governance system in which the RRI process requirements are 
reassured. 

Frames of meaning 

I will investigate deliberative events on controversial issues arising with the development 
of nanotechnology, synthetic biology and reproductive technologies. The introduction of 
these technologies in society often give rise to complex societal issues, also referred to 
as ‘unstructured problems’, because there is no consensus with regard to the valuable 
facts, nor with regard to the relevant norms and values (Benard et al., 2013; Hisschemöller 
& Hoppe, 1995) . Discussing these problems on the level of aims and solutions often leads 
to insolvable conflict. 

Handling these unstructured problems should be done at the level of discussing how 
problems are set instead of how problems are solved (Schön & Rein, 1995) . When setting 
a problem people select certain features that they consider important. Which features 
people consider important is based on underlying structures of belief, perception and 
appreciation. Schön and Rein (1995) call these structures ‘frames’ and Grin and Van de 
Graaf (1996) call them ‘frames of meaning’. Without reflecting on these frames of 
meaning, actors will shift back and forth between problem solving and problem setting 
(Grin & van de Graaf, 1996) . 

According to Grin and Van de Graaf (1996) frames of meaning consist of four levels (based 
on Fischer, 1980). The first level is the technical level; on this level preferred solutions are 
determined. These solutions are based on what is defined as the problem. Problem 
definition takes place at the second level, the situational level. Problem definitions are on 
their turn based on what is called the system level. At this level, the third level, value 
systems and worldviews are defined. The most basic level, the rational-social level, lays 
the determination of the social order in the society. The first two levels are focused on 
the specific situation, e.g. the context of reproduction, the last two levels are general, 
they contain value systems and overarching theories which are fundamental on a more 
general level. This subdivision of frames played a prominent role in the analyses of 
conversations in the case studies in order to gain insight into the plurality of views on the 
emerging technologies discussed. 

2.2 Methodological background 

Three emerging science communication fields work towards shaping meaningful 
engagement in the context of responsible innovation, paying specific attention to 
enhancing the imaginative and empathic capacities of people: (1) playful engagement, 
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(2) art-based engagement and (3) speculative design. In order to organize meaningful 
deliberation on S&T, we build on insights from these fields. 

Playful engagement 

Playfulness is often associated with effective learning and reflection. Several scholars have 
organized and studied playful reflection tools and environments processes in the context 
of responsible innovation (Cox et al., 2009; Davies et al., 2012; Felt et al., 2014; Horst & 
Michael, 2011; Kerbe & Schmidt, 2015; Wieringa et al., 2011). These studies show 
promising benefits with regard to participant experiences and reflective outcomes. 

Van der Meij et al. (2017a)  conducted a literature review in which they defined playfulness 
in the context of RRI reflection processes and distinguish between four activity principles 
– narration, imagination, action-reflection and co-creation – and three playfulness process 
requirements – experimentation space, focus and stimulating guidance, that jointly 
stimulate reflexive learning in RRI. They describe how narration facilitates engagement 
by empathy, as one temporarily takes on the perspective of another; and helps in creating 
a satisfying sequence in ideas. Imagination on its turn helps in making the unknown more 
tangible and stimulates new thoughts, for instance by thinking of “what if…?”-questions. 
Action-reflection facilitates the discovery of the effects of the materialization of ideas, e.g. 
by creating, building or programming artefacts. Co-creation than guides the collaborative 
convergence of thoughts into tangible outcomes; it requires the negotiation of different 
minds. 

With regard to requirements for playful engagement processes, they describe how 
experimentation space is the facilitation of a flexible space where there is openness and 
time to share ideas, initial judgment is postponed, mistakes can be made, and 
participation is largely voluntary. Secondly, Focus entails the providing of clarity of what 
is expected of participants; for instance, through formulating sub-task and the separation 
of action and reflection steps. Lastly, stimulating guidance is described as being the 
motivation and engagement of participants to join ‘in the moment’. Van der Meij et al 
(2017a) also stipulate sub-aspects as illustrated in table 2.1. These elements were 
incorporated in designing the events studied in this thesis. 
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Table 2.1. Playfulness design elements adapted from Van de Meij et al. (2017a) 

 Playfulness design 
element 

Sub-aspects 

Activity Principles Narration Content in a story structure 
Realistic personal stories (daily life, examples) 
Fictitious & funny aspects (e.g. extreme 
emotions) 

Imagination (Intuitive) thinking about the unknown 
Thinking of a multitude of unusual and new 
ideas (by association) 

Action-reflection Carry out (a multitude of) actions 
(spontaneously) 
Immediate reflection on actions (feedback) 

Co-creation Collaborative (duo, group) creation of thoughts, 
settings/environments or objects, converge to 
an end-result 

Process 
requirements 

Experimentation space Voluntariness 
Relaxedness 
Judgment free 

Focus Steps, clearness of tasks and content (sub-
topics) 

Stimulating guidance People or objects that stimulate motivation 

Art-based engagement 

Besides playfulness, art has gained attention as a facilitator of meaningful public 
engagement with RRI.  Art-based engagement tools and events include narratives, 
images, objects and installations. They are mentioned to be promising in stimulating 
reflection by making the social implications of technology more articulate (Fraaije et al., 
forthcoming) . It has been observed that in art-based engagement aspects of 
technological trajectories can be brought into focus that are easily overlooked, or not 
easily expressed (ibid.). Moreover, they can help in making complexities around science 
and technology tangible, and reach new publics (Calvert & Schyfter, 2017; Selin, 2015) 

Fraaije et al. (forthcoming) conducted a literature study on art-based engagement tools 
in the context of RRI, and show how art-based engagements performs the four RRI 
dimensions simultaneously. First of all, in their potential to initiate open and multi-
interpretable experiences. Secondly, in activating inclusive reflection by giving room to 
the simultaneous existence of conflicting emotions and interpretations. As well as by 
enabling the distortion of our frames with regard to our relation with technological 
artifacts. Thereby, facilitating a more nuanced sense-making with regard to this relation. 
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Thirdly, they are promising with regard to activating inclusive anticipation, by their ability 
to make the social implications of technology accessible and tangible. 

Art-based engagement should be primarily understood as a lens to reveal certain social 
implications in technology and as providing an entrance point for multiple interpretations 
(Fraaije et al., forthcoming) . As such, it was also used within this thesis. Both in giving 
shape to cases, as well as in analyzing them afterwards.   

Speculative design 

Speculative design has been presented as a new and promising tool for public 
engagement with science and technology. Typically, speculative designs are fictional 
objects positioned to function in mundane contexts to question the impact of applied 
science (Malpass, 2013). In showing a fictional technological element in an everyday 
context, they stimulate to envision the implications of this type of technology on our daily 
lives, now and in the future. These objects are specifically designed with the purpose to 
encourage reflections on the social, cultural and ethical implications of emerging 
technologies (Auger, 2013; Dunne & Raby, 2013; Kerridge et al., 2008) . 

Speculative design is also mentioned to be particularly suitable to open up deliberation 
on technologies to include diverse reflections (Heidingsfelder et al., 2017; Kerridge, 
2016). Through its visual representations, it can enrich predominantly text-driven forms 
of science communication (Heidingsfelder et al., 2017, 2019). Furthermore, it can 
promote inter- and transdisciplinary communication by encouraging collective reflection 
on one object, as well as providing a comfortable space to disagree (Heidingsfelder et 
al., 2017, 2019; Selin, 2015).  And lastly, it is claimed to have the potential to arouse 
interest for abstract fields of new and emerging technologies (Dunne & Raby, 2013) . 

Speculative design is also promising in stimulating reflection and anticipation on the 
subtle ways in which technologies influence the way we live and vice versa. It can aid 
imaginative thought through its open ending character (Dunne & Raby, 2013; Felt, 2015) . 
Thereby fueling the imaginary power needed for anticipation of RRI. Also, it is promising 
in encouraging the moral-emotional deliberation of technology as it can tap directly into 
the senses (Flint, 2017; Fraaije et al., forthcoming.; Selin et al., 2015). 

The methodological fields of playful engagement, art-based engagement and 
speculative design can inform one another. To get an understanding of how playful art-
based public engagement tools contribute to a governance system in which the RRI 
process requirements are reassured, is must be studied how these tools engage in 
conversations on ethical and social impacts of technology, that contribute to the shaping 
of inclusive, reflective, anticipatory and responsive governance processes. 
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3. RESEARCH DESIGN 

Within this thesis I will explore reflective inquiry on technological innovation by focusing 
attention on five playful art-based engagement events designed as situated interactions 
to provoke this inquiry. In order to improve our understanding of how to organize 
meaningful engagement with broad ethical and social impacts of technological 
innovation may be enhanced through playful and art-based design, I will contribute to 
the methodological and conceptual enrichment of engagement by addressing the 
following main research question: 

What can we learn from art-based and playful engagement events, in terms of shaping 
meaningful engagement in the context of responsible innovation? 

3.1. Research approach 

We studied this question by taking a critical and interpretative case-study approach.  A 
case study is a research approach that is used to generate in-depth, multi-faceted 
understanding of a complex issue in its real-life context (Crowe et al., 2011) . It is based 
on the central tenet that a phenomenon needs to be explored in its natural context (ibid). 
It is critical, meaning we took the influences of power and control that influence events 
into examination, as well as reflected on our own politically and socially induced 
assumptions. It is interpretive, because we tried to understand processes from different 
perspectives and social meanings. 

The approach chosen for this study is characterized by two main elements: an action-
oriented research approach and an emergent design. In this we followed the work of 
various scholars deploying an emergent and open research design  (Betten, 2017; 
Schuijer, 2021). The orientation towards action becomes visible in the aim to understand 
ánd steer the reconfiguration of the science-technology-society relationship as it 
happens. Action-oriented research is hereby understood as generating knowledge 
through the inclusion of the embodied insights of practitioners and publics, in order to 
change real-world practices. 

Secondly, we used the insights gained within case-studies in shaping following case-
studies in an emergent manner. As the thesis holds a strong normative premise behinds 
its attempt to reconfigure science-society relations, this openness to implement gained 
insight weighted heavily. As Zuiderent-Jerak (2015) notes holding normative premises in 
research is apparent and not problematic as long as the researcher is open to changing 
normative positions on the basis of emerging insights. This approach required continuous 
critical reflection of our own assumptions in relation to the knowledge that we produced. 
Moreover, since we are dealing with studying and engaging in a rapid changing public 
engagement practice, it was crucial to be sensitive to the problems, questions and 
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tensions as they arise in their real-world setting (Delgado et al., 2011) . Therefore, we 
remained open to respond to new insights within the field. 

Moreover, as this research lies at the intersection of ethics, sociology, policy analysis, 
politics and art, collaboration between actors from different practices and their 
viewpoints were crucial, as well as combining their respective multiple-methodologies 
(Wickson & Carew, 2014) . Although we did not organize collectives to develop and 
implement insights, the case-studies  were executed with the purpose to learn how to 
strength bonds beyond backgrounds. Moreover, although transdisciplinary collaboration 
did not cross over time and events, it was substantial to the final case-studies. Our focus 
on learning from contextual experience and experimentation in practice, included 
learning from this (lack of-) transdsciplinary collaborative work across time and events.   

3.2. Case study descriptions and study questions 

We experimented with reflective engagement tools throughout five studies spread over 
three cases. We did so over a period of six years in which emerging ideas in the field of 
public engagement were incorporated in the subsequent cases. 

The first two studies were part of the SYNENERGENE project (project period 2013-2017). 
This project was a mobilization and mutual learning action program aimed at further 
developing the European dialogue on synthetic biology. It was funded by the European 
Commission and aimed to initiate and foster public dialogue and mutual learning 
processes among a wide variety of stakeholders from science, industry, civil society, 
education, and art. Twenty EU partners collaborated to develop reflection tools, 
processes and platforms throughout Europe (SYNENERGENE, 2015). 

The third study was part of the NANO2ALL project (project period 2015-2019). Also 
funded by the European Commission, this project aimed to put RRI at the center of 
attention and to create a climate of dialogue and engagement in the field of 
nanotechnology (Nano2All, 2018). In working together with different societal groups to 
discuss important issues which arise from the use of nanotechnologies, it aimed to inform 
an innovation agenda with socially acceptable innovation trajectories; and to collect and 
share knowledge, that facilitate the application of RRI in nanotechnologies (Nano2All, 
2018). 

The fourth and fifth study were part of the Reprodutopia project (project period 2018 - 
2020). It was a design-oriented action research in collaboration with Next Nature Network 
(NNN). The speculative design exhibition ‘Reprodutopia’ formed its focal point, and was 
designed by speculative designers’ collective NNN who aimed to explore “how 
technology becomes so omnipresent, complex, intimate and autonomous – a nature of 
its own” (NNN, 2021) .  The project aimed to fuel the public debate on emerging 
reproductive technologies, as well as to form a research site in order to collect and share 
knowledge that facilitate the application of speculative design on responsible innovation. 
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As illustrated in table 3.1, we investigated deliberation on three emerging technologies 
that disrupt current ways of thinking: synthetic biology, nanotechnology and reproductive 
technology. We did so by engaging three types of publics – science students, experts of 
multiple disciplines and a culturally interested public – in different interactive contextual 
settings, thereby experimenting with the significance of controversy and conflicting 
stakes of the participants (see table 3.1). 

Reflexivity was a central element in all studies, and was combined with a focus on other 
RRI process requirements over the different studies. In all five studies we used a playful 
and art-based approach to tap into reflections on the broad ethical and social impacts of 
technology. The tools within the approach differed from a structured card-based game, 
to playful dialogue, to open conversations led by speculative design artifacts. 

Table 3.1. Overview of case studies 

 
Emerging 
technology 

Contextual setting  
(stakes) 

Tool Public 
Responsible 
innovation 
element 

Study 1 Synthetic 
biology 

Workshop within 
context of 
scientific training 
(low) 

Card-based 
game & video-
narratives 

Science 
students 

Reflexivity & 
Inclusion 

Study 2 Synthetic 
biology 

Explorative Multi-
stakeholder 
dialogue (middle) 

Playful & art-
based 
dialogue 

Invited 
stakeholders 
of multiple 
disciplines 

Reflexivity & 
Anticipation 

Study 3 Nanotechnology 
Policy informing 
multi-stakeholder 
dialogue (high) 

Playful & art-
based 
dialogue 

Invited 
stakeholders 
of multiple 
disciplines 

Reflexivity & 
Responsivenes
s 

Study 4 Reproductive 
technology 

Design probed 
reflexive 
conversations at 
design week (low) 

Speculative 
design 

Self-selected 
culturally 
interested 

Reflexivity & 
Inlcusion & 
Anticipation 

Study 5 Reproductive 
technology 

Design probed 
reflexive 
conversations at 
exhibition space 
(low) 

Speculative 
design 

Self-selected 
culturally 
interested 

Reflexivity & 
Inclusion & 
Anticipation 
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Three elements remained at the core of our approach: a focus on individual learning, the 
reflection of values, and learning through the imagination of futures. Our focus on 
individual learning translated itself into a constant seeking of the connection with the life 
worlds of participants, as well as with their personal processes of sense-making. Related 
to this, the focus on value reflection articulated itself in a dedication to emotional moral 
deliberation, mostly by adding a dramatic, material and spatial layer on to verbal forms 
of communication. Lastly, the focus on learning through the imagination of futures most 
notably appeared in the back-casting elements in the designs of the tools. 

Chronological overview of case studies 

As mentioned above, the design of the thesis was open and emergent. As a result, 
research questions of the different studies built on previous insights. The first two studies 
were performed in the context of SYNENERGENE. In the first study, we engaged high 
school, master and PhD students, in playfully reflecting on synthetic biology and human-
technology relationships. We did so in order to contribute to the cultivation of the moral 
sensitivity of researchers themselves. Central in this study was the ‘Frame Reflection Lab’ 
(FRL), which made use of video-narratives and co-creative group exercises in order to 
probe frame reflection. Frame reflection means that people engaged in a negotiation 
reflect on how their framing leads to the rise of differences in opinion regarding the most 
appropriate solution to a given issue (Schön & Rein, 1994). The video-narratives resulted 
from earlier lay public engagement with the topic of synthetic biology. Our study showed 
that the FRL triggered explicit conversations among participants on the values and 
assumptions of the narrators in the videos. The FRL also facilitated participants analysis 
of the differences and commonalities between the narrators, their own and other 
participants viewpoints. We found that this study could function well as a step to precede 
more application-specific negotiation of synthetic biology as well as an investigation of 
frame reflection over a longer period of time. We formulated the following study 
question: 

SQ1:  How do playful engagement tools, such as video-narratives and co-creative 
group exercises, facilitate frame reflection on synthetic biology and human-
technology relationships? 

Then we moved to explore synthetic biology in the context of the call for renewable 
energy sources through a responsively designed dialogue. We engaged an 
interdisciplinary public affiliated to synthetic biology and/or to the transition to renewable 
energy sources in a multi-stakeholder dialogue. This multi-stakeholder dialogue made 
use of playful, art-based reflection methods in order to probe frame reflection, and was 
accompanied by pre- and post-workshop interviews. The study showed that the 
interdisciplinary, material and imaginal approach of the dialogue opened-up the 
conversation on synthetic biology to include reflection on its social and moral aspects. 
Moreover, it indicated how translating a personal approach into a responsive dialogue 
design, gives insight into, and opens-up, participants reflective insights. Through this 
approach it became visible how stakeholders are able to look beyond current 
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circumstances, however struggled in connecting the evoked reflections to their daily 
practices. This study functioned as a comparison to a directly policy informing dialogue 
and answered the following study question: 

SQ2: How can playful, art-based methods enhance individual reflexivity in a 
multi-stakeholder dialogue setting on synthetic biology? 

The third study was performed in the context of NANO2ALL. We performed a second 
multi-stakeholder dialogue. This time deliberation concerned the field of 
nanotechnology, and the question of how to stimulate responsive research within this 
field. An interdisciplinary public was engaged in a playfully reflective dialogue intended 
to yield recommendations to inform European policy. This time nanotechnology as a field 
was focal; during the dialogue we made distinction between three fields of application 
(textile, medicine and brain-computer interfaces). This study showed how participants 
framing of the subject matter was diverse, and how without frame-reflection, the 
recommendations were ill-equipped to steer nanotechnology innovation.   

SQ3: How is the meaning of responsiveness interpreted and negotiated in the 
context of a playfully reflective multi-stakeholder dialogue on nanotechnology?
  

Simultaneous to the previous study, we explored speculative design as a means for 
reflective engagement on reproductive technologies in the context of the ‘Reprodutopia’ 
project. Societal issues were focal in this project. We performed two studies, both 
engaging a culturally and design interested public. The first study built up to the second, 
and concerned the combination of reflective conversations and a speculative design 
probe of an artificial womb. This study showed how speculative design facilitated value 
and frame reflections by creating space for personal experiences and emotional 
responses. Moreover, this study showed that in order for participants to take on the role 
of creative moral agents, makers need to balance the fine line between activating through 
ambiguity and through clarity. Thereby this study addressed the following study question: 

SQ4: What reflective processes are induced by speculative design on 
reproductive technological developments? 

In the second study on speculative design as a means for reflective engagement, and the 
final case study of this thesis, we combined reflective conversations and the speculative 
design exhibition ‘Reprodutopia’, which portrayed a speculative fertility clinic in the year 
of 2050. This study showed that speculative design opens-up the discursive space of the 
social and ethical implications of reproductive innovations. We suggest that in order to 
ensure broadening the range of reflections probed by speculative design, both the 
audience as well as its makers should be diverse. The following study question was 
formulated: 
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SQ5: Which citizens reflections regarding the social and ethical implications of 
reproductive technological developments are enhanced using speculative 
design?    

3.3. Scientific validity 

Within this study various strategies were employed to maximize scientific validity and 
contribute to the research’s trustworthiness, credibility, applicability, and consistency 
(Hammarberg et al., 2017)  notably transparency, triangulation and reflexivity. 

Firstly, we were transparent with regard to the purpose of studies, which methods would 
be used to conduct them, how data would be managed, and how excerpts where 
interpreted, increasing the trustworthiness of the studies. We provided descriptions, 
explanations and justifications of the methods and imperatives used (Kitto et al., 2008). 

Secondly, throughout all studies we used triangulation of data sources, methods and 
researchers. Data from different sources was extensively documented. Interviews and 
focus groups were audio-taped and transcribed verbatim, material outcomes were 
visually captured, and detailed (process-related) field notes as well as participant 
observations were recorded in writing. Triangulation of research methods was applied, 
compensating for their individual limitations and protecting the credibility of outcomes. 
Moreover, the data from semi-structured and informal interviews, focus groups, and 
ethnographic observations was triangulated with desk studies and non-systematic 
literature reviews, to reflect on outcomes credibility and applicability. Furthermore, the 
design, collection and analysis of events was done by multiple researchers, enhancing 
the trustworthiness, consistency and credibility of outcomes. 

In executing the studies, we actively enhanced the reflexivity among researchers on their 
own assumptions and role and the possible effect of these on the research outcomes. In 
each study, at least three researchers were involved in the set up and execution of the 
research activities and at least two were actively engaged in the analysis. During the set-
up of experiments (transdisciplinary) team work, for instance with NNN and consortia 
partners from within practice, led to the broadening of perspectives, and during data 
analysis researchers challenged each other by questioning each other’s interpretation and 
introducing counterexamples of data that did not fit emerging patterns. 

3.4. Outline of the thesis 

The following chapters (i.e., chapters 4-8) will each discuss one of the studies presented 
above. Chapter 4 willl present the first study of the SYNENERGENE case that engaged 
high school, master and PhD students in playfully reflecting on synthetic biology and 
human-technology relationships through a card-based game and video-narrative tool 
called the ‘Frame Reflection Lab’ (FRL). Chapter 5 will present the second study in the 
context of the SYNENERGENE case. Engaging an interdisciplinary public affiliated to 
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synthetic biology and/or to the transition to renewable energy sources in a playful and 
art-based multi-stakeholder dialogue accompanied by pre- and post-workshop 
interviews. Chapter 6 will present the study in the context of the second case; 
NANO2ALL. It will describe the second playful and art-based multi-stakeholder dialogue, 
deliberating how to stimulate responsive research within the field of nanotechnology. In 
this study an interdisciplinary public was engaged to define recommendations aimed at 
informing European policy. Chapter 7 will present the first study of the Reprodutopia case 
which explored speculative design as a means for reflective engagement on the artificial 
womb. In this study a culturally and design interested public was engaged in reflective 
conversations. Chapter 8 will present the second study of the Reprodutopia case, in which 
a culturally and design interested public was engaged in reflective conversations probed 
by a speculative design exhibition portraying a fertility clinic in the year of 2050. 
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4. FRAME REFLECTION LAB:  

A playful method for frame reflection on synthetic 
biology 

Abstract 
Synthetic biology is an emerging technology that asks for inclusive reflection on how 
people frame the field. To unravel how we can facilitate such reflection, this study 
evaluates the Frame Reflection Lab (FRL). Building upon playfulness design principles, 
the FRL comprises a workshop with video-narratives and co creative group exercises. We 
studied how the FRL facilitated frame reflection by organizing workshops with various 
student groups. Analysis of 12 group conversations and 158 mini-exit surveys yielded 
patterns in first order reflection (problem analysis and solution finding in reflection on the 
development of synthetic biology as a field) as well as patterns in second-order reflection 
(reflection on values and assumptions underlying the first order reflection). Also patterns 
in participants’ (re)framing of synthetic biology could be induced; participants’ viewpoints 
converged to some extent, yet with openness to individual viewpoint differences. 
Although the FRL method fortified the reflection processes of participants, the narratives 
and the workshop’s flexible format could inhibit the reflection too. Therefore, we advise 
designers of future frame reflection methods to apply stronger conversational facilitation 
and narratives of slightly mysterious yet identifiable narrators, in case e.g. video-
narratives are created and used to scaffold the reflection process. Nevertheless, we argue 
that the use of a playful frame reflection method like the FRL could function well as (1) a 
step to precede more application specific deliberation or decision-making on synthetic 
biology and as (2) a method for the collection of contemporary citizen viewpoints plus 
rationales underlying these, for the further (societal) responsible development of the 
emerging field. 

4.1 Introduction 
Emerging technologies such as artificial intelligence, nanotechnology, and biotechnology 
are shrouded in uncertainty: they will have positive effects on our society, but will also 
have undesirable, unintended and unpredictable impacts (Owen et al., 2012). There are 
technical uncertainties, for instance regarding safety and security, but also uncertainties 
concerning social and ethical impacts (Boerwinkel et al., 2014; Macnaghtan & Chilvers, 
2014). As a result, there are many ways to problematize emerging technologies and to 
envisage how they should develop (Boerwinkel et al., 2014). This range of eligible 
viewpoints about emerging technologies can lead to heated discussions (Boerwinkel et 
al., 2014). To deal with such potential controversy, there is a need for processes that 
enable the socially responsible development of emerging technologies (Owen et al., 
2012; Stilgoe et al. 2013). 
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To assist such development of emerging technologies, a new policy narrative has 
emerged in the last few years, known as  ‘Responsible Research and Innovation’ (RRI) 
(Owen et al., 2012; Von Schomberg, 2013; Kupper et al., 2015). With inclusion, 
anticipation of impacts, reflexivity, and responsiveness as core process dimensions 
(Stilgoe et al., 2013), RRI aims to achieve research and innovation outcomes that are 
socially desirable, sustainable, and ethically acceptable (Kupper et al., 2015). To realize 
the RRI process dimensions, RRI scholars emphasize that it is important to facilitate 
reflection on technical and ethical aspects, purposes, motivations, “intended and 
unintended impacts, consequences and implications” (Owen et al., 2012, p. 754), but 
also on “tacit understandings, assumptions” and “framings” (Stilgoe et al., 2013, p. 1575). 
This reflection should "inclusively open up […] to broad, collaborative deliberation 
through processes of dialogue, engagement and debate, inviting and listening to wider 
perspectives from publics and diverse stakeholders” (Owen et al., 2012, p. 755). In other 
words, a crucial element of RRI is the continuous engagement of various actors in a 
reflexive dialogue on diverse viewpoints regarding research and innovation. In this study, 
we refer to these dialogues as RRI reflection. 

It is no easy matter to organize RRI reflection on emerging technologies. First, by 
definition, emerging technologies often have only a few concrete applications that have 
been realized; or applications are described only as potentially promising concepts (Felt 
et al., 2014). Their status as emerging makes it hard for most people to understand 
emerging technologies and anticipate their potential impacts (ibid.). Second, it is a 
challenge to create a safe environment in which participants feel able to voice their 
diverse and potentially conflicting viewpoints (Rowe  & Frewer, 2000). Third, while a 
growing body of literature focuses on the conceptualization of RRI (Wilford, 2015), there 
is little literature on its practical realization on which to build RRI reflection. This calls for 
research into reflection methods for RRI that support people in making sense of emerging 
technologies and in paying attention to diverse sense-makings. 

Van der Meij, Broerse and Kupper (2017a) argued that playful tools have great potential 
to support RRI reflection. Playful tools can trigger participants’ playfulness, which is an 
attitude that makes people open to exploring and able to cope with complex tasks like 
reflection on emerging, potentially controversial, technologies (ibid.). Activating such 
playfulness during RRI reflection processes requires the embedding of one or more 
playfulness activity principles in the design of playful reflection methods, as well as the 
application of playfulness processes conditions (ibid.). Examples of such activity principles 
are narration, imagination and co-creation (ibid.). Narration refers to the use of (personal) 
stories for reflection. Presenting stories of personal experiences and perspectives enables 
story-receivers to put themselves in the shoes of storytellers, which encourages them to 
pay in-depth attention to viewpoints that are similar to or differ from their own (Van der 
Meij et al., 2016). Another activity principle that is useful for RRI reflection is imagination, 
which comprises posing questions or providing visual–spatial objects during the 
reflection process that allow for ambiguous interpretation (Van der Meij et al., 2017a). 
This ambiguity fosters developing new perspectives. Co-creation refers to RRI reflection 
activities by which participants collaboratively create objects, visualizations or scenarios 
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(ibid.). The negotiation during such activities can trigger understanding of the existence 
of different viewpoints, agreement to disagree and alignment in thinking (ibid.). Examples 
of playfulness-simulating process conditions are (1) stimulating guidance, such as 
encouraging and rewarding participation, (2) a clear focus, covering one particular sub-
topic at a time and providing a thought-out step-wise outline for the reflection process, 
and (3) offering experimentation space for testing multiple ideas and actions, in which 
revising previous ways of thinking and doing is encouraged and not seen as a mistake 
(ibid.). 

Several scholars have described playful tools, formats, methods and environments for 
reflection on various research and innovation fields (Cox et al., 2009; Horst & Michael, 
2011; Wieringa et al., 2011; Davies et al., 2012; Felt et al., 2014; Kerbe & Schmidt, 2013), 
but have paid minimal attention to explicitly linking the designs of the tools, formats, 
methods or environments to the intended reflection (Felt et al., 2014). To investigate how 
playful methods can be designed for RRI reflection, this study evaluates a playful method 
called Frame Reflection Lab (FRL hereafter). The FRL aims to support researchers and 
non-researchers in reflection on synthetic biology. Synthetic biology refers to the use of 
biotechnology in creating new biological products and systems, with specific 
preconceived functionalities (Schmidt et al., 2009). Currently targeted application 
domains are, for instance, health care, food production, and renewable energy. While 
only a few applications of synthetic biology have been realized to date (Baumann, 2016; 
Engelhard, 2010) the field is (potentially) controversial: there are debates on the field’s 
safety and security, as well as regarding the field’s potential impacts on the environment 
and social structures, such as (in)equality (Balmer & Martin, 2008; Torgersen & Schmidt, 
2013; Ancillotti et al., 2016). Synthetic biology therefore serves as an interesting 
emerging technology for the purpose of this study. 

The FRL method consists of a 90-minute workshop, in which participants reflect on 
framings of what synthetic biology is (step 1), deeper beliefs underlying various views 
(step 2), and approaches to guide the further development of the field (step 3). Built on 
playfulness design elements of Van der Meij et al. (2017a), as described above, the FRL 
applies playfulness activity principles as follows: 

• Video-narratives of four semi-fictitious narrators, with each a different framing of 
synthetic biology, for each workshop step. 

• Co-creation exercises on an A2 canvas, in groups of up to seven people, to 
collaboratively analyze the narratives and elicit their own perspectives. 

• Imagination-triggering cards to support the reflection. 

The FRL includes a number of playfulness process conditions as well. First, there is a 
plenary workshop facilitator, a social scientist, who is not personally active in the synthetic 
biology field. This facilitator instructs and encourages participants throughout each 
workshop step and thereby provides stimulating guidance to participants in their 
reflection. Furthermore, several other facilitators freely walk around, also social scientists, 
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to ensure that participants focus on the given conversation topic (different in each 
workshop step), and guide the experimentation space by encouraging people to test 
different ways of thinking. 

We tested the FRL in various settings with (homogeneous) student groups, namely 
international Bachelor, Master and PhD students engaged in iGem, a competition about 
synthetic biology; Dutch high-school students aged 16–18, taking a biology 
specialization; and Master students at a university in the Netherlands specializing in 
Management, Policy & Entrepreneurship and Global Health (hereafter Master students). 
By evaluating these test workshops, we aimed to answer the following research question: 
In what ways does the FRL trigger frame reflection? 

4.2 Frame reflection and playfulness 

RRI reflection requires the exchange of views regarding research and innovation between 
people from different backgrounds. The diversity of people included in such processes 
poses a challenge. Initially, people may have completely different viewpoints regarding 
complex issues or situations (Van Hulst & Yanow, 2014), for instance on safety, such as 
Who is allowed to use biotechnological tools to create new biological systems? or on 
(in)equality, such as Will synthetic biology-based health care be accessible for only the 
rich?  This can result in seemingly intractable situations, like an impasse in conversations 
about how synthetic biology should develop as a field, and what policies should guide 
that development. Such an impasse often stems from people’s different ways of framing 
a new phenomenon (ibid.). In this section, therefore, we conceptualize frames, framing 
and frame reflection for the purpose of this study. 

In general, a person’s view of a new and complex issue arises from a process of sense 
making (Schön & Rein, 1994), which is an interactive and social process. In that process, 
we select aspects of the new phenomenon that we can relate to what we already know 
(Cornelissen, 2014; Van Hulst & Yanow, 2014). This enables us to form a tentative view of 
the issue, which is called a frame (Cornelissen, 2014; Van Hulst & Yanow, 2014). Through 
interaction with others, we re-define and further shape our frame (Dewulf & Bouwen, 
2012). This interactive process, through which the frame is negotiated and (re)shaped, is 
referred to as framing (Schön & Rein, 1994). In terms of synthetic biology framing, for 
example, Ancillotti et al. (2016) found that some people see synthetic biology as a 
potentially dangerous field and argue that caution, rules and regulations should be 
applied to assure the socially and ethically responsible development of the field. Other 
people, however, consider synthetic biology to be an incredibly interesting field full of 
opportunities to tackle contemporary world problems, and argue that total freedom 
should be given to people for the discovery of truly innovative applications (ibid.). 

When people have to reflect and negotiate about how to tackle a particular issue, frame 
reflection is useful (Schön & Rein, 1994). Frame reflection means that people engaged in 
a negotiation reflect on how their framing leads to the rise of differences in opinion 
regarding the most appropriate solution to a given issue (ibid.). It requires revealing 
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arguments that underlie these differences (ibid.). Grin and Van der Graaf described this 
process as a policy learning process and made a useful distinction between first- and 
second-order reflection (Grin & vd Graaf, 1996). People often initially employ first-order 
reflection, being the “evaluation of the effectiveness, including unintended side-effects, 
and costs of alternative solution strategies for the achievement of the objectives set”, 
and “defining the problem in the case at hand”, after which “policy objectives and the 
consequent causal chains of means and ends chosen to implement them, are validated 
as contributions to solving that problem” (Grin & vd Graaf, 1996, p. 299). To prevent 
conversations between people with very different viewpoints from leading to an impasse, 
argumentation underlying the opinions, called second-order discourse, is ideally also 
revealed (ibid.). This second-order reflection comprises the exchange of “fundamental 
preferences about the social order” and evaluation of “systems of values and 
perceptions” (Grin & vd Graaf, 1996, p. 300). Schön & Rein (1994) call for a comparable 
reflection process to deal with differences, specifically the exchange of assumptions and 
values, in order to lead to mutual understanding among those participating in a 
negotiation. 

Extrapolating this first- and second-order problem analysis and solution-finding process 
to reflection on an emerging field like synthetic biology, frame reflection then comprises: 

• Eliciting viewpoints on the effectiveness of the field, its side effects, and 
comparison with alternative technologies in the light of their purposes. 

• Discovery of values and assumptions that underlie these viewpoints.    

• Defining solution strategies to deal with identified issues regarding the field’s 
effectiveness and potential effects, like laws or (joint) decision-making structures 
to guide its further development. 

In scholarly literature, playful methods have made promising contributions to such 
reflection on emerging technologies, albeit not explicitly described as such (Cox et al., 
2009; Horst & Michael, 2011; Wieringa et al., 2011; Davies et al., 2012, Felt et al., 2014; 
Kerbe & Scmidt, 2013; Schmidt et al., 2015). For example, Cox et al. 2009 developed 
and evaluated a theatrical play for reflection on genetics, which could be seen as a 
practical example of playfulness design principle narration (Van der Meij et al., 2017a). 
An alternative form of narration could be found in Van der Meij et al., 2017b, who 
developed and evaluated video-narratives for reflection on synthetic biology. Narration 
in combination with an element of imagination (Van der Meij et al., 2017a) can be found 
in Schmidt et al. (2015). These authors describe the film competition Bio-fiction, which 
entails a festival and screenings around the globe to facilitate reflection on synthetic 
biology (ibid.). 

Horst and Michael (2011) studied other playfulness design elements, in addition to 
narration and imagination. Although not explicitly referred to as such, the design of the 
biotechnology exhibition that they evaluate gave visitors the opportunity to contribute 
to the content by writing notes in response to a poll question who should control research 
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in biotechnology?, so that visitors would be stimulated to discuss the various answers to 
this question with their co-visitors (Horst & Michael, 2011). This could be considered as 
an interesting example of playfulness activity principle co-creation (Van der Meij et al., 
2017a). In addition, visitors were allowed to experiment freely with the objects of another 
exhibit, allowing them to discover and discuss different ways of doing and seeing in a 
more open and intuitive manner (Horst & Michael, 2011). In this way, Horst and Michael’s 
exhibit design also seems to apply playfulness process condition experimentation space, 
which calls for a non-judgmental environment that allows the discovery of diverse ways 
of doing and looking at a particular issue (Van der Meij et al., 2017a). 

Going further than narration, imagination, co-creation, and experimentation space, Felt 
et al. (2014) described an inspiring method for reflection on nanotechnology, using cards 
about its potential applications, issues and futures. They concluded that the cards and 
debate enabled citizens to reflect purposefully on the field, yet the debate could have 
been deeper and the cards alone did not guarantee equal opportunity to participate. 
Their reflection illustrates that providing what Van der Meij et al. (2017a) call focus (e.g. 
with the help of cards and specific tasks) but also stimulating guidance, e.g. by facilitation 
that promotes equal participation (Van der Meij et al., 2017a), are useful process design 
conditions for a reflection tool to fulfill the potential of playful activity principles for 
reflection. 

Felt et al. (2003), Cox et al. (2009), Horst and Michael (2011), and Schmidt et al. (2015) 
all illustrate that their methods, embedding various tools and formats comparable to 
playfulness design elements (cf. Van der Meij et al. (2017a), make promising contributions 
to reflection on research and innovation. These studies do not, however, cover frame 
reflection explicitly. As Van der Meij et al., (2017b) noted that second-order reflection 
regarding research and innovation in particular needs more than a (video-)narrative and 
a conversation, we argue that a playful RRI reflection method for frame reflection on 
synthetic biology may require more extensive application of playfulness process 
conditions stimulating guidance, focus, and experimentation space, and also activity 
principles co-creation and imagination (cf. Van der Meij et al., 2017a). In the next section 
we elaborate on the FRL design, which aimed to put this into practice. 

4.3 Research methodology 

The FRL design 

As briefly indicated above, the FRL comprises a method for facilitated workshops with 
video-narratives and several co-creation group exercises. The video-narratives are based 
on research into citizens’ views on synthetic biology (Betten et al., 2017), research into 
the relationship between technology and society (Verbeek, 2005), and a biotech 
viewpoint categorization described in Boerwinkel et al. (2014). They comprise narratives 
of four narrators named Christine (physicist), Karin (teacher), Walter (music producer) and 
Marlous (journalist) (see Fig. 4.1). Christine and Karin both externalize technology (cf. 
Verbeek, 2005): they see technology and human beings as separate worlds. Christine 
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argues that human beings have dominant agency over technology (existentialist), 
whereas Karin argues that technology has dominant agency (determinist). Walter and 
Marlous represent a transhumanist view (cf. ibid.): they see human beings and technology 
as integrated worlds. Walter adheres to an existentialist version of this transhumanist 
view, whereas Marlous is a determinist-transhumanist. Christine sees synthetic biology as 
a toolbox that will provide solutions to world problems. Responsible development can 
be realized by letting experts undertake a risk assessment, for instance (cf. Boerwinkel et 
al., 2014). Karin considers synthetic biology to be (potentially) risky, because of its 
autonomous development (cf. ibid.), and calls for regulations and legislation to control 
its development. Conversely, Walter sees the field as a collective creative experiment, 
and grants freedom and trust to all people who undertake synthetic biology. Similarly, 
Marlous considers synthetic biology as a collective journey, but pays more attention to 
everyone’s responsibility to make the field develop responsibly, e.g. by engaging in 
dialogue and deliberation to co-decide on its future (cf. ibid.). 

The narrators share their viewpoints in three separate clips: 

• What is synthetic biology? and What is the impact of synthetic biology on society? 
representing the problematizing of the field in line with Grin and van der Graaf’s first-
order reflection on effectiveness, goals and impacts (Grin & vd Graaf, 1996). 

• What is the relationship between human beings and technology? for second-order 
reflection on values and perceptions concerning the field, aligning with Grin and van 
der Graaf’s second-order reflection (Grin & vd Graaf, 1996). 

• How to approach synthetic biology ethically1? in line with Grin and van der Graaf’s 
solution-finding aspect of first-order reflection (Grin & vd Graaf, 1996). 

An evaluation of these video-narratives (Van der Meij et al., 2017b) illustrated their 
usefulness for reflection on synthetic biology. 

This series of clips formed the basis for the three reflection rounds of the FRL workshop: 
the (1) problematization with the first video-clips, (2) further analysis into arguments 
beyond problematization with the second set of video-clips, (3) and solution finding with 
the third set of clips. After a general introduction about synthetic biology and frame 
reflection, the plenary facilitator guided participants throughout the workshop rounds, 
each comprising a round-specific instruction, the viewing of one set of video-clips, and 
canvas co-creation exercises. Synthetic biology was introduced by means of a video 
about the field, based on a presentation used in Betten et al. (2017), which aimed to 
present synthetic biology in a neutral way: as an emerging field that poses known and 
unknown possibilities and challenges. 

 
 1The words ethical and moral are often used interchangeably. This question refers to what could 

be called a moral approach: What is the adequate approach to deal with the development of 
synthetic biology as a field? The makers of the video-clips decided to use the more compact 
formulation How to approach synthetic biology ethically? for readability purposes. 
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The canvas co-creation exercises corresponded to each workshop round and comprised: 

1.  Analysis of the first video-clips by means of an A2 canvas with photos of the narrators 
(see Fig. 4.1) and markers to write down keywords and draw arrows, which elicit the 
characteristics of narrators and/or potential differences and similarities between their 
viewpoints. 

2.  Identification of more fundamental differences by means of viewing the second set 
of video-clips and cards about values and assumptions (hereafter Value & Assumption 
cards). These Value & Assumption cards were provided in six pairs, recognizable by 
their similar color, and each contained keywords and an imagination-triggering 
picture or visualization (Fig. 4.2): (1) balance and progress, (2) minimize risks and 
accept risks, (3) technology determines human actions and human beings are free to 
choose, (4) control and predict life and embrace its complexity, (5) technology is 
neutral and technology is value-laden, and (6) human beings and technology are part 
of one world and human beings and technology are two different worlds. Keywords 
on the cards are value- or assumption-related tension fields that the authors 
associated with the characteristics of the narrators’ framings as sketched above. 
Nevertheless, the keywords on the cards were intentionally ambiguous, making it 
open for FRL participants to decide how the cards and narrators were related in their 
sense making of the keywords and narratives. We provided two wild cards as well, 
on which participants could write values or assumptions that they considered to be 
missing in the provided set. 

3.  Negotiation on an approach to the further development of synthetic biology as a 
field (step 3), supported by the third set of video-clips and four ethics cards (Fig. 4.3): 
(1) experts decide, (2) regulations and legislation, (3) freedom for all, and (4) decide 
together. These cards aligned with the views of the narrators as sketched above as 
follows: (1) Christine, (2) Karin, (3) Walter, and (4) Marlous (see also Fig. 4.1). 

At the end of steps 1 and 2, participants could indicate their own position in relation to 
the narrators by placing a sticker on the canvas. In the first round, they annotated a 1 and 
the first letter of their name on the sticker; in the second round a 2 and the same initial. 
In step 3, participants were asked to negotiate on the ethical approach to synthetic 
biology based on the position of their second stickers on the canvas. Although their 
positions could vary significantly, they had to agree upon a single or combination of 
ethical approaches to synthetic biology. Figure 4.4 depicts the workshop timeline that 
summarizes the different rounds of the FRL. Figure 4.5 shows the kind of canvasses that 
were created during FRL workshops. 

In each workshop three additional facilitators walked around to encourage participants 
to explore differences and similarities in viewpoints, and values and assumptions 
underlying these, in line with the playfulness process conditions stimulating guidance, 
experimentation space, and focus (cf. Van der Meij et al. 2017a). Participants were 
allowed to cheat: if they did not agree or know what to do during the exercises, they 
could invent their own ways of doing the exercise. 
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 Fig. 4.1 The narrators Christine, Karin, Walter and Marlous and their synthetic biology 
framing characteristics  

4 
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     Fig. 4.2 Value & Assumption cards and their intentionally ambiguous meaning 
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   Fig. 4.3 Ethics cards and their meaning 
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Fig. 4.4 FRL workshop timeline, showing the three workshop rounds, objectives and used 
tools per round 

 

Fig. 4.5 A photo of a canvas created during one of the FRL workshops, to illustrate the co-
creation exercises 
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Testing the tool – data collection 

To collect data on how the FRL supported frame reflection, we organized workshops with 
a variety of students: three workshops with fifth- and sixth-year high-school students with 
a biology specialization (n=69), two workshops in Amsterdam with Master students 
(n=30), and two with synthetic biology Bachelor, Master and PhD student researchers 
participating in the international iGem competition during the Giant Jamboree in Boston 
(n=59). During these workshops, participants were divided into tables of four to seven. 
Procedural and practical ethical principles of qualitative research were applied (cf. 
Guillemin & Gillam, 2004): participation was voluntary, the aims of the study were 
explained (FRL method evaluation), as well as the participants’ anonymity, and recording 
began only after having received informed consent. We also informed participants about 
the fictitious nature of the video-narratives and emphasized that the facilitators were 
social scientists with no intention of promoting particular viewpoints regarding synthetic 
biology. Likewise, we asked participants to co-create an environment in which everyone 
would feel safe to contribute and say what they wanted to.      

With the agreement of the workshop participants, we audio-recorded four table 
conversations of the iGem students, four of the Master students and four of the high-
school students, giving conversation data of 12 tables in total. Also, all workshop 
participants (n=158) filled out a Learner Report. This is a mini-exit survey with open 
questions intended to monitor insights gained and reflection on one’s own and other 
people’s viewpoints (Van Kesteren, 1993). The FRL’s Learner Reports contained the 
following sentences for participants to complete: 

• During this workshop I discovered that my own view on synthetic biology is... 
• The workshop challenged my assumption that... 
• The workshop showed me that I particularly value... 
• During the workshop I saw that other people value / assume... 
• My view changed / did not change into... 
• During the workshop I realized that compared to others my view is...      

Data processing and coding 

Audio-recorded table conversations were transcribed verbatim. The Learner Report 
responses and the table conversations were analyzed by a combination of deductive and 
inductive coding (Braun & Clarke, 2006) in MAXQDA, on the level of “paragraphs that 
are connected to a specific context or setting” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 137). First, 
the second author of this study coded the conversations and Learner Report responses 
with first-order reflection and second-order reflection as sensitizing concepts (Van den 
Hoonaard, 1997): 

• First-order, other: conversations in which participants discussed a narrators’ 
evaluation of synthetic biology or the ethical approach to the field in terms of its 
effectiveness, effects, problems and solutions. 

• First-order, self: participants’ own evaluations with regard to these aspects. 
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• Second-order, other: conversations about (estimations of) narrators’ more abstract 
conceptions such as fundamental preferences (values) or assumptions regarding 
the social system. 

• Second-order, self: participants’ elicitation of their own fundamental preferences 
or assumptions. 

After discussing the first coding round with the first author, in which disagreements were 
resolved by negotiation between the first and second author, the second author analyzed 
the conversations again to seek patterns. The first and second author discussed and 
agreed upon these recognized patterns, and their characteristics were discussed with the 
fourth author. The first and second author then reconsidered, discussed and revised the 
new first- and second-order reflection coding in MAXQDA once again. This resulted in 
the induction of first- and second-order reflection patterns, and several limitations and 
strengths of the FRL as a method for frame reflection on synthetic biology. Lastly, the first 
and second author analyzed the participants’ Learner Report responses to juxtapose the 
patterns, and in particular participants’ identification of their own first- and second-order 
reflection. In these Learner Report responses, we identified patterns in: (1) the insights 
gained into the level of participants’ own and other viewpoints with regard to synthetic 
biology, (2) discovery of values and assumptions, and (3) views on an ethical approach to 
synthetic biology. 

4.4 Results 

Table 4.1 provides an overview and explanation of the reflection patterns induced from 
the analyses. We proceed to detail each pattern in the sections below. 

Table 4.1 Overview of reflection pattern categories and reflection patterns induced from the 
data analyses   

Reflection 
pattern 
category 

Often occurring 
patterns 

Explanation 

First-order reflection Conversations about the narrators’ or participants’ frame of synthetic 
biology concerning the field’s effectiveness, (side-)effects and possible 
solution strategies to deal with these. For example: categorizing frames in 
terms of being neutral, contra or pro-synthetic biology in relation to the 
profession or (estimated) knowledgeability  of the narrator(s). 

Second-order reflection Conversations about the narrators’ or participants’ own frame of synthetic 
biology in which underlying values or assumptions are considered in 
relation to the field’s effectiveness, (side-)effects, and solution strategies 
to deal with these. 

 Fill in the blank-
style 

The keyword of a Value and Assumptions card (or another value or 
assumption) is mentioned during the conversation but further explicit 
defining of its meaning remains absent. 
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 Indirect 
defining of 
underlying 
values or 
assumptions 

The keyword of a Value and Assumptions card (or another value or 
assumption) is mentioned during the conversation and participants define 
its meaning by referring to (fragments of) the video-narratives.  

 Explicit defining 
of underlying 
values or 
assumptions 

The keyword of a Value and Assumptions card (or another value or 
assumption) is mentioned during the conversation and participants define 
its meaning through extensive negotiation, whether or not with references 
to video-narratives. 

 Awareness of 
the process of 
framing 

Participants relate the origin of synthetic biology framing(s) to previous 
experiences (education, media, etc.). 

(Re)framing Participants develop own viewpoints of or stances towards synthetic 
biology’s effectiveness, (side-)effects, and solution strategies to deal with 
these; individually or as a group. 
Viewpoints evolve over time (during the FRL workshop). 

 Diversity Participants (feel competent to) take unique positions on the A2 canvas, 
with or amidst photos of narrators. 
No particular narrator / framing is more popular than others. 

 (Minor) 
Viewpoint 
change 

Participants gain insights into other viewpoints, and occasionally 
incorporate elements of other viewpoints in their own viewpoint. 
Own viewpoints of participants shift during the session (sticker 1 is on a 
different spot than sticker 2), occasionally explained with an explicit link to 
values or assumptions.   

 Inclusive 
convergence on 
ethical 
approach to 
synthetic 
biology 

Participants agree upon a combination of two or three ethics cards during 
their conversation on how to guide the further development of synthetic 
biology as a field. 
Participants are open to individual variances regarding this convergence. 
Well-informed decision-making on the field’s development is emphasized. 

 

Patterns in first-order reflection 

In conversations during the first FRL workshop round, after viewing the video-clips about 
What is synthetic biology? and What is the impact of synthetic biology on society?, and 
to lesser extent later on during the workshops, we found 459 instances of first-order 
reflection. We identified three types of first-order beliefs by which participants analyzed 
the narrators: (1) the neutrality versus positive or negative stances or tones of the 
narrators; (2) knowingness and subtlety versus nescience and naivety of narrators, often 
put in relation to their viewpoints for or against synthetic biology; (3) the narrators’ 
professions in relation to their synthetic biology viewpoints. The following fragment of a 
workshop with Master students illustrates the eliciting of first-order beliefs concerning 
knowledge, in relation to being neutral, pro or contra synthetic biology: 
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P1: Is she [Marlous] more neutral? 
P2: Yes 
P1: And [Karin] is just, uh… 
P3: Different 
P1: Negative 
P3: She is afraid 
P1: Cautious  
P3: And about that scientific article ... about [plant] resistance [against 
infections]... I think he [Walter] does not even know what resistance means … 
P2: I think we can also create a knowledge line here? 
P3: Yes, that too 
P2: And with Christine? 
P4: She has a little bit more knowledge … 

The following extract from an iGem workshop illustrates that in their reflections, 
participants also relate first-order beliefs, e.g. being neutral, for or against synthetic 
biology, to the narrators’ professions: 

P1: What were their views? She, well the physicist, she is… 
P2: She seemed very positive 
P3: She is obviously an engineer 
P4: All the different narrators related biology to what they do, their 
professional life or their personal way of thinking 
(*Hummings of yes*) 
P1: Yeah coz like, it seems, she’s a scientist, she does it all the time. She’s a 
teacher, and she thinks that you know ….. 
P3: I don't think that she’s a teacher 
P4: No, she’s a journalist 

From both extracts it can be deduced that participants categorized the narrators based 
on beliefs that were grounded in their ideas about the narrators’ characteristics: in the 
first extract they related being extremely critical or extremely enthusiastic about synthetic 
biology to having little knowledge, and being neutral to or conscious about the field’s 
potential opportunities to being knowledgeable; in the second abstract, participants 
assumed that a physicist (narrator Christine) is more knowledgeable than, for instance, a 
teacher (narrator Karin), and therefore conscious about the opportunities of synthetic 
biology. In the instances of first-order reflection, participants merely used words that 
narrators had themselves mentioned in the video-clips. Formulation and analysis in their 
own words was often lacking. This first-order reflection continued after the first workshop 
rounds. For example, in conversations about the ethical approach to synthetic biology 
(workshop round three), participants occasionally re-emphasized the role of knowledge 
in relation to stances towards synthetic biology, or even being eligible to have a say in 
the field, albeit far less frequently than in the earlier workshops. 
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Patterns in second-order reflection 

Second-order discourse was often, but not entirely, triggered after the second workshop 
round in which participants watched video-clips about What is the relationship between 
human beings and technology? and did the Value & Assumption card-sorting exercise.  
The second-order reflection became more profound in the second and third round of the 
workshop. We identified four patterns in the 180 instances of second-order reflection 
with various levels of depth, which we describe and illustrate below. 

The basic level of second-order reflection could be characterized as a fill in the blank-
style, in which participants briefly attributed the keywords described on Value & 
Assumption cards, placing them on the table between or close to particular narrators, 
but with little argument or explanation. The following extract from a conversation about 
‘which card should be where on the canvas’ (e.g. Fig. 4.5) between high-school students 
illustrates this: 

P1: Accept risks 
P2: That’s what this one [Christine] says. 
P3: No he [Walter] accepts the risks… Yes both. 
P4: She [Christine] doesn’t, she’s just… 
P3: Yes, she [Christine]. 
P1: Yes, she [Christine] also said that rather a lot. 
P3: Yes, she [Christine] accepts them partially. 
P1: Ok, neat [card is placed between them both]. 

As this conversation about the Value & Assumption card accepting risks shows, this type 
of negotiation touches second-order reflection. It covers reflection on a value or an 
assumption (e.g. as suggested by a participant, or written on a card), in this case 
accepting that technological innovation comes along with risks, but not very profoundly. 
Of the 180 instances of second-order reflection, this pattern occurred 67 times, of which 
half occurred in the first workshop round, before the card-sorting exercise.   

Another style of second-order reflection concerned the indirect defining of a value or an 
assumption (mostly as written on a card) by means of reasoning whether and how this 
particular value or assumption would fit to one or more particular characters. In this, 
participants often referred to narrators’ words from the video-narratives. The following 
extract of a workshop with Master students illustrates this: 

P1: Technology Determines our [actions], perhaps a bit with Karin. 
P2: That is more a keyword for Marlous. Yes Yes. For she says… In parallel 
worlds. I think it suits every character. P1: Marlous said that synthetic biology 
influenced our society and vice versa .... 
P3: This is also something neutral. It’s not positive or negative. 
P1: She [Karin] is also very much like: everyone is ‘connected’; calling it the 
‘head down generation’. 
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Facilitator: In a certain way it fits with Karin and Marlous? 
All: Yes. 

The participants defined the Value & Assumption card Technology determines our actions 
by referring to the words of the narrators in the video-narratives. In the 75 instances that 
this pattern occurred, of which 75% were in the second and third workshop rounds, 
participants often went deeper by providing more of own interpretations of the video-
narratives in addition to the references to literal words or sentences of the narrators. 

A more extensive form of second-order reflection took place when participants explicitly 
defined the Value & Assumption cards, explored various interpretations, and created 
explicit references to the narrators’ words, whether or not accompanied with their own 
interpretations of these, and thereby negotiated the position of the cards on the canvas. 
The following fragment of an iGem workshop illustrates this: 

P1: And balance? 
P2: Where is the balance card? 
P3: You have it. 
P2: Yes, but you see, what is balance? What is your interpretation of it? He 
[Walter] says about balance: things will invent themselves. 
P4: It’s more about balance like with the technology we try to decide 
together on the speed by which it should develop. 
P5: I don’t think this [pointing to the card of Walter] is balance, really; he says 
it [humans and technology] is all the same, and if that’s the same, we cannot 
really have balance. 
P2: And what she [Christine] says, like humans do not always have control 
over what they invent but do have control over what they do with it. That’s a 
kind of balance too. 
P6: We have to put them somewhere, otherwise we won’t have enough time. 
P2: Ok so here [between both narrators]. (*Hummings of agreement*) 

As this extract illustrates, the participants co-created and negotiated on the meaning of 
balance, after which they conclusively agreed upon where to place the card on the map. 
This pattern, which occurred 20 times almost predominantly in the second and third 
workshop rounds, often made participants compare one or multiple narrators in relation 
to their own viewpoint(s), to make overarching or deeper commonalities and differences 
more explicit. 

A last pattern that we identified (18 instances) concerned a process in which participants 
elicited awareness of their own ways of learning, either during or beyond the workshop 
(studies, general life). The following extract from a Master student workshop during the 
third workshop round, when participants decide which ethical approach they would like 
to take to synthetic biology, illustrates this: 

Facilitator: So, you have agreed upon ethics ‘Decide together’? 
P1: Because…. We are studying this! 
P2: We choose ‘Experts decide’ and ‘Decide together’. 
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P1: We are indoctrinated! 

Especially in Master students’ workshops, participants expressed awareness of their 
background in their reflection (14 of the 18 instances). In their Master specialization 
Management, Policy & Entrepreneurship and Global Health, major attention is paid to 
epistemic cultures (positivism, constructivism), and the value of multi-stakeholder 
processes. This may have raised their awareness of the impact of their own studies on 
their stance to the preferred development of emerging fields like synthetic biology. iGem 
workshops showed only two instances of this reflection pattern, as did the high-school 
workshops. 

Patterns in participants’ (re)framing of synthetic biology 

Analysis of conversations during sticker moments, which took place before and after the 
reflection on values and assumptions (see prototype description), showed that a great 
diversity of viewpoints was represented in most workshops. In 13 instances participants 
said feeling too ignorant to form an opinion during the workshops, but, generally 
speaking, most participants did position themselves close to one particular narrator or 
between two or more narrators. No particular narrator was more popular than another. 
Nor did the table participants place their stickers all together in one spot. Comparing the 
two sticker moments, many participants placed their second sticker in a slightly different 
spot on the canvas than their first one, indicating that they had made minor changes. This 
replacement was occasionally accompanied by the eliciting of arguments for their change 
in position during the table conversations, in which several instances of second-order 
reflection could be identified, for example a reference to values and assumptions that 
had caused their change of position. We illustrate this with the following extract from a 
high-school workshop participant in conversation with a facilitator, during the sticker 
moment after reflection on the relationship between human beings and technology: 

P1: Ah, I had a hard time to understand her [Christine] before, but now I 
understand her better. Can I have a marker? 
Facilitator: You said you did not understand her earlier?… 
P1: She [Marlous] is a little bit too accepting. I want a middle ground. And 
she [Christine] does that. 
Facilitator: She [Marlous] is too accepting? 
P1: (…) She says [Christine] ‘one should accept risks, but also control it 
[synthetic biology] well’. At least, that is what I got out of it. She [Marlous] is 
more like ‘we should do it all’. 

The participant discovers a change in the own preferred position on the canvas (in relation 
to the narrators), by reconsidering the degree of control on synthetic biology as a field. 
Apparently, the participant argues that there is a more open stance on Marlous’ side of 
the canvas, where this participant initially positioned the own viewpoint, versus a more 
controlling stance on Christine’s of the canvas. As this participant suddenly realizes the 
own preference for more control, the participant ‘moves’ to a new location on the canvas, 
closer to Christine. 
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Although explicit reference to participants’ own values and assumptions was not so 
common during conversations about their own viewpoints regarding synthetic biology, 
the participants’ responses to the Learner Report questions showed something different. 
For instance, in these answers, many participants emphasized that they had gained 
insights into their own and other people’s values and assumptions related to their own 
and other views of synthetic biology during the workshop. These additional data show 
that the participants themselves recognized second-order reflection too, albeit in their 
own words. Participants’ responses given in the Learner Reports to the fill-out sentence 
“My view did / did not change into…”, confirm our idea that most participants slightly 
changed their viewpoints. Of the 126 participants who filled out this question, about half 
explicitly reported not or “not really” having changed their view. Sixteen noted having 
changed from no view to a view, and another 20 explicitly reported gaining new insights 
and making minor changes, for example as an iGem participant reported having changed 
his view “into a more flexible one, with wider perspective on the issues”. In other words, 
many participants seemed conscious that they had become more aware of other 
viewpoints, their embracing of differences arose, or (occasionally) that they had 
incorporated different elements of other viewpoints in their own framing. 

Patterns in (re)framing the ethical approach to synthetic biology 

During the negotiation about the ethical approach to synthetic biology at the end of the 
workshop, most tables reached a consensus on a combination of letting Experts decide 
(going along with narrator Christine) on the ethical approach to synthetic biology and 
Decide together (narrator Marlous). This negotiation often concerned a discussion about 
what is an expert? The following abstract of a high-school workshop illustrates this: 

P1: What would you choose? 
P2: What would I choose? I think a sort of committee [of experts] but the 
citizens should have a little bit of a say too. P3: But wait, she was talking 
about scientists! With their ‘Erlenmeyer’s’ in the lab. 
P2: I think there must be some kind of mix. It’s logical that a sort of 
knowledgeable group of people decides what is allowed and not, and that 
citizens have a say too. (…) Because (…) my parents might know better what 
is good for me and what not, but that does not mean that I (…) agree with 
everything they say. I want to have a say too (…) Facilitator: Let’s see ... you 
[participant P4] are in that corner [with Walter], I guess? And do you think 
that [‘Freedom to all’] too? (…) 
P4: Yes. But I think through this [exercise] I moved a little bit more to these 
two [‘Decide together’ and let ‘Experts decide’]. Because, it [synthetic 
biology] must be reviewed by people who really know something about it, 
but I’m still progressive over all, because the development [of synthetic 
biology] must happen and is a logical step. 

The groups chose the ethical approach with Rules and laws (narrator Karin) less frequently, 
and mostly in combination with Experts decide or Decide together and often 
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accompanied with a discussion about who decides these rules? Freedom to all as an 
ethical approach (narrator Walter) was unpopular in all workshops. In the occasional 
instances that one group member’s sticker was positioned far away from all the others on 
the canvas, e.g. at the location of the Freedom to all-card with Walter, he or she would 
often agree with the group’s choice after the negotiation. In other words, the group 
mostly came to a unified stance towards the ethical approach for responsible 
development of synthetic biology, in which openness seemed to remain for different 
stances towards the field itself. 

In the Learner Report responses, many participants addressed their view of an ethical 
approach to synthetic biology as an important insight that they had discovered during 
the workshop (69 instances). Relatively speaking, many of the iGem participants (40 
instances of 78 who filled out the Learner Report) emphasized the importance of 
knowledge in deciding how synthetic biology can develop and the need for reason in 
deciding on the future of synthetic biology. Of the 69 participants who addressed the 
ethical approach in their Learner Report, 25 called for experts to decide on the ethical 
approach to synthetic biology, whereas 27 participants re-emphasized the need to allow 
many stakeholders or citizens decide upon it together. So, although many participants 
argued that well informed decision-making on the future of synthetic biology is 
important, there was no consensus that the well-informed people taking such decisions 
should be the experts in the synthetic biology field itself. 

4.5 Discussion 

Our findings illustrate that a playful method like the FRL is suited to facilitating frame 
reflection on an emerging and controversial field such as synthetic biology with different 
social groups. 

Although the conversations in FRL test workshops at high schools were somewhat less 
thorough than the workshops with iGem and Master students, we identified a great deal 
of second-order reflection throughout all workshops. This included instances of the more 
profound versions of second-order reflection, in which participants explicitly defined a 
relevant value or assumption (e.g. as written on Value & Assumption cards), extensively 
discussed the narrator of the videos who adhered to this value or assumption and why, 
and/or elaborated on their own stance in relation to that. Although the high-school 
participants were enrolled in the highest level of Dutch secondary education 
(Gymnasium), we hypothesize that playful process conditions and activities as embedded 
in the FRL method could readily support frame reflection among different social groups. 
Further research into playful reflection methods comparable to the FRL, with ever more 
diverse participants, is needed to establish whether they support frame reflection among 
adults with no academic education and high-school students from other educational 
levels. If there is a need for comparable methods for playful RRI reflection, about synthetic 
biology or other fields, several of our findings may be worthy of consideration. 
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First, a study by Van der Meij et al. (2017b) into reflection on synthetic biology that used 
the same video-narratives as used in the FRL, but no other tools, concluded that video-
narratives are not sufficient to achieve reflection on values and assumptions. The authors 
concluded that narrative-based reflection needs to be complemented with strong 
facilitation and conversation-triggering cards to deepen the reflection to a second-order 
level (ibid.). Indeed, in the FRL, we saw that the use of the Value & Assumption cards 
placed greater emphasis on second-order reflection than could be seen in Van der Meij 
et al. (2017b). The keywords on the Value & Assumption cards, accompanied by 
ambiguous visualizations, allowed for certain freedom of interpretation (see Fig. 4.2). The 
developers of the FRL, first and last authors of this study, had formulated the keywords 
based on value or assumption-related tension fields that they associated with the 
characteristics of the narrators’ views (cf. Van der Meij et al. (2017b). Furthermore, the 
card designs were based on playfulness principle imagination Van der Meij et al. (2017a). 
In accordance with this playfulness design principle, we noted that the cards helped to 
focus the conversations among the FRL participants, while their freedom of interpretation 
seemed to stimulate the more profound forms of second-order reflection. Authors of a 
study into a card-based nanotechnology reflection method (Felt et al., 2014) also noted 
that if participants could use keyword cards in a rather open manner, this contributed to 
the development of ownership during the reflection (finding one’s own words as opposed 
to using expert vocabulary). We therefore argue that (1) the use of cards with second-
order keywords and (2) images with certain interpretative freedom, in addition to (3) 
narratives (in any form) and (4) analysis exercises, is a combination worth considering in 
designing reflection methods, especially if the cards and narratives are carefully chosen 
in line with a framework for dominant frames of the relevant emerging technology. 

Second, Van der Meij et al. (2017b) also found that video-narratives can trigger 
annoyance with a narrator, which calls for careful consideration of video-narrative design 
and presentation. Adding to the findings of Van der Meij et al. (2017b), we noted that 
our FRL participants expressed first-order judgmental assumptions regarding the 
narrators’ knowledge about and view of synthetic biology, e.g. due to their (fictitious) 
profession. Horst and Michael (2011) could have called these immediate judgments of 
our FRL participants idiotic behaviors (p. 283), which often say much about what we 
overlook in designing tools for reflection on science or technology. It is apparent and 
indeed logical that people have many preconceptions about what kind of people have 
the right knowledge, whom to trust and what kind of people have which opinions. In our 
search for good narratives to stimulate reflection on synthetic biology, we overlooked the 
consequences of contextual elements in the narratives, like details about the (fictitious) 
professions of the narrators, for the reflection. Our study calls for more research into the 
balance between providing contextually rich video-narratives, which are identifiable and 
realistic for participants of RRI reflection processes, and the triggering of (and dealing 
with) superficial judgment in the analysis of viewpoints represented in the narratives. Van 
der Meij et al. (2017b) noted that the narrators should be presented as equally 
knowledgeable. Based on this study we could add that creating a certain mystery about 
the narrators’ personal lives could also be an interesting direction.   
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Third, if second-order reflection on research and innovation is desired in RRI reflection, 
our study showed that it is not enough to use playful activity principles in the design of 
playful tools. Our findings indicate that particular forms of facilitation are necessary, 
particularly to encourage second-order reflection. We noted that about one third of the 
instances of second-order reflection during FRL workshops occurred when a facilitator 
joined the table conversations. The facilitators who walked around during FRL workshops 
visited the various tables and asked participants to recap their conversations. Facilitators 
mostly asked why? questions in response to the recapitulation. This style of facilitation in 
particular contributed to second-order reflection. Given the potential expense of large-
scale workshops with many tables, we suggest that facilitation tasks might better be 
divided among participants themselves. The plenary facilitator could instruct the chair of 
each table to ensure the reflection structure. 

There might also be a need for comforting facilitation to make playfulness design 
elements imagination and experimentation space more productive in achieving second-
order reflection in playful RRI reflection methods. The FRL provided participants with 
tools characterized by a certain freedom of interpretation, especially in the Value & 
Assumption cards with keywords and suggestive pictures, and by permitting participants 
to cheat during the exercises. As described above, the ambiguity of the tools obliged 
participants to negotiate about the meaning of the keywords and pictures, after which 
they often started to analyze narrator viewpoints extensively, e.g. on a second order, to 
define the position of the card in the canvas. On the other hand, the ambiguity of the 
Value & Assumption cards could inhibit reflection as well. For example, one participant 
of a high-school workshop said: “Huh? A huge piece of bread, a really small woman, and 
a huge toaster...? How can this be ‘minimize risk’?”, after which the discussion on this 
card was rather blocked, and the participants had to ask the facilitator whether they were 
doing it right. Considering such instances of insecurity, one conclusion might be that the 
tools of the FRL method were too complex for e.g. high-school students. However, in this 
and various other instances of insecurity about the cards and their keywords during the 
workshops, a facilitator’s re-emphasis that all interpretations were fine often restored 
participants’ confidence. Therefore, we argue that ambiguity is productive for frame 
reflection, especially for second-order reflection, if additional comforting facilitation is 
offered during the participants’ negotiation of meaning surrounding the ambiguity. 

Fourth, a potential point of investigation is the further use of co-creation exercises in RRI-
related reflection methods. Felt et al. discourage the use of a consensus exercise, for it 
may “lead to a premature reduction of the scope of opinions” (Felt et al., 2014, p. 236). 
Our last exercise in the FRL, however, asked participants to reach a consensus on the 
ethical approach to synthetic biology. We based this exercise on the notion that co-
creation is a good way to make people negotiate and thereby discover a diverse set of 
viewpoints Van der Meij et al. (2017a). As we identified that the reflection during this 
consensus building actually allowed space for diversity, further research into comparable 
exercises is needed to assess whether asking people to reach value- or assumption-based 
consensus (on the ethical approach to the field or in other areas) impedes or assists the 
sharing of diverse viewpoints.   
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4.6 Conclusion 

This study shows that the Frame Reflection Lab (FRL) method encouraged frame 
reflection in various ways. Analysis of the workshop conversations showed that in addition 
to first-order reflection, there were many instances of second-order reflection. 
Participants analyzed the views represented in the video-clips at a deeper level than 
simply as problems and solutions surrounding synthetic biology. They really delved into 
the narratives of the videos and came to a deeper understanding of the values and 
assumptions underlying the narrators’ views. At the beginning of the workshops, 
participants mostly expressed more first-order beliefs, such as judgments surrounding the 
narrators’ neutrality/bias, knowledge or professional status (scientist, arts teacher, music 
producer, journalist). Later on, their reflections on video-clips about the relationship 
between human beings and technology, supported by the Values & Assumptions card-
sorting exercise, triggered explicit conversations about values and assumptions, leading 
to deeper analysis of differences and commonalities between viewpoints. Although many 
participants reported in their Learner Reports having stayed close to their initial view of 
synthetic biology, we observed that their openness to alternatives changed during the 
workshops. For example, we saw greater awareness and occasional appreciation of other 
people’s stances towards synthetic biology based on the analysis of viewpoints and their 
underlying values and assumptions.   

Towards a kaleidoscope of reflection methods 

Davies et al. (2012) pointed out that each public engagement format has its own 
strengths and weaknesses in terms of reaching openness for diversity, emotional 
engagement, and scientific accuracy. As it might be better to see “public participation as 
comprised of a kaleidoscope of practices rather than a single static event” (Davies et al., 
2012, p. 356), we argue that the FRL should not be seen as a free-standing exercise in 
the RRI spectrum, but should ideally be embedded in a wider context of RRI reflection. 
For example, in RRI it can be useful to reflect on specific applications, which the FRL does 
not currently facilitate. Kerbe and Schmidt found that citizens tend to make a ranking in 
hierarchies of organisms, such as bacteria, pigeons, horses and human beings (Kerbe & 
Schmidt, 2013). They allow more degrees of ‘synthetic-ness’ among bacteria than in 
higher organisms (ibid.). They also noted that visitors preferred certain boundaries for the 
latter, while the former was allowed more freedom (ibid.). With this in mind, it could be 
interesting to do an FRL workshop before more case-specific reflection on particular 
synthetic biology applications. 

The FRL could also possibly be an interesting strategy to tackle deadlocked policy 
discussions in which the involved actors fail to grasp what causes their impasse. In such 
cases, engaging in a frame reflective conversation by means of the FRL could help in 
identifying values and assumptions that underlie the rationales for the different 
viewpoints. In that way, we argue, actors may find common values that could even lead 
to resolving the deadlock. 
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Furthermore, the FRL method could function as a tool for collecting systematic qualitative 
data on viewpoints regarding synthetic biology, comparable to Felt et al.’s card-based 
method for the social dialogue on nanotechnology (Felt et al., 2014). Our intention in 
designing the FRL was more to investigate it as a playful method for reflection, but we 
have seen that the method has the potential to structurally collect data, e.g. about 
people’s views of synthetic biology for policy-making, that goes beyond the method as 
described in Felt et al. (2014). For instance, in addition to collecting views on being 
enthusiastic about or hesitant towards synthetic biology, the FRL method also reveals 
people’s reasons behind their viewpoints. These insights can enrich the knowledge about 
concerns, hopes and dreams of citizens or stakeholders that should be the entry point for 
inclusive deliberation and action in the further development of (policies for) the field of 
synthetic biology 
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5. FROM REFLEXIVE MOMENTS TO REFLEXIVE 
CAPACITIES IN RRI:  

The case of a playful multi-stakeholder dialogue 
intervention in the context of synthetic biology in the 
Netherlands  

Abstract 

Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) is introduced in EU research and policy-
making as a new framework of anticipatory governance of emerging technologies. Vital 
in RRI is the concept of reflexivity. A shared understanding of what reflexivity entails and 
how it should be enhanced is, however, lacking. One of the things that is largely 
underexplored is the relation between reflexive moments and reflexive capacities. In this 
paper, we describe and analyze a playful and hands-on dialogue intervention specifically 
designed to encourage (value-) reflection in the context of RRI. Our findings indicate 
three tensions when moving from reflexive moments to reflexive capacities, revolving 
around (1) reflexive learning, (2) the contextual level of dialogue and (3) the use of 
playfulness. For future interventions aiming to contribute to building reflexive capacities 
in the context of RRI, our findings suggest that investment should be made in “learning 
to learn from reflexive moments” by gaining more insights in how and when reflexive 
insights lead to the habituation of reflexive thinking. Results also indicate that sufficient 
time needs to be taken for the reestablishment of a connection with the professional 
lifeworlds of participants. Relatedly, more research should be conducted on how to 
support the leap from the playful dialogue space to the unruly reality. 

5.1 Introduction 

Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) is introduced in EU research and policy-
making as a new framework of anticipatory governance, aimed at aligning research and 
innovation trajectories with societal values, needs and expectations. RRI emphasizes a 
reflexive and inclusive relationship between science and society, throughout the entire 
research and innovation process and its ambitious ideal is that ‘policy choices can be co-
produced with publics in ways that authentically embody diverse social knowledge, 
values and meanings’ (Owen et al., 2012). 

In policy as well as academic contexts a variety of definitions, dimensions and frameworks 
of RRI have emerged (Burget et al., 2017; Klaassen et al., 2017; Ribeiro et al., 2017). One 
framework that has become leading in RRI literature (Burget et al., 2017) consists of four 
integrated dimensions: anticipation, reflexivity, inclusion and responsiveness (Stilgoe et 
al., 2013; Owen et al., 2013). One of the four dimensions, reflexivity is seen as a vital 
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requirement for innovation to become responsible, because it concerns gaining insight 
into the diverse values and needs in society (Edelenbosch et al., 2015; Fisher & Mahajan, 
2006; Jong, 2015). Despite this central position, a shared understanding of what 
reflexivity entails in RRI contexts and how it should be enhanced in practice is still lacking 
(Gianni & Goujon, 2018; Grimpe et al., 2020). 

At the core of the unclarity about reflexivity lies an ambiguity about the implied agent of 
reflection and about its continuity. As a dimension of the leading RRI framework and as 
an important aspect of Technology Assessment, one of the approaches on which the 
framework is built (Fisher et al., 2006; Genus, 2006; Gianni & Goujon, 2018), reflexivity is 
presented as an institutional requirement. But when reflexivity is defined or when it is 
operationalized in a research project, it often becomes the facilitation of “reflexive 
moments” (Gianni & Goujon, 2018, p.188) as a means to “raise reflexive awareness” 
(Schuurbiers, 2011, p.771 refers to Fisher et al. 2006) or to build reflexive capacity 
(Shelley-Egan & Lucivero, 2017). This conceptual ambiguity conceals a gap between 
reflexive moments on the one hand and reflexive awareness and capacity on the other. 
As such it carries the methodological implication that participating in reflexive moments 
has a learning effect. In some of the literature, such as in Hesjedal et al. (2020), the implied 
learning effect has been addressed and questioned, yet, the relation is still largely 
underexplored. 

In order to gain insight into how reflexivity moments and capacities are related and how 
this relation can be improved in practice, in this paper we explore processes and 
outcomes of a methodological intervention, in which playful methods (Van der Meij et al., 
2017) were used to enhance reflexivity in an RRI setting. The methodological intervention 
was a multi-stakeholder dialogue, conducted within the framework of SYNENERGENE1, 
a Europe-wide project that aimed to contribute to a more meaningful science-society 
dialogue on synthetic biology. 

From reflexive moments to reflexive capacities 

In the seminal framework of Stilgoe et al. (2013), the dimension of reflexivity as an 
institutional practice is defined as 

holding a mirror up to one’s own activities, commitments and assumptions, 
being aware of the limits of knowledge and being mindful that a particular 
framing of an issue may not be universally held. (p.1571) 

Implied in this definition is the learning effect of a specific reflexive moment, i.e., the 
action of holding up a mirror. Such an assumption does not come out of the blue. At least 
since Dewey’s (1933) work on education, later propelled by Schon’s (1983; 1987) work on 
reflective practices and Kolb’s (1984) work on the role of reflection in experiential learning, 
reflection is considered vital for (professional) learning. In past decades, however, more 
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and more critical questions have been raised in the field of professional education, 
especially about the ways in which reflection is commonly taught in practice (Beauchamp, 
2015; Fendler, 2003). The bottom line: “not all planned reflection processes lead to 
learning” (Boud & Walker, 1998, p.193). 

The critical education literature on the role of reflection is an informative source for 
understanding the pitfalls of reflexivity in the RRI practice, since the tendencies criticized 
in such literature can be recognized in RRI reflexivity practices as well. The two main 
problems of reflective learning in education literature give a background for 
understanding the methodological intervention explored in this article. 

A problem of reflective practices often-observed in education literature is that either the 
processes are structured too much or too little. On the one hand, reflection assignments 
are designed as highly structured stepwise exercises, neglecting the importance of 
uncertainty and context for reflective learning (Boud & Walker, 1998). Hesjedal et al.’s 
(2020) critical question whether reflexivity can be trained through web-based toolkits 
approaches shows a similar concern. On the other hand, insufficient structure of reflection 
exercises can also hamper the development of reflexivity. Boud and Walker (1998) warn 
of a lack of focus which renders reflection “disparate and diffuse '' (p.193). This comes 
with the risk of reflective moments becoming uncritical and self-referential. A similar 
warning can be found in RRI literature. Reflexivity applied as a practice of self-regulation 
without a clear focus does not necessarily lead to effective RRI, nor to an alignment of 
R&I with societal concerns and values (Gianni & Goujon, 2018). Even stronger, it risks 
creating an opening for alignment with other values than societal ones. For example, 
Arnaldi and Gorgoni (2016) observe an important similarity with neoliberalism, more 
specifically to “the neoliberal idea of reflexive, entrepreneurial agents maximizing the 
‘return on investment’ of their actions and projects” (p.12). For reflexivity to serve the 
need of aligning R&I with society, and not with the interests of industry and business, a 
clear normative anchor, related to RRI values, is vital (Gianni & Goujon, 2018). A lack of 
focus thus not only hampers an effective learning process, but might also go against the 
purpose and underlying values of RRI. 

Another problem of current practices of reflective learning that is often mentioned in 
professional education literature is that reflection is taken to be a mere cognitive process, 
a matter of rigorous thinking, leaving little space for expressing emotions. This is 
problematic because, as Boud and Walker (1998) emphasize, “emotions are central to all 
learning processes” (p.194). When facilitating reflexivity, it is crucial to create an 
atmosphere in which emotions are seen as legitimate and acceptable; it creates a trustful 
and safe environment in which participants feel free to build narratives by which they 
nurture and reflect on their current and future identities (Beauchamp, 2015). Keeping 
emotions out of the process will result in incomplete learning, because learning ideally 
integrates body and mind (Jordi, 2011). 

This problem brings us back to the above definition of the RRI dimension of reflexivity. 
The objects of reflection according to Stilgoe et al. (2013) are the “commitments and 
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assumptions (...) the limits of knowledge (...) and particular framing of an issue” as not 
universally held (p.1571). Reflexivity is thus a specific type of reflection, also called 
second-order learning in contrast to first-order learning (Schuurbiers, 2011). Whereas the 
latter is a process by which professionals iteratively seek solutions within the boundaries 
of a presumed value system, the former refers to a process by which the reflecting agents 
interrogate the value system and underlying belief system itself (Van de Poel & Zwart, 
2010). The notion of first-order reflection is based on Schon’s (1983) notion of reflection-
in-action, the day-to-day problem-solving activities of professionals who deal with 
complex and uncertain situations, in which they use earlier experiences to try out different 
lines of inquiry. Such a process is dependent on tacit knowledge and intuition and is thus 
an “embodied mode of reflection” (Kinsella, 2007, p.408). Second-order learning only 
occurs in specific situations, in which agents are triggered to reflect on the theories and 
value system within which first order learning takes place. In such a process, it is helpful 
to explicate intuition, emotions and tacit knowledge because they can be taken as a point 
of access to the value system and underlying beliefs, which would help integrating body 
and mind in the process. 

5.2 Methods 

In this research, we explored a methodological intervention in order to gain insights into 
the relation between reflexive moments and reflective capacities. The methodological 
intervention was a two-day multi-stakeholder dialogue on the role of synthetic biology in 
the energy transition. The dialogue took place in March 2016 in Amsterdam and provided 
a unique opportunity to study the effects of different design elements to address and 
possibly mitigate problems described in the previous section. 

Stakeholder selection  

In total fifteen Dutch stakeholders participated in the multi-stakeholder dialogue, working 
and studying in the field of life sciences, humanities, government and consultancy. All 
stakeholders had an affiliation to synthetic biology and/or the energy transition. 
Stakeholder selection was based on an empirical analysis of the diversity of perspectives, 
as suggested by Cuppen (2012). Participants were selected based on their association 
with a certain stakeholder group as well as on their perspective on synthetic biology and 
renewable energy. Guided by exploratory interviews and online information the following 
six perspectives on synthetic biology were identified: (1) focus on knowledge 
development, (2) be skeptical and halt development of synthetic biology, (3) focus on 
small-scale implementation of synthetic biology instead of more research, (4) deploy a 
strong market orientation, (5) focus on knowledge development in the market, and (6) be 
pragmatic and put things into practice now with the knowledge that is available.  

Multi-stakeholder dialogue design 

To encourage (value-) reflection and mutual understanding and to limit hierarchical 
differences, we focused on designing a playful and hands-on dialogue incorporating 
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reflection stimulating exercises. As shown in Table 5.1, most exercises stimulated co-
creation, action-reflection and imagination, as suggested by Van der Meij et al. (2017). 
We took care of stimulating guidance from table facilitators throughout all exercises. To 
challenge a technological imperative, day one focused on the issues society is facing in 
the energy transition, while these issues were discussed in light of synthetic biology only 
at day two. 

Table 5.1 overview of the dialogue design 

Exercise Aim Key questions 

Day 1 

1. introduction Getting to know 
each other 
playfully 

• Which three words would you use to describe 
yourself? 

2. defining the 
problem 

Collective 
problem 
exploration 

• Which (key) terms; values; issues do you associate 
with the concept of energy transition? 

• What assumptions do you have with regard to the 
concept of energy transition? 

• How would you categorize these terms; values; issues 
and assumptions? 

3. value 
interviews 

Unraveling values • What is important to you when you think about the 
future of energy? 

4. dreams & 
impacts 
4.1 night masks 
4.2 prioritizing 

Give meaning to 
and prioritize right 
impacts 

• What would the ideal world of 2046 with regard to 
energy (transition) look like? 

• Which right impacts are most important and why? 

5. futures 
building blocks 

Hands on and 
creative 
exploration of 
instruments and 
mechanisms to 
realize right 
impacts; using 
LEGO blocks, 
clay, stickers and 
pencils. 

• What does the ‘right future’ look like? 
• What is required to realize this? 
• Which interest and values are at stake? 
• Which drivers and inhibitors play a role? 

6. towards 2046 Specifying the 
road towards the 
right impact 

• Which changes are needed? 
• Which contributions are needed to make these 

changes? 
• In which interval do these changes and contributions 

need to be made? 
• Which interests, values, drivers and inhibitors are at 

play? 
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Data collection 

Methods for data collection included semi-structured interviews (two rounds of interviews 
– before and after the multi-stakeholder dialogue) and participant observation (during 
the multi-stakeholder dialogue). 

 

7. theatrical 
debate 

Playful and 
interactive value 
reflection 

• What are the perspectives on ‘Synbio-futures’ 
• What is the role of these perspectives on problem 

definitions and defining solutions? 

Day 2 

8. synbio & 
scenarios 

Familiarization 
with synthetic 
biology, RRI 
and the 
scenarios 
created as a 
result of day 1 

• What is responsible development of synthetic 
biology? 

• What are the possible roles of synthetic biology in the 
energy transition? 

9. stand up 
for your idea 

Exploring and 
reflecting on 
possible 
innovations in 
the 
intersection of 
synthetic 
biology and 
the energy 
transition 

• What could be possible links between synthetic 
biology and one of the future visions regarding the 
energy transition? 

• Which idea would you like to explore further? 

10. value 
roulette 

Playful 
exploration of 
values 

• Which values do you consider important with respect 
to the role of synthetic biology in the energy 
transition? 

11. back to 
the future 

Specification 
of an idea of 
interests and 
exploring and 
reflecting on 
the social 
dynamics 
when 
implementing 
this idea 

• How to design this innovation in order to contribute 
to responsible innovation? 

• What are the requirements (for the development of 
this innovation)? 

• What are possible threats (when developing this 
innovation)? 

• Which values are at stake with the development of 
this innovation? 

• What societal dynamics might result from the 
diversity in values and problem framings when 
implementing this idea in a possible future? 
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Responsive evaluation 
In organizing the multi-stakeholder dialogue, it was considered essential to devote time 
to understanding the roles, perspectives, and expectations of stakeholders involved 
(Cuppen et al., 2010; Edelenbosch et al., 2015; Rip & Kulve, 2008). Therefore, we used 
the approach of ‘responsive evaluation’, in which evaluation is not only an analytical 
procedure, but also a dialogical process (Abma, 2001). Narrative rationality instead of 
argumentative rationality was central and we asked participants to actively interpret the 
dialogue and the unique meaning it has in their individual context (Abma, 2005). 

In the first round of interviews, ten of the fifteen participants were interviewed by the first 
and third listed author to gather narratives on synthetic biology and renewable energy in 
the context of these stakeholders’ everyday lives, as well as narratives on their 
preferences and expectations with regard to the multi-stakeholder dialogue. In the 
second round of interviews, taking place within eight weeks after the dialogue, all fifteen 
participants were interviewed by the first and third listed author. The focus was on 
gathering narratives about the correspondence between what was mentioned to be 
important with regard to (dialogue on) synthetic biology and renewable energy as 
mentioned in the first interview, and the experiences during the multi-stakeholder 
dialogue. We derived or adjusted the question in the second interview based on the 
stakeholders’ narratives in the first interview (Abma, 2005). 

Participant observation 
During and after each exercise, all facilitators (first, third and final author listed) took notes 
of what they had observed. At the end of both days the facilitators compared notes, and 
compelling moments and insights were logged (e.g., considering atmosphere and the 
main topics discussed). In addition, outputs such as flip-charts, notes and drawings, were 
photographed and digitalized for analysis. 

Data analysis 

The interviews were transcribed and coded using MAXQDA.11 software. The first round 
of interviews was analyzed through open coding by the first, third and final author listed, 
focusing particularly on (1) expectations on the multi-stakeholder dialogue and (2) frames 
of synthetic biology and renewable energy, in order to take these into account in the 
dialogue design. The second round of interviews was analyzed through open coding 
devoting particular attention to comparison between expectations and experiences of 
the multi-stakeholder dialogue, as well as to second-order reflection. Interviews were 
triangulated with observations and the material outputs of the dialogue. In a final step, 
outcomes were inductively coded by the first, second, and final author listed, as relating 
to one of three tensions: around learning, context, or playfulness. 
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Fig. 5.1 A ‘building blocks of the future’ canvas in the making 

 

Fig. 5.2 A detail of one of the outcomes of the ‘building blocks of the future’ exercise 
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Fig. 5.3 A photo of one canvas made during the ‘back to the future’ exercise 

5.4 Results 

In exploring the multi-stakeholder dialogue, three tensions with regard to moving from 
reflexive moments to reflexive capacities came to the forefront around: reflexive learning, 
the contextual level of dialogue, and playfulness. 

Reflexive learning 

Results showed that second-order reflection revolved most distinctly on the limitations of 
technical knowledge and the plurality of perspectives. Participants reflected upon their 
assumptions with regard to which type of knowledge is generally being acknowledged in 
orientating innovation trajectories, as well as reflected on their values, and the existence 
and relationship with the values of others. However, even though abovementioned 
reflective moments occurred repeatedly, many participants at the same time mentioned 
they did not feel they learned something new during the dialogue. This indicates a 
discrepancy between what we (being the organizing team) considered to be learning, 
and what participants recognized to be learning. In this section, we will elaborate and 
illustrate these second-order reflections and apparent discrepancy.   

The limitations of technical knowledge 
Many participants indicated how, during the dialogue, they became aware that another 
type of reasoning is needed to answer the moral and societal questions that appear in 
innovation trajectories. The difference between technical knowledge and other kinds of 
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knowledge became a frequent point of discussion. Indicated by the lively and rich 
conversations during the dialogue, participants were as eager to engage in reflections on 
the social and moral issues related to synthetic biology, and the energy transition, as in 
the technical ones. 

On several occasions, participants explicitly reflected on the role and limits of technical 
knowledge in the interviews after the multi-stakeholder dialogue. They referred to 
moments of the dialogue, during which questions arose that could not be answered using 
technical knowledge only, for example, when making the trade-off between what is 
possible and what is desirable. Moreover, questions came up about the complex 
processes needed to make utilization of technical knowledge possible; as illustrated by 
this participant reflecting on the difficulty of bringing theoretical opportunities into 
practice: 

“When you look at the literature a lot of opportunities are mentioned, but 
where are they, why isn’t anyone developing those? If I think about how a 
scientist would maybe want to start a small business, how complex and 
difficult that is [..] It’s not about the development of synthetic biology in the 
sense of ‘I can make this, hey that’s nice, the world changes’. No.” (P3) 

Furthermore, we observed that many participants struggled to make sense of uncertainty 
with respect to the development of technical knowledge. For instance, during the 
exercise ‘Towards 2046’ where participants had to visualize the future of synthetic biology 
and renewable energy for the coming 30 years in three time slots; one group quickly 
began to fill in current facts and figures (e.g., the worlds’ current energy consumption). 
However, after having sketched the first 10 years the writing and drawing became more 
complicated. It became clear that for the other slots the technical aspects, their focus 
during the first period, were less easy to predict. They then attempted to envision societal 
and political aspects, and subsequently connected these aspects to the facts they had 
already written down for the first time slot. One participant describes how during this 
exercise he and his group were trying to envision a trajectory for the energy future and 
came up with solutions and issues that were not in line with their regular way of reasoning: 

“That was striking. Biotechnological solutions weren't really the first thing I 
thought about, and it was the same for the others. And, you know, we were 
the ones in technology...” (P14) 

Plurality of perspectives 
Secondly, when asked what they remembered most vividly of the two-days, it stood out 
how many participants mentioned the confrontation with a plurality of perspectives. The 
table discussions on the future of renewable energy covered a broad variety of problem 
and solution definitions, of which several came as a surprise for some. For instance, one 
participant noted: 
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“I just never imagined that these ethical issues were so pressing for some 
people, that people really find that so important. I never gave that more 
thought.” (P15) 

Another participant thought back of a moment in which the groups plenary shared what 
they build in ‘Building Blocks of the Future’ and reflected on value plurality: 

“The thing that struck me most was when we had to discuss what happened 
at the table, and that I kept hearing the word ‘beauty’ on the other tables – 
something that we didn’t think of at all. [...]  So it does make you more aware 
of all the different angles to look at something” (P5) 

Another participant mentioned in a more general sense: 

“When you are really in one field of research, you’re very biased as to how 
you approach something. You’ll think from the perspective of technology, but 
what are the problems and policy questions in that case? Here I saw the other 
perspectives, and that was useful, for the overall picture.” (P14) 

Although second-order reflective moments occurred, and this led to increased awareness 
on several aspects related to technological innovation as was visible in the post-interviews, 
it remains unclear to what extent participants learned from these reflective moments. 

Learning 
We talked with participants afterwards, asking what stood out to them within the dialogue; 
what they liked and disliked; and if and what they learned. Our results suggest that for 
many participants, the idea of learning was more linked to the acquisition of technical 
knowledge than to gaining reflexive insights. When we phrased our questions with regard 
to learning differently, such as “what did you pick up from the dialogue?”, then 
participants often referred to reflexivity, e.g., commenting: “you give things more 
thought.” (P7) or “You are looking at it from different angles with the various exercises.” 
(P14) 

Some of the participants who had earlier in the interview indicated to have had reflexive 
insights told us they did not learn anything. For instance, when we asked the participant 
who emphasized that he, and others with a background in biotechnology, approached 
the topic of renewable energy from a very specific angle, whether he learned anything 
he noted: “I did learn something I guess, but what exactly, I’m not sure”. Such results 
indicate it can be hard to describe reflective moments concretely, as well as unusual to 
describe them in terms of learning. We noticed that this is not just semantics. We 
observed that several participants emphasized and focused on more ‘technical’ 
knowledge and explicitly mentioned to be already very knowledgeable about, or 
experienced with, the issues discussed. 
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The importance of context 

A second tension concerned the effective way of contextualizing the dialogue. There was 
a fine balance between contextualizing the dialogue in the personal social and moral 
lifeworld of participants, and contextualizing it within their professional realities. In taking 
personal reflexivity as a point of departure – addressing the person over the profession, 
and taking a responsive dialogue design approach – we were able to tune in with the 
personal and continuous dimensions of reflexivity. However, in taking this approach it 
showed to be difficult to align later on with participants' professional reality. Participants 
for instance expressed it was complicated to connect the multi-stakeholder dialogue to 
their daily professional life. At the same time, as multiple stakeholders were brought 
together, participants did become more aware of the complexity of the multi-stakeholder 
dynamics within their professional reality, indicating the dialogue did connect to this 
dimension. In this section we will elaborate and illustrate this tension around the 
appropriate contextual level. 

Personal and professional 
We designed the multi-stakeholder dialogue to align with the personal lifeworlds of 
participants, but this approach turned out to interfere with the reestablishment of a 
connection with the professional lifeworlds of participants later on. In the post interviews 
participants remembered the personal focus of the dialogue, referring e.g., to the 
absence of name tags, and the warming-up exercise where they introduced themselves 
in three words unrelated to their professional background. One exercise that was 
mentioned as particularly triggering reflection on personal and professional values was 
the ‘value roulette’. During this exercise participants had to repeatedly choose a value 
card out of four options and explain to the group why2. For instance, looking back on 
the exercise and on the tension between his personal and professional values, this 
participant reflected: 

“I don’t think they [my personal and professional perspectives] are much 
different though, because otherwise you can’t do your job. But no, they are 
two distinctive viewpoints. Or maybe...  what would I think, sitting on the 
couch? Well, perhaps it is actually really interwoven with each other.” (P3) 

Moreover, in this excerpt it is visible how reflective thinking, triggered in the dialogue, 
continues during the interview several weeks afterwards. 

The interviews held prior to the dialogue event also turned out to be quite influential in 
enhancing personal reflexivity. Several participants described how they appreciated these 
interviews, because it helped them in preparing for the dialogue; it made them more 
enthusiastic and some expressed they felt taken seriously. Moreover, it helped us in 
designing and facilitating the dialogue exercises and in formulating the second round of 
interview questions. As we for instance had insight into why participants joined the 
dialogue, we could place particular people together at certain exercises. Also, it enabled 

 
2  These cards resulted from the value inquiry exercise earlier that day 
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us to ask questions in reference to their expectations, when we talked to participants in 
the second round of interviews. 

Although we could closely connect to the concerns of the different participants on a 
personal level, almost all the participants described how the insights they gathered 
during the multi-stakeholder dialogue were easily forgotten in day-to-day life. In looking 
closely at how the dialogue might have led to follow-up actions, comments on how 
participants return to business-as-usual stood out: 

“You bring people in this state of temporarily forgetting – our daily lectures, 
our daily research – and then you walk home and you think about tomorrow 
and then that’s done [...] I will just be checking a thesis on the train. I’m not 
thinking anymore about what we’ve been talking about for a day and a half.” 
(P15) 

While showing the difficulty to integrate insights in daily life, this is also an example of 
how participants reflected on the dynamics within their professional reality. Several 
participants explained how the nature and workload of their daily job, or the arena in 
which they do their job, does not really allow for recalling or using insights from the multi- 
stakeholder dialogue.   

Complexity of dynamics 
However, as the dialogue brought together different stakeholders, participants became 
increasingly aware of the difficulties and opportunities of the multi-stakeholder dynamics 
in innovation trajectories in general. Several participants mentioned how the dialogue 
was a reminder of the complexity of ‘real-life’ dynamics. Especially, awareness was raised 
on the many parties involved in technological developments and the need for 
collaboration. It stood out that many participants posed questions on how to deal with 
the diversity of perspectives. At several occasions, participants wondered what the 
implications of value plurality are for collaborations in real life. 

Often the collaborative exercises were mentioned as raising awareness on the 
advantages of working together, by experiencing it there and then. For instance, this 
participant, looking back at the exercise ‘Futures Building Blocks’, noted: 

“That’s something I can learn from, doing things with other people. At one 
point, someone was like ‘boom, boom’ making something which should 
represent water and that surprised me.  I really like that. And what I take with 
me from that is that you just have to work together with people with other 
skills and different knowledge.” (P7) 

Also comparing the dynamics within the multi-stakeholder dialogue and within daily life 
could lead to these comments on the complexity of stakeholder dynamics; as visible in 
these two quotes from the interviews afterwards: 
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“A lot of diversity makes you look at something from different perspectives 
and that is a good thing... I’ve worked with multidisciplinary institutes and 
indeed, how someone looks at things, for example from social sciences, that 
can be really different from someone more focused on applications. But it 
does take time and you need commitment [...] People need to be dedicated 
to working with others to reach common images.” (P7)   

and 

 “What I find interesting is that, in a dialogue you have certain dynamics [..] 
and these dynamics can be completely different from the dynamics in the 
policy arena, where all kinds of other stakes start playing a role. If the real 
decisions need to be made, then some hard lines will have to be drawn.” (P6) 

So, although insights were not directly applicable in the sense of behavioral change after 
the dialogue, they did connect to daily life in the sense of experiencing what it is to 
closely collaborate with people from different backgrounds; both inside and outside the 
safe dialogue space. 

The tension around playfulness 

Lastly, our results showed the playful dialogue approach led to a tension between fruitful 
convergence and divergence within dialogue. On the one hand, the playful approach 
created a lot of openness in assuring safety, liveliness, embodiment and collectivity; on 
the other hand, the playful approach led to feelings of discomfort among participants, as 
it was experienced as too abstract for concrete action and difficult to converge after 
opening-up ideas broadly. In the following section, we will elaborate on these two sides 
of the playful dialogue approach. 

Too abstract 
Several participants expressed a desire for more concrete exercise outcomes, and noted 
how particularly the outcomes of the dialogue remained too abstract to take concrete 
action. One participant mentioned: “We sort of ended in a cloud [...] consequently the 
question came up ‘so now what?’” (P8). Similar to this, a participant describes a moment 
during the end of the two-day dialogue in which one group imagined and elaborated on 
the potential application of synthetic biology to create a human – ‘moss hybrid’ (see 
figure 5.3 for the created canvas): 

“I also noticed that with the other group, with the green human; I mean, that’s 
really of bound ... and that isn’t a bad thing, it’s funny and it’s okay. But take 
it back and look at it a bit more seriously, and how do we feel about it. What 
aspects to this are there, other than that it is amusing?” (P6) 

Playful exercises were at times criticized for lack of “intellectual investment”, and having 
the tendency to become not sufficiently serious – and with overlooking the real-life 
difficulties of the case: 
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“At the end of an [playful] exercise you have to look back ‘what did we come 
up with and what does this mean’. […] I missed that a bit.” (P6) 

Openness 
At the same time, many participants explicitly mentioned to appreciate the open 
environment that was created through the playful exercises. First of all, because it created 
a safe space. One participant for instance refers to the atmosphere during the dialogue: 

“That we could play with things, and colour and such, that made it lively, and 
I liked that. It made it somewhat more relaxed to talk about these matters.” 
(P4) 

One of the youngest participants joining the MSD noted: 

“I can be intimidated by people who are older than me [...] but if you’re all 
doing these silly things together then that really helps with levelling. It makes 
it much easier to talk about the same things. That was very nice.” (P1) 

Moreover, the playful exercises were appreciated for creating openness towards each 
other's viewpoints. Several participants referred to the playful exercises as creating a 
group focus and a sense of collectivity. One playful element of the multi-stakeholder 
dialogue that stood out with regard to this was the theatrical debate. Participants 
described how it made them understand the variety of perspectives on synthetic biology, 
and how it had helped them to contextualise the dialogue in a more embodied sense. In 
addition, participants mentioned how it was nice to have something to bond over with 
other participants, and that it was an experience that they would not easily forget. 

Lastly, and related to this, the experiences remembered most vividly several weeks after 
the dialogue concerned the open and imaginary ideas that were shared during the 
dialogue. While the speculation about a human-moss hybrid was critiqued for not being 
linked to, or followed-up by, reflection on reality, the hybrid also served as a point of 
reference in the memories of participants. For instance, this participant when looking 
back at how the dialogue could open-up ideas: 

 “At a certain point I was thinking, with the ‘moss men’ idea, that’s all nice 
and everything, but what do we do with it? But on the other hand, it allows 
you to look at other things more openly. In the sense that you’re not tied to 
that perspective.” (P3) 

So, although the playful dialogue approach increased safety, liveliness, embodiment and 
collectivity, and this led to opening-up of ideas, it turned out to be difficult to converge 
from these wide-ranging ideas to concrete actions. 
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5.5 Discussion & Conclusion 

In this article we discussed in detail an intervention that consisted of a playful and hands-
on dialogue incorporating reflection stimulating exercises in order to encourage (value) 
reflective capacities and mutual learning. By analyzing the data from interviews and from 
the discussions itself, we gained insight into the gap between reflexive moments on the 
one hand and reflexive awareness and capacity on the other. We found that participating 
in reflexive moments potentially has a learning and capacity building effect, but the 
relation is still largely underexplored. We do know that not all planned reflection 
processes lead to learning (Boud & Walker, 1998, p.193), mostly as the processes are 
structured either too much or too little, and as reflection is often taken to be a mere 
cognitive process, leaving little space for expressing emotion. We explored the design, 
processes and outcomes of a playful and hands-on dialogue intervention specifically 
designed to encourage (value-) reflection and mutual understanding in the context of RRI. 
Our findings indicate three tensions when moving from reflexive moments to reflexive 
capacities. First of all, although reflexive moments and potentially also learning of 
capacities did occur, there is a difficulty in recognizing and acknowledging the building 
of reflexive capacities. Secondly, by structuring the reflective exercises around the 
personal value system, there was a growing awareness of the complexity of innovation 
dynamics. However, this personal focus appeared to lead to difficulties in making a 
connection with professional agency. Thirdly, the playful and hands-on approach created 
an openness to express emotions, stimulating second-order reflective moments and an 
awareness of complex innovation dynamics. However, it also led to difficulties in making 
a connection with professional reality. In this section we will discuss what these tensions 
imply for the relationship between reflexive moments and capacities; how this relation 
can be improved in the future, and how these findings complement educational and RRI 
literature on reflexivity. 

As mentioned, for many participants, the idea of learning was more linked to the 
acquisition of technical knowledge than to gaining reflexive insights. We observed that 
participants do not recognize second-order reflections on their epistemological-, 
assumptions and value system as learning. Hypothetically, this is partly due to the 
intangibility of second-order reflection; it is difficult to pinpoint when or whether it 
occurred, and how these reflections act out in new situations. We adhere to the idea that 
learning from experience (or listening to the experiences of others) is crucial in learning 
capacities (Dyke, 2009; van der Meij et al. 2016; Kolb, 1976); learning by experience is a 
cyclic process experiencing, reflecting, forming generalizations, and testing concepts in 
new situations. Our results indicate a difficulty to form generalizations from reflexive 
moments, to develop reflexive capacities that can be tested in practice. Acknowledging 
the importance of second-order reflective moments as part of learning might be a first 
step to support the cultivation of a reflexive capacity. For the future of supporting learning 
in the context of RRI, this implies that investment should be made in “learning to learn 
from reflexive moments”. For instance, by gaining more insights into how and when 
reflexive insights lead to the habituation of reflexive thinking. In line with Hesjedal (2020), 
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we suggest a study with a longer follow-up or making a reflexive diary (Nadin, 2006), 
keeping also note of situations when reflexivity affected behaviour evidently. 

In line with insight of educational literature on reflexivity we found that structuring 
learning around a clear focus in an open manner, in this case personal reflexivity, 
stimulated reflexive moments. However, in order to build reflexive capacities from 
reflexive moments, having neither too much, nor too little structure is not enough. It also 
appeared to be highly important to feed reflexive insights back into the unruly 
professional reality of participants. We did intend to connect the reflexive insights 
gathered during dialogue to the practice of working in innovation trajectories. However, 
the two-day playful hands-on dialogue showed to be unfit to make this leap from 
imaginative thinking and value reflection, to anticipatory planning. Complementing 
educational literature on reflexivity, these results suggest that sufficient time needs to be 
taken for the reestablishment of a connection with the professional life worlds of 
participants, and longer follow-up or continuous events might support this. This connects 
with an important shortcoming of RRI often mentioned in literature. While in emerging 
technologies, there are many initiatives aimed at organizing RRI events (Chilvers & 
Kearnes, 2020), only few initiatives are concerned with institutionalizing RRI and 
embedding it in the professional context of innovators (Shelley-Egan, Bowman & 
Robinson, 2017).    

The playful dialogue approach facilitated personal, safe and embodied reflexive 
moments, but also made it difficult to “turn on” reflexive capacity in practice. Imaginative 
and emotional deliberated outcomes of dialogue were critiqued for remaining too 
abstract to integrate in daily life. For the future of supporting playful reflection in the 
context of RRI this indicates that we should study how to support the leap from the playful 
dialogue space to the unruly reality. In doing so it is important not to flatten out the 
complexity inherent to the future. Although linear future thinking might be desired by 
participants to manage imagination and guide action, constructing a linear view towards 
the future is prone to keep settled hierarchies in place (Selkirk et al., 2018). It is essential 
to open up the logic of trajectorism while trying to learn from future thinking (ibid.; Miller, 
2011). Not the least as emerging technologies might change the world in relevant ways 
(Nordmann, 2014). Emphasizing the value reflection potential of imagination is important. 
It is these values that should support the leap to the unruly reality. 

We took an experimental approach that left openness for adaptation in response to 
changing circumstances and participants input. Although the sample size was small, and 
the event isolated, we used triangulation of data sources, methods and theories to 
enhance the validity of our findings. This resulted in detailed and thick description of 
outcomes indicating that reflexive moments can be sparked by playful dialogue among 
multiple stakeholders; which is also in line with previous studies.    

As our action-oriented research had an explicit political dimension we considered 
openness about the normative assumptions that guided our work crucial. We were 
transparent with regard to the purpose of the dialogue in the invitation, in the interviews 
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prior to the dialogue, and we devoted explicit time to discuss our approach during the 
two-day event. Reflexivity helped in maintaining emphasis on the action-oriented 
approach; conversations among the research team entailed scepticism concerning our 
knowledge and value stances and the goal of inclusive, reflective, anticipatory and 
responsive innovation trajectories strived for. This attitude helped in articulating our 
decisions and reporting openly about them. 

In conclusion, our findings suggest that investment should be made in “learning to learn 
from reflexive moments” by gaining more insights in how and when reflexive insights lead 
to the habituation of reflexive thinking; sufficient time needs to be taken for the 
reestablishment of a connection with the professional lifeworlds; and relatedly support 
the leap from the playful  dialogue space to the unruly reality. 
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6. THERE’S NOTHING NANO SPECIFIC HERE: A 
reconstruction of the different understandings of 
responsiveness in responsible nanotechnology 
innovation  
 
 

Abstract 

In the past few decades, controversies in science and technology have fuelled the call for 
a research and innovation system that is open to public scrutiny and sensitive to public 
needs and values. At the European level, these calls have been translated into a 
framework called responsible research and innovation (RRI). Despite its crucial role in RRI, 
the dimension of responsiveness is still considered to be the least conceptualized. In this 
paper, we analyse the mutual search for the meaning of ‘responsiveness’ during a multi-
stakeholder dialogue on responsiveness in nanotechnology innovation. We 
reconstructed five frames of responsiveness: science and technology, market, expert, 
network, and society-driven responsiveness. We then highlighted three main strategies 
to deal with differences in the frames: avoidance, polarization, and reframing. Our 
findings show how, by including all of the different frames, policy recommendations 
became too broad and were ill-equipped to steer the nanotechnology innovation. We 
argue that in order to generate a collective meaning of responsiveness that has a clear 
direction, conversations are needed in which fundamental assumptions can be 
questioned. 

6.1 Introduction 

In the past few decades, controversies in science and technology have fuelled the call for 
a research and innovation system that is open to public scrutiny and sensitive to public 
needs and values. A more nuanced view has been called for regarding the relationship 
between science, technology, and society, a view that does not automatically equate 
science and technology with societal progress and prosperity and acknowledges that 
scientific and technological expertise alone will not find the answers to the global 
challenges we are currently facing (Felt et al. 2007; Nowotny 2003; Stirling 2007) . 
 
In line with such a view, scholars and policymakers have advocated for more democratic 
forms of scientific governance – forms that require deliberation among both scientific and 
societal actors to inform decisions on research and innovation (R&I) (Irwin 2006; Jasanoff 
2003; Stirling 2008). They emphasize that setting purposes and directions for R&I has 
never been a neutral endeavour and inherently involves political questions and value-
loaded decisions (Lekka-Kowalik 2010; Sarewitz 2015) . Instead of denying the influence 
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of political forces in R&I, these scholars and policymakers call for R&I governance 
processes that are open ‘to a broader range of voices and ensure that the role of values 
is visible’ (Hartley et al. 2017, p. 362) . 
 
At the European level, these calls have been translated into a framework called 
responsible research and innovation (RRI) (Owen et al. 2012) . Although it is now a 
frequently used term in the EU policy-making world, RRI is still very much a concept in 
the making (Burget et al. 2016). Its boundaries are not clearly delineated and people have 
different opinions about what RRI should mean in practice. Generally speaking, RRI builds 
on the assumption that timely exploration and evaluation of the potential impacts of R&I 
by a wide range of actors (including lay citizens, NGO representatives, industry 
representatives, researchers, policymakers, etcetera) will lead to outcomes and scientific 
products that are more 1) ethically acceptable, 2) sustainable, and 3) societally desirable 
(von Schomberg 2012) . The literature commonly refers to four interconnected process 
dimensions that should inform an RRI approach: 1) inclusion, 2) anticipation, 3) reflexivity, 
and 4) responsiveness (Burget et al. 2016; Stilgoe et al. 2013) . 
 
The last-mentioned dimension is particularly crucial as it represents the translation of the 
other three principles into practice. Stilgoe et al. (2013, p. 1572) describe the term as 
R&I’s ability to change its course of action in response to ‘stakeholder and public values 
and changing circumstances’ or in response to ‘new knowledge as this emerges and to 
emerging perspectives, views and norms’. One can include, anticipate, and reflect, but 
without subsequent action, nothing will change the shaping of R&I agendas, policies, and 
processes.  One could argue that without responsiveness, there is no RRI (Owen et al. 
2012). Yet it is exactly this dimension that seems most difficult to integrate in practice. In 
Europe, many experiments with reflexive, participative, and anticipatory activities have 
been launched in the past 20 years, but all too often these have remained disconnected 
from actual work and decision-making processes in the R&I system (Braun and Könninger 
2018; Emery, Mulder, and Frewer 2015; Fisher and Maricle 2015; Hagendijk and Irwin 
2006; Lehoux et al. 2020). 
 
Despite its crucial role in RRI and the need to pay attention to it in practice, 
responsiveness is still considered to be the least conceptualized RRI dimension in the 
literature (Burget et al. 2016; Li et al. 2015; Nielsen 2016) and therefore particularly prone 
to conceptual ambiguity. The effects of such ambiguity have raised concerns more 
generally. Although the open-ended nature of RRI is seen as a crucial characteristic that 
fuels discussion and allows for the implementation of the concept in different contexts, 
social science and humanity scholars also caution that RRI and its dimensions, such as 
responsiveness, may remain hollow terms (i.e. broad notions that everyone seems to 
ascribe to, but when further conceptualized or fleshed out in practice, turn out to mean 
little in terms of making R&I governance more democratic) (Felt et al. 2007; Hartley et al. 
2017; Irwin 2006; Rip 2016). We therefore argue that we need continuous scholarly 
discussion on RRI and its dimensions. However, since various scholars have noted the 
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relatively little attention that is paid to actual science and practitioner perspectives on RRI 
(Carrier and Gartzlaff 2019; De Jong et al. 2015; Hartley et al. 2017; van Hove and 
Wickson 2017), we suggest that such discussions should more actively invite voices from 
these communities. After all, in order to instil change in the R&I system, RRI scholars and 
policymakers alike will need to attend to the concept’s resonance and interpretations 
among all those who are asked to adjust their practices. 
 
For this reason, we organized a multi-stakeholder dialogue in the context of a European 
RRI project, NANO2ALL, on nanotechnology that aimed to collectively reflect on the 
meaning of responsiveness in the context of nanotechnology R&I and to formulate 
actions that should be undertaken to accomplish such responsiveness in practice. In RRI 
literature it is noted that the meaning of RRI and its dimensions need to be sufficiently 
coherent in order to remain purposeful, and sufficiently flexible for its applicability in 
different contexts (Hartley 2017). However, there is still much unclarity about the right 
balance between flexibility and coherence in practice. As a first step of getting more 
insight in this matter, in this paper, we explore the processes of constructing and 
negotiating meanings of responsiveness that unfolded in the multi-stakeholder dialogue 
as a case study of “translating RRI-in-theory” into “RRI-in-practice” (Hartley 2017, p. 14).  
We do not aim to give an account of the output of the NANO2ALL project, nor to give 
advice on how the trajectory of nanotechnology innovation should be modulated, yet we 
aim to scrutinize the dynamics in deliberating the meaning of responsiveness in order to 
enable drawing implications for the reflexive capital that RRI calls for (van Oudheusden 
2014; Owen et al. 2013; Owen et al. 2014). 
 
Our approach is twofold. First, we reconstruct five frames of responsiveness that we 
recognized throughout the dialogue conversations. Our notion of frames is inspired by 
that of Schön and Rein (1995, p. 23), who understand frames as the ‘underlying structures 
of belief, perception, and appreciation’ on which policy positions rest. Second, because 
the ways in which participants frame and reframe responsiveness in negotiation processes 
has important implications for the change processes that RRI has in view, we look into 
how the different understandings of responsiveness were negotiated and shaped 
throughout the dialogue event. Inspired by Dewulf and Bouwen (2012), we did this by 
tracking how the participating stakeholders dealt with differences in issue framing that 
emerged in conversations on responsiveness in responsible nanotechnology innovation. 
After all, when differences in the framing of responsiveness emerge, the strategies to deal 
with these differences form important but mostly implicit steps in the change process 
(ibid.). While the meaning of the appropriate change is at stake during these interactions, 
we found a dynamic that mostly resulted in participants brushing over key differences. 
Dealing with difference constructively is difficult as these differences emerge at almost 
any time and the decisions on how to respond to them have to be made instantly (ibid.). 
As we consider it crucial that both the different interpretations become more clearly 
articulated, as well as more éxplicitly negotiated, to open up the science and innovation 
system to a broader range of voices, we look at both articulation and negotation of frames. 
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6.2 Methods 

Our paper is based on a case study approach that combined qualitative methods, such 
as observation and discourse analysis, to study the concept of responsiveness ‘in-the-
making’. First, we elaborate on our case (i.e. the NANO2ALL dialogue event) and its 
setting and subsequently we outline our approach to data collection and analysis. 
 

Case Description 

The European multi-stakeholder dialogue event that is central to this study was part of 
the NANO2ALL project, funded by the EU’s Horizon 2020 program for research and 
innovation. This 3.5-year project aimed to put responsible research at the core of its 
methodology and aspired to contribute to a climate of dialogue and engagement in 
nanotechnology R&I processes (Nano2All, 2018). Part of the project encompassed the 
organization of various dialogue events across Europe and Israel, using a three-phase 
dialogue approach. The European multi-stakeholder dialogue was the final event and 
was preceded by two rounds of dialogue in six different countries: France, Italy, Israel, 
Poland, Spain, and Sweden. 
 
The NANO2ALL’s European multi-stakeholder dialogue took place on 9 April 2018 in 
Brussels. The dialogue was attended by 29 participants (15 men, 14 women) with different 
professional profiles. They worked in nanoscience (n=4; P. 1 – P. 4), policy (n=7; P. 5 – P. 
11), had an intermediary profile (n=8; P. 12 – P. 19), such as media actor, ethicist, social 
scientist, researcher in technology assessment, participated as a general citizen in one of 
the previous national dialogues (Israel) (n=1; P. 20), worked for an NGO (n=1; P. 21), or in 
industry (n=8; P. 22 – P. 29)  
 
It was a full-day event that consisted of two plenary sessions opening and closing the 
program and four main activities in smaller groups of around six participants. The two 
morning activities had an explorative character and invited participants to reflect – in 
groups – on the meaning of the term responsiveness in the context of nanotechnology 
R&I. Visualized narratives, based on stories created by participants in NANO2ALL’s citizen 
dialogues, were used to enrich these discussions (see Fig. 6.1). The two core afternoon 
activities worked towards the formulation of recommendations. During these afternoon 
activities, participants were first clustered into groups of people with relatively similar 
professional profiles, after which these groups were mixed. A team of facilitators guided 
the activities (including this paper’s first, second, and fourth authors). 
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Figure 6.1 Example of a visualized narrative, based on output from NANO2ALL’s citizen 
dialogues  
 
The day was concluded by a plenary session in which several of the main lessons learned, 
and recommendations for the European Commission were shared with the participants 
(see Table 6.1 for a detailed overview of the dialogue design). After the dialogue session, 
the organization (including authors one, two, and four) summarized the dialogue 
outcomes in a policy note for the EC. This policy note listed six themes, each with ideas 
for actions and initiatives that could be stimulated, funded, promoted, and/or facilitated 
by the European Commission to make the nanotechnology research and innovation 
system more responsive by fostering: (1) a culture of collaboration and transparency, (2) 
a participatory culture, (3) a culture of trust, (4) a scientific culture, (5) a culture of safety, 
and (6) a culture of learning (see Table 6.2). It was sent to an EC member who had also 
participated in the dialogue. 
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Table 6.1 Overview of the dialogue design 

Exercise Aim Questions that we asked the participants 

Morning program – Exploring responsiveness 

Introduction 
(plenary) 
 
  

Playfully getting to 
know each other 
and getting 
acquainted with the 
NANO2ALL project, 
RRI, the dialogue 
program, and the 
concept of 
responsiveness 

• What did you want to become as a child? 
• What comes to mind first when hearing the word 

‘responsiveness’? 
(colour/image/words/experience) 

Envisioning 
responsiveness 
(heterogeneous 
groups) 

Exploring the 
meaning of 
responsiveness in 
two contrasting 
future worlds; using 
Lego Serious Play, 
pencils and paper. 

• What would responsiveness look like in this 
world? 

• What principles of responsiveness can you 
distinguish when looking at what you’ve built 
together? 

• What two principles do you personally find most 
important? 

2. Contextualizing 
responsiveness 
(heterogeneous 
groups) 

Exploring the 
meaning of 
responsiveness in 
futuristic 
nanotechnology 
application contexts 
by using visualized 
citizen narratives of 
the future. 

• What is happening in this visual narrative? What 
makes you think so? 

• What do your most important principles mean in 
this specific nano-tech application context? 
(Specify the what, who, when, how, and why.) 

Afternoon program – Working towards recommendations 

3. Barriers to 
responsiveness 
(homogenous 
groups) 

Mapping barriers 
that participants 
experience when 
trying to put 
responsiveness 
principles into 
practice; rephrasing 
barriers into  the 
conditions that are 
needed for change. 

• What are the barriers for bringing the 
responsiveness principles into practice? 
◦ Can you describe the barrier in detail? 
◦ What are the barrier’s subcomponents? 
◦ For whom is this a barrier? And in what 

way? 
• What would it take to create change on this 

issue? 

4. Roles, 
responsibilities, and 
actions 

Mapping the 
actions, roles, and 
responsibilities of 
the different 

• What can you do yourself to enhance 
responsiveness in nanotechnology research and 
innovation? 
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Table 6.2 Overview of the policy note that resulted from the dialogue. It presents six 
themes, each with ideas for actions and initiatives that could be stimulated, funded, 
promoted, and/or facilitated by the European Commission to enhance responsiveness in 
the nanotechnology R&I system 

Theme Need Actions and suggestions 

1. Fostering a 
culture of 
collaboration 
and 
transparency 
 

Improved access for media 
and other actors to 
information and data on 
nanomaterials 
 
Better opportunities to 
critically assess the work 
that is being done by 
scientists and/or industry 

• Changes in industry’s institutional leadership to 
promote cultures of transparency 

• Increased open access to data on nanomaterials 
and more data sharing between scientists 

• Standardization and harmonization of 
methodologies and reporting styles    

2. Fostering a 
participatory 
culture 
 

Increased involvement of 
societal actors and citizens 
in nanotechnology R&I 

• Incentives and platforms for actors to structurally 
interact with different stakeholder groups 

• Challenge-led forms and funding of public 
engagement, starting from problems experienced 
by citizens instead of technology 

• Prevent the use of jargon and judgmental terms 
• Increase political debate at EU level on research 

strategy 
• Increase epistemic, cultural and gender diversity in 

the workplace in all sectors, including in the EC 
itself 

3. Fostering a 
culture of trust 
 

Improved trust between 
science, society, and 
industry to stimulate 
interaction and mutual 
learning 

• Honest and timely communication by science and 
industry about their work, products, and safety-
related matters 

• Communication in a language that is 
understandable to different publics 

(heterogeneous 
groups) 
 

stakeholder groups 
on a collective 
action map. 

• What can others do to enhance responsiveness 
in nanotechnology research and innovation? 
◦ In what time frame should the action be 

executed? 
◦ How should the action be supported or 

enforced? 
• Does everyone agree with the assigned actions? 

Why yes/no? 

Recommendations 
and reflection 
(plenary) 

 • Out of the things you heard today, what has 
real meaning for you? 

• What recommendation would you like to give 
to the European Commission? 
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• Trustworthy intermediaries with a mandate to 
facilitate interactions between different actors in 
the long term 

4. Fostering a 
scientific 
culture 
 

A strong scientific culture 
in society (including 
critical-thinking skills) 
 
More balanced 
information on science 
and technology 

• Cultivate and sponsor appropriate media and role 
models to attract the attention of citizens to 
discussions about science and technology 

• Educational systems that stimulate the 
development of critical attitudes at a young age 

• Reinforce the capacity of science media to carry 
out more thorough analyses 

5. Fostering a 
culture of 
safety 
 

Researchers and 
companies should take 
safety on board as early as 
possible in their R&I 
processes 

• Official guidelines on safety testing of 
nanomaterials 

• Stricter regulations on nano-enabled consumer 
products 

6. Fostering a 
culture of 
learning 
 

Enhanced mutual learning 
at different levels 

• Stimulate learning between researchers and fields 
regarding, for example, doing safety assessments 
of nanomaterials 

• Set up an evaluation project on the impact of 
previous RRI/engagement projects in the field of 
nanotechnology and transform the lessons learned 
to other emerging technological fields 

Data Collection 

To scrutinize our multi-stakeholder dialogue, different methods were employed and 
various forms of data were collected. The plenary and group conversations of the 
dialogue session were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. The first author and two 
NANO2ALL team members took detailed notes of direct observations throughout the 
dialogue session. The table hosts (which included the second and fourth authors) also 
reported their experiences immediately after each core exercise, highlighting any 
observation that stood out for them. The first author kept a logbook in which she 
collected specific observations of the preparation and processing phase. 
 

Data Analysis 

The data was analysed using a combination of deductive and inductive coding (Parker 
1992) using MAXQDA. The first two authors started with a discourse analysis of the 
transcripts by using open coding that stayed close to the text. Attention was focused on 
the perspectives on science, society, and responsiveness, as well as on the interaction 
patterns visible in the text. Inductive content analysis of the observational logbooks was 
used to triangulate this analysis. 
 
In the next step, the work of Schön and Rein (1995) on frame reflection and that of Grin 
and Van de Graaf (1996) on frames of meaning were taken as starting points for the 
thematic coding into frame elements. The structures of belief, perception, and 
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appreciation were analysed and the analysis made a distinction between first-order 
discourse (participants’ assessment of solutions and problems) and second-order 
discourse (articulation of their values and preferences regarding the social order of 
society). 
 
Iteration of individual coding performed by the first three authors, team discussion of the 
data, and collaborative refinement of the coding scheme led to the reconstruction of 
several distinct frames of responsiveness. Each frame consists of five dimensions that 
inform the ways in which problems are defined and which solutions are deemed 
appropriate and effective within the particular frame: i) view of science (in society), ii) view 
of citizens/public, iii) view of government, iv) epistemology, and v) view of responsiveness.   
 
Because frames are not static but are shaped in interaction, in a final step, the work of 
Dewulf and Bouwen (2012) was taken as the starting point for thematic coding into 
framing interactions. These authors explored how conversation partners deal with 
differences in frames and distinguished five discursive interaction strategies: frame 
incorporation (reworking the meaning of an element of another frame to fit it into one’s 
own frame), frame disconnection (sidetracking a challenging element as irrelevant for the 
present conversation), frame polarization (reaffirming and upgrading one’s own issue 
framing), frame accommodation (reformulating a downgraded version of one’s own issue 
framing to preserve coherence), and frame reconnection (reconnecting frames indirectly). 
 
Analysis of participants’ discursive framing interactions was combined with the analysis 
of the reconstructed frames done in the previous step. This time, iteration between 
individual coding performed by the first three authors, team discussion of data, and 
collaborative refinement of the coding scheme led to the articulation of several 
interaction strategies regarding framing responsiveness. 
 

6.3 Results 

Our interpretative analysis of the concept of responsiveness ‘in-the-making’ resulted in 
various outputs. In this section, we first outline the five reconstructed frames of 
responsiveness that we recognized in the dialogue session and subsequently highlight 
three dominant interaction strategies that participants employed to deal with differences 
in framing. Lastly, we reflect on how these different framings and dominant interaction 
strategies informed the recommendations to the EC (see Table 6.2). 
 

Frames of Responsiveness 

In the interpretative analysis of our dialogue discussions, we reconstructed five distinct 
frames of responsiveness: science and technology-driven responsiveness; market-driven 
responsiveness; expert-driven responsiveness; network responsiveness; and society-
driven responsiveness. These five frames of responsiveness did not present themselves 
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in the dialogue conversations as static and clearly delineated views. Instead, they 
represent ‘ideal type’ understandings, which functioned as dynamic interpretative 
devices for participants to use to both grasp and shape the concept of responsiveness. 
 
Frames did not map one-on-one to particular individuals or actor groups in the dialogue; 
individuals would often reason from multiple frames, shifting their frame position 
depending on the specific conversational interaction they were part of. However, actor 
groups did show general tendencies to move beyond two or three frames. The group of 
scientists and industry-related actors focused more dominantly on the ‘science and 
technology-driven responsiveness’ frame and the ‘market-driven responsiveness’ frame, 
and at times the ‘expert-driven responsiveness’ frame. Policy actors seemed to draw 
more easily from the ‘expert-driven’ and ‘network’ frames, and the NGO actor 
predominantly pushed the ‘society-driven’ frame. In the intermediary group, we did not 
observe such pronounced tendencies, which may be related to the wide range of actors 
that was considered to be part of this group. Below, we outline each of the five frames in 
more detail. 
 
 Science and Technology-Driven Responsiveness 
Within this frame, scientific and technological development is seen first and foremost as 
progress that should not be hampered by outside intervention at all, or this should at 
least be kept to a minimum. For their own sake and because they are ignorant of the 
extent of the relevant processes, outside actors, such as citizens, but also policymakers 
and funders, should be kept as much as possible out of any process that is involved in 
determining the direction of scientific and technological development. Outsiders are 
often deemed incapable of understanding science and technology well enough to make 
a relevant contribution to discussions about its desirability. It is considered that the 
general public ‘does not understand risk’ (P.3, scientist), is easily affected by hype or by 
conspiracies such as the ‘flat earth theory’ (P.15, intermediary), and is easily manipulated 
by the media. Also, members of the public often respond impulsively to exaggerated and 
unrealistic stories about the impacts of new technologies. Citizens (might) have a right to 
be informed, but this should be organized as a transmission in which they are passive 
recipients of the new scientific and technological possibilities. Asking them about 
technologies that they do not understand will only result in ‘diffuse fears’ (P.1, scientist). 
These views seem to be underpinned by a strong belief that science not only offers the 
best solution to scientific and technological problems but also to normative and practical 
ones (scientism). 
 
Responsiveness is understood in two complementary ways. First of all, it is an internal 
concern for scientists and engineers. The value of the (outcomes of) scientific work, and 
of technology, are dependent on the quality of the research conducted. This quality can 
only be ensured through having clear quality standards by which ‘good’ can be 
distinguished from ‘bad’ science. Only (good) scientists and engineers have the 
knowledge needed to judge developments and understand possible downsides. 
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P3 (scientist): Responsiveness is to clean up the area  from  all different tests, all 
different results. They have to talk to each other, they have to harmonize it. And 
the usual system for harmonizing – working together – should be installed in 
subcommittees and so on. But this is now a mess. This is a mess. It is published 
in New England Journal of Medicine with methods that cannot exist. It is a mess.  
[…] So we need to improve quality and standardization.   

Secondly, people whose role is outside the realm of science merely play a passive role in 
being ready – for their own sake – to adapt to the progress that comes with scientific and 
technological development. The role of governing bodies in this is to facilitate scientific 
and technological development and the process of societal adaptation for emerging 
technologies and/or new knowledge. This also includes making ‘the science facts count 
in decision making, law making and all […] basically create an environment in which 
science matters again’ (P. 6, policy). 
 
Market-Driven Responsiveness 
Another conception of responsiveness is rooted in a market-oriented view of science and 
technology. In such a framework, the value of science and technology is narrowly 
understood as its economic value. Justifying a new technology then follows a simple 
rationale: a new technology such as a smartphone has proven to be valuable because 
consumers are interested in buying it. In some instances, the rationale moves beyond the 
value of a specific product to consumers and instead stresses an inherent – and more 
general – connection between science and innovation on the one hand and the growth 
of GDPs (i.e. gross domestic products) on the other. Staying ahead of competitors in the 
global market economy then becomes the main justification for investing in science and 
technology. Following this line of reasoning, regulatory restrictions become a threat to 
maintaining or finding one’s position in the global market competition. One participant, 
for example, remarked: 
 

P 16 (intermediary): I think we will be more followers than leaders in the next 20 
years in the global scene. It has to do I think with restrictions that we are setting 
for ourselves at the moment. […] There is an increase of scientific illiteracy here, 
and a fear of a lot of technological innovations, which will probably slow down 
advances. Other countries don’t have those, and you know they are punching 
out engineers and scientists at a much higher rate from their universities as well. 
And we see now that South East Asia is advancing at a far greater pace 
economically, socially, but also in term of technology. 

 
Responsiveness within this frame acquires a specific meaning. Citizens are consumers 
who express their approval or disapproval through their consumer behaviour. The 
question of whether nano-baby suits, one of the cases considered in round 2, are 
acceptable to the public boils down to the comment that ‘if they don’t like it, they don’t 
buy it’ (P.9, policy). Viewed from this frame, the market is inherently responsive to societal 
perspectives. 
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P. 28 (industry): if they [industry] cannot sell their product, they get the message. 
So they will react. 
Facilitator: so basically it seems like you are saying business and industry are a 
little bit more responsive by nature. 
P. 28 (industry): of course […] they need to be… if they are not responsive, they 
will fade away from the market. 

The government’s task is to protect the conditions that are needed for the market to 
flourish. 
 
Expert-Driven Responsiveness 
Within this framework, scientific knowledge is also seen as a privileged form of 
knowledge: it is objective and factual and thus gives the best representation that is 
currently possible of the world out there (positivism). In this sense, policies should, 
preferably, be based on scientific quantified knowledge such as risk assessments. In this 
frame, however, there is also an important role for societal actors, meaning that the role 
extends beyond that of the consumer. In order to properly assess the direction of 
scientific and technological development, it is crucial to also involve values, that is, 
citizens’ understanding of what is of value and how values need to be prioritized. Thus, 
both (scientific) facts and (societal) values are considered relevant for R&I governance, 
yet a clear fact–value divide is kept in place, that is, experts provide facts and societal 
actors bring in values.   
  
The fact–value divide has implications for how responsiveness is understood in this 
specific frame. Generally, this frame acknowledges that science and technology need to 
be responsive to the societal value system, although facts are prioritized over values. This 
is translated into experts assessing risks and potential impacts and society subsequently 
judging the acceptability of these. Science and technology actors should be in constant 
dialogue with society, that is, with citizens or politicians. However, these conversations 
need to be based on facts, which can only be provided by people who actually 
understand science and technology, that is, the experts themselves. They need to provide 
the framework and problem definitions as the context in which the discussion about 
values can be held. Citizens are only potentially capable of making valuable contributions. 
Participants who speak and think from this frame tend to consider non-scientists as 
irrational – not sufficiently ‘fact-oriented’(P. 26, industry) – when it comes to assessing risks 
and therefore in need of being educated about the facts before making (value) judgments. 
 
In this frame, there are different levels of the feedback loop that runs from society to 
science and technology and back. At one end of the scale is the direct input of well-
educated citizens: 
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P.11 (policy):  yeah of course, I mean if they [citizens] know what we are talking 
about, they are able to have an opinion. If they know nothing they cannot even 
say a word about that. Maybe the solution is not that they all go to university, 
ok, that’s right, but maybe you can introduce scientific issues in different levels 
of education 

 
At the other end of the scale is the outsourcing of the contributions of values, to politics 
and representative democracy (i.e. public value experts): P. 2 (science): ‘So the civil society 
that we try to find today, where are they? Well they are in parliament okay, already. The 
national parliament with political debate, with [ethical?] strategy’. 
 
Network Responsiveness 
The notion of network responsiveness is part of a frame in which what counts as (scientific) 
knowledge or as a (scientific) fact is the effect of a network consisting of both scientific 
and societal actors (actor–network theory) (Latour, 1988). In a similar vein, what counts as 
responsible research and innovation is the result of the interaction of a diversity of actors 
such as funders, citizens, scientists, and others who constantly build and rebuild relations. 
The frame can be characterized by the absence of a clear or stable division of duties, 
identities, and roles. Somebody with a non-science background might be just as likely to 
be considered an expert in such a network as somebody working as a scientific researcher. 
Roles and identities depend on the shape of the network, that is, on the questions being 
asked and the relations being built. 
 
Responsiveness within this frame is not stable; it circulates through the network and is in 
constant need of being reinforced. When thinking and speaking from this frame, 
participants in the workshop reflected on the mutual character of responsiveness that 
exists among different actors – highlighting the importance of ‘translation’ between ‘the 
needs from one group to a response of another’ (P.9, policy) and sensitivity to the ‘entire 
ecosystem’ and the ‘environment’ (P.6, policy): 
 

P.6 (policy): Also see what is going on in regard to a change in [the] environment 
– and that could be a political change, that could be a climate change – and 
then react to that one, respond to that, and then actually enforce an action. 

 
Participants emphasized the complexities of organizing responsiveness or acting in a 
responsive way in a ‘connected world’. Taking this connectedness into account, 
responsiveness is not ‘linear’ but ‘360 degrees’. In more concrete terms, it was said that 
with the introduction of new ‘technology’, a lot of ‘new parties are introduced that get 
some responsibility’ and then it is not always clear ‘what the role of the different parties 
is’. 
 
Society-Driven Responsiveness 
The frame of society-driven responsiveness can best be understood as a critical response 
to the expert-driven frame that has been dominant in scientists’ understanding of public 
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engagement. Instead of having a strict separation between facts and values, which occurs 
within the expert-driven responsiveness framework, this frame is shaped by the 
pragmatist view that such a separation is not possible (Dewey, 1927). Neither scientific 
knowledge nor other forms of knowledge can be neutral. Knowledge is always value 
laden. Also, values are not stable – they are in flux, changing meaning depending on the 
(socio-technological) context in which they arise (Swierstra, Stemerding, and Boenink 
2009).  
 
Two pragmatist views lie at the core of this frame. The first is the belief that the value of 
science and technology is determined by its usefulness for society. The second is the view 
that the public – which needs to be engaged – consists of the people who are (in)directly 
affected by the consequences of a new science or technology (Dewey, 1927). Departing 
from these core beliefs, responsiveness revolves around ‘taking into account the needs 
and concerns of society’ (P. 8, policy). This does not involve starting engagement 
processes that fit with the definitions of problems provided by scientists; instead the 
starting point is the concerns, perceptions, and needs of citizens that are defined by 
citizens. For example, a participant thinking and speaking from the perspective of this 
frame called for ‘a people’s agenda for science’ during one of the table discussions. Other 
participants pleaded for ‘challenge-led forms of engagement’ (i.e. P. 13, 14 16, 
intermediaries; and p. 21, CSO) and challenge-led funding of engagement to allow for 
more ‘contextualized debates’ about emerging technologies and more emphasis on the 
‘expertise of citizens’, who know all about the societal context in which a new technology 
may be used in the future. One participant explained: 
 

P. 13 (intermediary): Because now the funding [of engagement] is often […] 
related to for example nanotechnology or bio, synthetic biology, and we think 
there is indeed more support for public debates that are less focused on 
particular technologies but more on the way that technologies can contribute 
to problems that the society has to resolve. 

 
Reasoning from this frame of responsiveness, important questions about emerging 
technologies then turn into questions such as ‘do we need it?’ or ‘how could technology 
or innovation serve us in dealing with these [i.e. societal] challenges?’ (P. 13, intermediary). 
 
Being responsive in this frame also means acting on societal input, that is,  ‘You need to 
give them [i.e. citizens] the feeling that they can change something’ (P. 7, policy). Another 
participant remarked: ‘They [i.e. citizens] should know that they have power. And that 
someone ís interested in their opinion and not just áfter the facts’ (P. 14, intermediary). 
Participants speaking from this frame mostly referred to societal influence via agenda-
setting and co-steering of science and technology funding, although some also 
mentioned the potential of citizens to comment and advise on ongoing research and 
innovation processes (for example by providing feedback on innovations under 
development or sharing opinions on research processes, such as the use of animal 
experiments).   
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Framing Interactions 

As previously noted, frames are not static. Therefore, we also looked into the interactive 
process through which frames are (re)shaped. The most apparent framing differences 
concerned the society driven on the one hand and the science and technology driven, 
and  expert driven on the other. The frame elements on which these differences revolved 
were as follows: 1) their image of the public and the value given to and the justification 
of the public’s contribution to the dialogue on (nano)technology, for example seeing the 
public as being ‘ignorant’, ‘not critical’, ‘dangerously sceptical’, ‘too indifferent’, or 
‘knowledgeable’. And, consequently, 2) the type of dialogue that is justified, for example 
‘dealing with spontaneous public dialogue’ and ‘designing a conversation with a 
technically informed public’ in order to ‘steer public perceptions’, ‘help science move 
forward’, or ‘take up societal challenges’. And, lastly, 3) the image of science as value-
free or intertwined. At times, conversation partners remained unaware of the differences 
in their respective frames, but, more often, differences in frames led to conflict. We 
identified three main strategies to manage these conflicts: avoidance, polarization, and 
reframing.  
 
Conflict Avoidance 
When trying to avoid conflict, three discursive interactions stood out. Participants a) 
focused on a common ‘enemy’; b) blurred the conflict; or c) simply ignored the conflicting 
element. With regard to the first element, a shortage of money and lack of time are two 
common enemies that almost every stakeholder group can relate to. Several of the 
participants demonstrated this mutual understanding. The journalist participant noted 
that (P. 15, intermediary) ‘we are lacking the resources we need to better collaborate and 
understand what is going on. Years ago media had money to do investigative journalism; 
this is very rare nowadays because there is no money in the whole media industry to do 
that.’ And the industry practitioner (P. 23, industry) said, ‘If you are in a small company, it 
is fairly obvious that lack of resources is an issue. But if you find yourself in a big company, 
to your surprise it is exactly the same situation. It’s just when you get very close to being 
profitable on the project, then you can have lots of resources.’ Similarly, the policy 
researcher (P. 6, policy) commented: ‘We are now asking the researchers to individually 
sell their research and that means that as a researcher obviously you [exaggerate 
expectations] to get millions of funding.’ 
 
At times, the focus on a common enemy clearly avoided the exploration of conflict, for 
instance in the second round. In this round, participants were asked to contextualize their 
principles of responsiveness (decided on in the first round) to a visualized narrative that 
was based on some of the output of NANO2ALL’s citizen dialogues (see Fig. 6.1). In this 
conversation, there were two clearly conflicting views on the right approach to public 
engagement with science. The conflict was as follows: one participant (P. 6, policy) argued 
for an engagement approach in which ‘experts are used to discuss what really can be a 
thing [before involving the public]’ (expert driven frame), and the other (P. 21, CSO) 
argued for ‘dialogue framing in terms of what do we want to have in society – instead of 
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– what to do with this technology’ (society driven frame). The difference between their 
views was not discussed as they focused on a common enemy, which was in this case the 
exercise. Both participants focused on what they considered to be flaws in the design. 
For instance, they noted, respectively, that ‘[w]e just learn that we don’t ask the citizen’ 
and that ‘we seem to have an observation that framing in terms of technology is a very 
stupid idea’. The other conversation partners also criticized the design, but the 
differences in their preferred frames were overlooked in this conversation.    
 
Secondly, conflicts were avoided by blurring the conversation. Comments about 
‘transparency’ and ‘trust’ were valuable tools for doing this. An ambiguous discourse 
prevents the exploration of the differences in views on the science and technology system. 
As one participant noted: 

 
(P. 25, industry) This is a bit of the risk when we follow this path [public 
engagement]. We have this term, we have to address – societal needs – and if 
you ask, all researchers will tell you: We address societal needs. […] We have 
different views on how to address these societal needs. But everyone thinks 
he or she does it. 

 
Finally, on many occasions, participants avoided conflicts by ignoring and not responding 
to someone else’s statement and introducing a totally different topic or question. At times, 
also facilitators used this strategy to avoid conflict between others. 
 
Polarization 
When polarizing conflict, participants kept repeating their perspective, inflating their 
statements in the process and at the same time dismissing the point that had been 
reasoned about from another frame. One issue that was repeated and dismissed 
numerous times throughout the entire dialogue was the (lack of) focus on nanotechnology. 
For instance, in the plenary opening session, one participant (P.1, scientist) asked the 
facilitator ‘What is your definition of nanotechnology?’. The question was responded to 
with a joke: ‘I will talk to you about that over lunch’, which was followed by laughter. In 
the plenary closing session, one participant noted his displeasure that ‘there is nothing 
nano-specific here [in the recommendations that are drawn]’; again, this was followed by 
laughter from the group and the question of the facilitator: ‘What does that imply?’. The 
participant responded by saying that only generic and communication policies are 
stressed and wondered if there were specific nanotechnology issues they could discuss. 
This conflict was settled by another participant (P.21, CSO) saying: ‘It is not bad that it is 
general. It’s because it is almost universal.’ 
 
During the dialogue, the question of nanotechnologies’ value in a responsive governance 
system was not examined closely. The conflicting views on the place of (nano) technology 
in RRI were polarized by their dismissal as a conversation topic every time they were 
brought up. For some, the fundamental view that responsiveness in science governance 
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should not be technology driven but society driven,  led to an attempt to prevent a nano 
specific conversation in its entirety. 
 
Similar polarization occurred regarding the image of the public. This is illustrated by the 
following excerpt from the fourth round. The participants discussed the public’s 
understanding of science in light of a need for ‘a scientific culture in society’. One 
participant (P. 15, intermediary) regarded the public as illiterate and had a positivist 
worldview: ‘[T]hey [the public] don’t see the difference between facts and fiction. There 
are a lot of people who don’t know very much about how the world is in fact’, whereas 
another (P. 21, CSO) had a high regard for the public and had a more pragmatist view: ‘I 
don’t know whether scientists know how the world works as well’. The first participant 
repeatedly tried to convince the second using the example of people who do not 
vaccinate their children; however, this example was repeatedly dismissed: 
 

P15 (intermediary): Let me come with an example. I wrote an article about 
the earth being flat, and I wouldn’t have believed that the same evening on 
the national television they have found a flat earther, who defended that the 
world was flat. 
P21 (CSO): I don’t see that these sorts of things influence people, ordinary 
people, massively. 
P15 (intermediary): A concrete example is, for example, the vaccine debate. 
P21(CSO): Yeah, I know the vaccine stuff. 
P15(intermediary): Denmark has gone from 92% coverage to 80, in 2 yrs. And 
that was because there was a doubt about it. 
P21(CSO): I understand about all that. 
P15(intermediary): Only based on mythical information, no statistics, no 
concrete information, and suddenly there are 100s of young girls who get 
side-effects. 
P21(CSO): I understand that one. 

 
We also observed this polarization between different group conversations. This stood out 
in the third round of the dialogue in which participants worked in relatively homogeneous 
stakeholder groups. Actors from science and industry mostly focused on ‘safety measures 
and popularizing “natural sciences”’, and actors with an intermediary background in RRI 
mostly focused on ‘public engagement methods and European funding’. Also, within this 
homogeneous constellation, participants sometimes dismissed other actor groups 
entirely. For instance, one participant noted: ‘I think I like this more than the mixed group. 
They don’t have any clue I think what they were talking about.’(P.3, scientist). In the 
subsequent round, group compositions were mixed again, and participants were asked 
to use the input of the homogeneous groups (i.e. regarding what they thought the 
barriers to responsiveness were and what conditions for change were needed); in several 
groups, participants would collectively dismiss a barrier because they did not recognize 
it.   
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Reframing 
Finally, by reframing conflict, participants mostly proposed a different line of reasoning 
(following the network driven frame) or created a new shared frame element (using the 
market driven frame). In proposing a network driven line of reasoning, the friction 
between the society driven and expert driven frames was prevented by diverting the 
conversation to discuss the network frame. However, by using the discourse of the 
network frame, for example speaking of ‘360-degree responsiveness’ (e.g. P.25, industry) 
and asking questions like ‘Where does responsiveness start in a network?’ (e.g. P.16, 
intermediary), the conversation became confused. The network frame could then be used 
as a façade – appearing to be responsive from an STS perspective – to prevent the 
exploration and elaboration of the difficulties of the current science and technology 
system. 
 
Another reframing strategy that was used to deal with the friction between the society 
driven and expert driven frames was to connect them via the market driven frame. The 
conversation in which this was done made reference to a new shared framing element, 
the ‘well-informed, responsible consumer’. In this expert driven frame-led conversation, 
a participant borrowed the image of ‘the citizen as a consumer’ from the market driven 
frame. By reducing citizens to consumers and arguing that consumer values are 
represented in consumer behaviour, it appears that one does justice to the society driven 
frame (because the idea that citizens’ values need to be represented in the R&I 
governance of nanotechnology is incorporated). However, citizens’ values were moved 
to the end of the trajectory. At the same time, it was often argued that a responsible 
consumer needs to be well informed in order to make conscious decision. Following this 
line of reasoning means that one does not have to let go of the idea that experts need 
to provide the facts and framework to the public (which would be in line with the expert 
driven frame). 
 

Implications for the EC Recommendations 

Looking at the recommendations made to the European Commission that followed from 
the dialogue (Table 6.2), it is very clear that the different frames are brought together as 
if they form a coherent combination. Recommendations reasoned from, for instance, a 
science and technology driven frame (e.g. ‘increased open access to data on 
nanomaterials’) and an expert driven frame (‘honest and timely communication by science 
and industry about their work, products, and safety-related matters’) are set out side by 
side. Furthermore, some recommendations are broad (‘improved trust between science, 
society and industry to stimulate interaction and mutual learning’) and ambiguous (e.g. 
‘incentives to structurally interact with different stakeholder groups’), providing the 
possibility of reasoning that they are consistent with different frames. Lastly, the fact that 
some recommendations lean towards a larger transformation of science governance 
stands out (e.g. ‘challenge-led forms and funding of public engagement’), while others 
suggest minimal to no changes (e.g. ‘standardization and harmonization of 
methodologies and reporting styles’). All in all, the multi-stakeholder dialogue led to 
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recommendations that were broad and ambiguous and fused views that appear 
incompatible on a deeper level. Such recommendations seem ill-equipped to firmly steer 
the practice of EC policymakers, which is what they were intended for. 
 

6.4 Discussion & Conclusion 

In this paper, we have described how five distinct frames of ‘responsiveness’ – science 
and technology driven, market driven, expert driven, network, and society driven 
responsiveness – played out in a European multi-stakeholder dialogue held in Brussels. 
We highlighted three main strategies that participants used during their interactions to 
deal with differences between frames: avoidance, polarization, and reframing. These 
differences were most pronounced when the image of the public, the types of dialogue 
that could be justified, and the relationship between science and society were the topics 
of conversation – these are all notions that are central to RRI. 
 
RRI emphasizes a reflexive and inclusive relationship between science and society 
throughout the entire research and innovation process (Stilgoe et al. 2013). Its ambitious 
ideal is that ‘policy choices can be co-produced with publics in ways that authentically 
embody diverse social knowledge, values and meanings’ (Owen et al. 2012). Put 
differently, it is about making decisions that influence innovation trajectories towards 
more desirable outcomes by responding to (changing) societal perspectives and 
circumstances (Fraaije and Flipse 2020; Pellé 2016).   
 
Three of the reconstructed frames described earlier (the science and technology driven, 
expert driven and market driven) do not seem to align easily with this vision of inclusive 
governance, whereas the other two (network driven and society driven) do. First of all, 
the line of reasoning which concludes that ‘science is progress’ and ‘scientists know best’ 
(underlying the science and technology driven frame) implies that policy cannot embody, 
or respond to, diverse societal values yet can only do this with values that are in favour 
of scientific and technological developments. Moreover, a view of science as objective 
and equipped to give the best representation of reality (underlying both the science and 
technology driven and the expert driven frame) is not in line with the ideal of a reflexive 
and inclusive relationship between science and society because such a relationship 
requires humility and the equal appreciation of different meanings. Secondly, the line of 
reasoning which holds that societal values will be incorporated at the end of the pipeline, 
that is, at the level of the market (which underlies the market driven frame), does not 
correspond with the ideal of a fruitful relationship between science and society existing 
throughout the entire research and innovation process. Furthermore, by only considering 
the economic value of R&I (which also underlies the market driven frame), policy cannot 
embody any societal values other than economic ones. 
 
The line of reasoning which accepts that R&I is the result of the interaction between a 
diversity of actors (which underlies the network driven frame) aligns with the idea of 
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choices as being co-produced. Furthermore, the idea that sensitivity to the entire network 
is key (which also underlies the network driven frame) aligns with the ideal of being able 
to respond to changing perspectives and circumstances. Finally, the line of reasoning 
which holds that the value of science and technology is determined by its usefulness for 
society and that therefore engagement processes should start from the perceptions and 
needs of citizens (which underlies the society driven frame) aligns with the ideal of 
authentically including social knowledge, values, and meanings, as it indicates an 
authentic appreciation of societal perspectives. 
 
Moreover, the meaning of the dimension of responsiveness is embedded within the 
meanings of the other three dimensions (Stilgoe et al. 2013; Owen et al. 2013). Hence, 
the five framings of responsiveness, include meanings of the other three RRI dimensions 
as well. Whereas in the science and technology-driven frame, inclusion means 
transmission of information to passive non-academic recipients, in the society driven 
frame the idea of inclusion holds decision-making power for a wide diversity of publics in 
the agenda-setting, funding and reviewing of R&I. Then again, in the expert-driven frame 
strict conditions for inclusive deliberation are perceived right. Similarly, in the science and 
technology-driven the right method for anticipation is considered to be standardisation 
of scientific methods, whereas in the society-driven frame, anticipation and reflection 
holds the sincere consideration of the concerns, perceptions, and needs of society. 
Whereas, in the market-driven frame, anticipation and reflection are not emphasized. As 
responsiveness entails the translation of reflection, anticipation and inclusive deliberation 
to action that has a material influence on the direction and trajectory of innovation itself 
(Owen et al. 2013), it is problematic that some of the identified frames of responsiveness 
are in tension with the other RRI dimensions. 
 
It must be noted that the dispersion of responsiveness frames in a multi-stakeholder 
dialogue like ours heavily depends on the stakeholders that participate. The general 
tendency towards the science and technology driven, expert driven, and market driven 
frames that we observed at our event partly results from the number of nanoscientists, 
industry representatives, and policy stakeholders who participated in comparison with 
the number of NGO and intermediary stakeholders (19/29) who did so. However, this 
ratio is partly the result of the self-selection of stakeholders; we invited several civil society 
stakeholder parties, but all except one declined the invitation. Ironically, some of them 
did so because they thought that the EC had not been sufficiently responsive to input 
they had given during previous events and projects. They did not believe that their 
contribution would make a difference and urged for the inclusion of civil society 
organizations as consortium partners in these types of European projects. One 
organization declined the invitation because industry partners would be present and 
urged for transparency with regard to the nanomaterials used in consumer products. 
Although our results may therefore not be representative of more general distribution 
patterns of responsiveness frames, they do present interpretative tendencies that 
resonate with findings of other studies. 
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Our results showed that natural scientists and industry-related actors had a tendency to 
think and speak more from the science and technology, expert and market driven frames 
of responsiveness. Although recognizing RRI and responsiveness, these participants 
follow a narrow understanding of what it implies for them in practice. Earlier studies 
looking into the attitude of the scientific community towards RRI also showed that 
although there is a welcoming attitude towards RRI and its importance is recognized, it is 
substantially resisted as it is perceived a threat to the autonomy of science, a threat to 
basic research, and a threat to the creativity and curiosity of scientist (Carrier and Gartzlaff 
2019; De Jong et al. 2015; van Hove and Wickson 2017). Moreover, these studies 
reported on concerns within the scientific community when it comes to the 
implementation of RRI; for instance on the additional expenditures, on researchers ability 
to engage in enhanced public outreach and on the difficulty of anticipating research 
outcomes (ibid). Burri (2018, p. 91) who reconstructed frames of nanoscientists regarding 
public engagement, found that the dialogue model of public engagement played no part 
at all in the discourse of the interviewed nanoscientists: ‘the possibility of a “real” (i.e. 
interactive) dialogue was mostly denied’. 
 
Our findings showed how, by including all of the different responsiveness frames in the 
dialogue’s eventual policy recommendations, a document was produced that lacked a 
clear sense of direction. This bears the risk of only inviting minimal change. Hartley et al. 
(2017) noted earlier that the broad nature of the RRI concept sustains a plurality of 
interpretations, and although some of them favour radical forms of public inclusion, most 
stick as much as possible to the science–society relationship as it is today. They also 
warned that if all these interpretations can coexist, this will probably result in current 
practices staying exactly as they are, with a participatory sauce as a topping. It might then 
be tempting to believe that a more specific and sharply formulated definition of RRI and 
responsiveness would be more effective. However, a co-constructive process of 
operationalizing RRI is needed in order to avoid evasive practices or dropping it all 
together as it becomes too detached from lived realities (De Jong et al. 2015; Fraaije and 
Flipse 2020; Hartley et al. 2017). Moreover, our results demonstrate that the interactions 
through which this operationalization and framing occurs are dynamic and strategic. In 
striving to open-up the science and innovation system it is important to acknowledge and 
attend to these interactions.   
 
We struggled with the dilemma of including all frames in a policy recommendation, while 
at the same time being highly critical towards some of them. In constructing the dialogue 
outcome, we encountered the tension between our role as critical scholars, and our role 
as public engagement practitioners (Schuijer, Broerse, and Kupper 2021). As we uphold 
and communicated to participants that fleshing out what RRI means in practice 
inescapably requires a delicate process in which the view of all those who need to work 
with the concept need to be taken on board, we decided not to criticize the solutions 
brought forward by participants within the policy recommendation. We considered it to 
be more constructive to study the frames from which these solutions derive in this 
separate paper. However, we are aware that as we organize and analyse this event, we 
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are performing an intervention in ongoing nanotechnology developments. And in doing 
so we are ‘selecting’ the right outcomes of engagement being: more inclusive forms of 
scientific governance (Rip and Robinson 2013). Some conflictual moments during the 
event made visible that this perspective differs from the perspective of developers or 
promoters of nanotechnology. Yet, these events potentially play an important role in the 
process of reflexive co-evolution of the inside world of science and its embedding in the 
outside world of society (ibid.) 
 
All in all, the mutual search for the meaning of ‘responsiveness’ is a process full of 
disagreement and contestation of underlying values and interpretations (i.e. assumptions 
about science, its relationship with society and the public, and participation) (Stirling 2014; 
Wickson and Carew 2014).We suggest that the experience of and knowledge gained 
from earlier communication and dialogue studies can help to have conversation in which 
a collective understanding of responsiveness is reached. These studies show the 
importance of shifting the focus of deliberation from the implications of technologies to 
dialogue itself, thereby weakening the urgency and habit of advocacy dynamics (Balmer 
et al. 2016; Escobar 2009). How subjects enter and participate in dialogue should be 
scrutinized, instead of assuming that communication about ‘what matters’ must be 
conducted according to an idealized standard of rationality (Di Giulio et al. 2016). Our 
results indicate the need for more dispersion of the kind of systemic R&I changes that RRI 
envisions, and are a plea for careful consideration of the influence of the different 
interpretations of responsiveness. We should aim to prevent the construction of a 
meaningless concept that cannot be effective for guiding the collective action needed to 
influence innovation trajectories. It turned out that when allowing participants the 
freedom to frame and operationalize responsiveness as they feel suited, the governance 
system of science and innovation remains largely untouched. In order to accommodate 
change of the RI governance system, it probably will be more effective to hold discussions 
about the limits towards responsiveness that are imposed by or on institutions, as well as 
develop proposals for their modification, withín the interplay of the  four RRI dimensions.
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7. CRAFTING THE FUTURE OF THE ARTIFICIAL 
WOMB:  

Speculative design as a tool for public engagement 
with emerging technologies  
 

 

Abstract 
This study aimed to characterize the potential of speculative design in public 
engagement with emerging technologies. Current initiatives in public engagement have 
important drawbacks, such as the focus on quantifiable impacts, abstract reasoning and 
difficulties in imagining potential futures. Speculative design is considered a promising 
tool for public engagement because of its ability to open up dialogues about the societal 
implications of emerging technologies. Realizing its potential depends on a thorough 
understanding of the reflective practices induced by speculative design. In this study we 
identified enabling factors for reflective practices to unfold and 3 ways of questioning 
human-technology relations, namely through scenarios, stereotypes and lived 
experiences. Our findings show that speculative design encourages imagining futures 
and facilitates reflection on qualitative impacts in various forms of knowledge by 
providing thought-provoking prospects. The medium has shortcomings, however. For 
participants to take on the role of creative moral agents the design needs to tread the 
fine line between activating them through ambiguity and informing them. Comparing our 
findings with pragmatist ethics, we show how speculative design can put into practice 
the four most prominent features of pragmatist democratic ethical deliberation. 

7.1 Introduction 

Emerging reproductive technologies have the potential to radically alter society. The 
complex and profound impacts of emerging reproductive technologies call for public 
involvement in the dialogue about the development and social embedding of these 
technologies (Fiorino, 1990). However, it is complicated to establish an effective public 
on the impacts of new technologies on what it means to be human, ideas about the good 
life or what a future society will look like. First, there is a risk that the public will focus on 
quantifiable impacts, such as health outcomes, safety measures and economic benefits 
rather than discussing qualitative effects (Krabbenborg & Mulder, 2015, p. 469; Swierstra, 
2012). Second, current initiatives are criticized for focusing on abstract reasoning and the 
exchange of rational arguments, which excludes those who express themselves 
differently and leaves out other forms of knowledge, such as affective reasoning and 
embodied knowledge (Roeser and Pesch, 2016; Davies, 2014; Cuhls & Daheim, 2017). 
Third, both the public and professionals find it difficult to imagine unknown futures, and 
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so miss the opportunity to explore important values, meanings and experiences (Felt, 
Fochler, Müller, & Strassnig, 2009). Fourth, it is a challenge to overcome one’s own moral 
inclinations and empathize with the perspective of others (Roeser, 2018). Finally, the 
formats of public often treat public opinion as if it is static, and can then be harvested. 
However, public opinion is constructed in an active process of moral deliberation that is 
shaped in continuous interaction with other deliberators (Felt, 2015). 

The importance of addressing these drawbacks can be understood through the 
pragmatist perspective on democratic ethical deliberation. The process is described as 
an open, experimental and creative inquiry through which society develops solutions to 
new and unexpected situations that arise with the introduction of emerging technologies 
(Caspary, 1991). Deliberators engage in a ‘dramatic rehearsal’: they try out different 
courses of action to predict potential outcomes (Fesmire, 2003). Although there is a 
profound theoretical understanding of these issues, there is a lack of practical insights 
into adopting the pragmatist perspective on democratic public deliberation. Speculative 
design is considered a promising tool for public dialogue and may be able to put 
dramatic rehearsal into practice. The artistic practice uses design to explore future 
scenarios and open up debates about the social, cultural and ethical implications of 
emerging technologies (Dunne & Raby, 2013; Haidamous, 2017; Heidingsfelder, 2019; 
Tsai, 2014; Wouters, 2019). Prominent speculative designers Dunne & Raby (2013) 
describe their practice as materializing critical thought to engage people in thinking 
about possible futures and using these to understand the present and discuss the kind of 
future they want. Their futuristic designs form a speculative philosophy of technology that 
sparks imagination about potential futures and the meaning of technology in a 
contextualized approach. 

In order to understand and benefit from the potential of speculative design to open up 
democratic processes on emerging technologies by putting dramatic rehearsal into 
practice, it is necessary to have a thorough understanding of the reflective practices that 
the medium stimulates (Cuhls & Daheim, 2017). 

So far, most studies focus on the perspectives of designers, politicians or the output of 
co-creative design processes (Angheloiu, Sheldrick, & Tennant, 2020; Kelliher, & Byrne, 
2015; Pau & Hall, 2021). Only a limited number of studies have aimed to better 
understand the reflective processes of participants engaging with the speculative design 
(Rijkens–Klomp, Baerten, & Rossi, 2017; Garduño García & Gaziulusoy, 2021). In 
answering Roesers’ (2018) call for ‘new theories, frameworks and perspectives concerning 
the relationship between art and morality in the context of risky and controversial 
technologies’, this study aims to identify the potential of speculative design to facilitate 
pragmatist dramatic rehearsal in public engagement with emerging technologies. To 
achieve this, we aimed to answer the question: What reflective processes are induced by 
speculative design? The research was designed as a case study on a speculative design 
installation of an emerging reproductive technology, the artificial womb. The imaginary 
prototype created by the speculative designers’ collective, Next Nature Network, aimed 
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to open up a public dialogue about the cultural, moral and political impacts of the 
externalisation and medicalisation of pregnancy.  

Theoretical Background 

Emerging reproductive technologies have the potential to radically alter society. They 
give shape to our relationships, our standards, values, rights, duties, expectations and 
desires (Swierstra, 2012). The artificial womb that is currently being developed is intended 
to increase survival rates for premature babies, but it may also affect our sexuality, 
parental responsibilities and our prospective families (Partridge et al., 2017). These ‘soft 
impacts’, as Swierstra (2012) describes them, concern the cultural, moral and political 
impacts of new science and technology on society, but which are often overlooked in 
initiatives to foster public dialogue. Swierstra (2012) describes the cultural impact of 
emerging technologies as altering established meanings, world and life views. Moral 
impacts concern changes in existing values, norms, and conceptions of what constitutes 
‘the good life’. The consequences of emerging technologies on the (global) distribution 
of power and control are considered political impacts. Rather than causing quantifiable 
instances of harm, cultural, moral and political impacts can be characterised by their 
qualitative character, moral ambiguity and are typically co-produced by both the 
technology and the users (Swierstra, 2015).   

Pragmatist ethics 
The ‘pragmatist’ conceptualization of ethical deliberation creates space for reflection of 
the soft impacts of emerging technologies. Ethical deliberation is described as a creative-
intelligent inquiry through which society develops solutions to new and unexpected 
situations that arise in the introduction of emerging technologies (Caspary, 1991). 
Pragmatist ethicists argue that to develop adequate responses to an ever-changing world 
one cannot rely on pre-established ethical frameworks (Kupper, 2018). Rather, the process 
of moral inquiry is open, experimental and creative, and relies on the human capacity to 
reconstruct habits and routines in resolving our problems (Caspary, 1991). Due to the 
complexity of indeterminate technological futures and the entanglement of ethical, social 
and technological factors, meaningful inquiry can occur only within the unique context of 
a given situation (Kupper, 2018). The conceptualization of ethical deliberation as a 
creative and contextualized practice gives direction in finding tools for public 
engagement suited to addressing the shortcomings of current public dialogue initiatives, 
such as the focus on quantifiable outcomes, abstract reasoning and the inability to spark 
the imagination of the public and relevant professionals about potential futures and 
understanding the moral experiences of others. 

Central to the understanding of the pragmatist approach to ethical deliberation are the 
concepts of ‘moral imagination’ and ‘dramatic rehearsal’ (Fesmire, 2003). Moral 
imagination is described as empathetic projection by which moral agents consider others’ 
aspirations, interests and worries as if they were our own – not by projecting their own 
values and intentions onto others but acknowledging individual differences and adopting 
the perspective of the other. Using moral imagination enables deliberators to creatively 
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explore future possibilities as opposed to relying on conventions and habits, which hinder 
dynamic adjustment and may result in uniformity. Pragmatist Dewey defines moral 
imagination as ‘the capacity to concretely perceive what is before us in light of what could 
be’ (Fesmire, 2003, p.65). Deliberators use their moral imagination in a course of 
‘dramatic rehearsal’: they try out different courses of action to imagine potential 
outcomes. Firstly, deliberation is considered dramatic, as deliberators explore possible 
meanings, conflicts and behaviours, and contrast characters in an unfolding narrative or 
plot. Secondly, deliberation is social as it requires anticipating the responses of other 
people and one’s own. Thirdly, dramatic rehearsal requires emotional sensitivity to 
anticipate and evaluate the responses of others. As we carve out potential future 
scenarios through our imagination, we use emotional reactions, desires, and aversions to 
evaluate their moral acceptability. Fourthly, in the process of imagining different courses 
of action deliberators reconceptualize concepts that we use to identify, order and 
interpret situations. Finally, dramatic rehearsals are of an open-ended and indeterminate 
character (Fesmire, 2003). 

Speculative design 
This study aims to investigate whether speculative design can put into practice the 
pragmatist theoretical concepts of moral imagination and dramatic rehearsal. The 
speculative design practice, which borrows from the fields of futurology, political theory, 
philosophy of technology and literary fiction, is seen as an exploration of what could be 
by imagining potential futures (Dunne & Raby, 2013; Garduño García & Gaziulusoy, 2021). 
Rather than aiming to forecast or predict the future, speculative designers aim to pose 
‘what-if’ questions with the intent of opening up a conversation about the kind of future 
people want. Participants who engage with speculative designs are encouraged to 
question, critique, and challenge (technological) developments and the ways in which 
they give shape to society. Spectators use their imagination through artistic tools such as 
cautionary tales, prototyping, what-if questions, thought experiments, world-building, 
counterfactuals, reductio ad absurdum experiments, satire and critique.  Pelzer, & 
Versteeg (2019) coined the term ‘imaginative logics’ to characterize the typology of 
speculative designs. The term refers to the set of principles that constitute the speculative 
designs, by means of which an abstract phenomenon is presented to the audience 
(doable, juxtaposing, defamiliarizing, guerilla and procedural imaginative logics). 
Speculative designs do not suggest how things should be, which is considered too 
didactic and even moralistic, but rather aid imaginative thought as a means to discuss 
the present and the future we want (Dunne & Raby, 2013). Using speculative design to 
explore and deliberate on technological futures aligns with the aim of studies in the fields 
of science and technology to facilitate public engagement as a means to democratize 
the development of science and technology (Haidamous, 2017; Heidingsfelder, 2019; 
Tsai, 2014; Wouters, 2019).    
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7.2 Methodology 

In order to identify the reflective practices induced by speculative design, a case study 
was conducted on a speculative design installation of an artificial womb (fig. 7.1). The 
design was created by the speculative designers’ collective, Next Nature Network (NNN), 
in collaboration with researchers at the Maxima Medical Centre, Veldhoven (MMC). NNN 
creates speculative design exhibitions on various emerging technologies, such as gene 
editing, robotization and in vitro meat, to stimulate public dialogue on the impacts of 
these innovations on society. They collaborated with MMC researchers currently 
developing a working prototype of the artificial womb for premature babies (Davis, 2019). 
The installation was exhibited at the ‘Embassy of Health’ at the Dutch Design Week 
Eindhoven in the Netherlands in 2018. Science communication researchers engaged 
people attending the installation in a conversation about the installation on display and 
their views on a future in which artificial womb technology could become a reality. 

The design was composed of five balloon-like spheres of between 80 and 120 cm in 
diameter. The balloons were made of plastic on which was printed a pattern in different 
shades of red. They were hung up in a spatial arrangement above a pink base plate of 3 
x 2 metres. A set of tubes connected the spheres with glass cylinders, a black rectangular 
device with the appearance of a measuring instrument and a suction cup. A panel with a 
printed blueprint of an incubator patent was placed alongside the installation. 

 

Fig 7.1 Speculative prototype of artificial womb technology at Dutch Design Week ’18. 
 

Data collection 

Five researchers engaged participants in semi-structured conversations. During the 
conversations, researchers asked the participants probing questions about the installation 
and the future of the artificial womb. The questions included: What do you see? What in 
the installation makes you think that? Do you have any thoughts about what you see? 
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What should our reproductive future look like? Do these thoughts relate to what you see 
here? Researchers audio-recorded summaries directly after these conversations. The 
summaries included a description of the participant(s) (e.g. number of participants, sex, 
estimated age), a general impression of the conversation (e.g. duration, tone, topics 
discussed, most important arguments used) and observations that stood out (e.g. shared 
stories and memories).   

Analysis 

A set of sensitizing concepts identified by leading speculative designers Dunne & Raby (2013) 
and Auger (2013) was used to guide the initial analysis. These concepts included examples 
of different artistic tools (e.g. prototyping, alternative realities), style characteristics (e.g. 
playful, provocative), functionalities of the design (e.g. making tangible, world-building) and 
intended experiences (e.g. emerging oneself, desirable discomfort). The sensitizing concepts 
served as a point of reference to guide the analysis of data and theory-producing process 
(Bowen, 2006). Additional inductive methods were used to find whether additional 
mechanisms in moral deliberation through speculative design were missing. A process of 
open, axial and selective coding was performed using MaxQDA software. The first two 
authors analyzed the data independently and codes were discussed. Subsequently the 
analyses were deliberated with the third and fourth author in order to sharpen the framework. 
This cycle was repeated several times. 

7.3 Results 

We recorded 28 summaries of conversations with 44 participants. Participants were 
between 18 and 70 years of age, of whom 27 were women. In the data we found that in 
the reflective practices sparked by speculative design visitors questioned established 
human–technology relations. In the results section we first address (1) the enabling factors 
for such reflective practices to unfold, and (2) three different ways in which this 
questioning was conducted: (a) through scenarios, (b) stereotypes and familiar ways of 
doing and (c) lived experiences. 

Enabling factors for reflective practices to unfold 

Firstly, the interaction with the artificial womb installation made participants question 
assumptions and current ways of thinking about human–technology relations. The 
following paragraphs describe two characteristics of this process. 

Engaging with what-if questions 
The reflection on the potential impacts of artificial womb technology on society required 
participants to imagine fictitious scenarios in which the artificial womb has been 
developed and is being used. The majority of participants engaging with the installation 
suspended their disbelief and engaged in the thought experiment of imagining how and 
by whom artificial womb technology would be used. 
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Our findings show multiple stages in the process of participants engaging in what-if 
scenarios. Participants’ suspension of disbelief started with imagining the design on 
display to be an artificial womb and imagining the technology had been adopted by a 
future society. Initial evaluation of the installation’s physical appearance often led 
participants to envisage a potential physical setting in which the design could be used, 
and subsequently to imagine its practical implications. Thinking about these practical 
implications led to an ethical and meta-ethical reflection on the embedding of the 
technology. Participants used what-if-questions to explore ideas of safety, sense of 
security, and parental expectations. 

The interaction with the installation was a gateway for the reflection on cultural, moral 
and political impacts of the artificial womb. The interplay between the installation’s 
physical characteristics and the what-if questions that were raised steered reflection. 
Physical characteristics both fed participants’ imagination and were scrutinised for their 
alignment with participants’ vision of a speculative future. The following fragment is 
illustrative of the way in which participants tried to connect the installation’s physical 
appearance with an understanding of technical functionalities of the speculative 
prototype and associated moral questions: 

Fragment 1 
They understood the installation was about the ability to create wombs outside 
the body. In particular, they searched the prototype for ways in which nutrients 
would be administered. They thought it would be useful to be able to 
administer these in the external uterus much faster than in existing incubators. 
Medical staff would have easy access and could make more accurate 
measurements. They envisaged that if people had an artificial womb at home 
they would not have to be hospitalised if the technology could eventually take 
over a much larger part of the pregnancy. […] They raised questions about 
whether people would be allowed to use this technology when they could get 
pregnant in the natural way. They speculated that people might want to use 
this technology just because being pregnant would be inconvenient for them. 
They asked out loud: Would that be okay? Or would the use of this technology 
only be allowed if there were no available options for a natural pregnancy? [...] 
For them the most important concern was that everyone wanting to have 
children should be able to use this technology. 

This fragment shows how participants first reflect on the visual characteristics and 
functional design of the speculative prototype, after which reflection on healthcare 
practices follows and then the reflection becomes more profound by discussing ethical 
questions and underlying moral values. Thus, what-if questions steer the kind of visual 
cues participants look for in the installation and then these visual cues encourage further 
imagining of future scenarios. The what-if scenario of creating wombs outside the body, 
visual cues that could reveal how the baby would be nourished, and speculative scenarios 
on the effect of the technology on healthcare practices together form an interplay 
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informing and shaping each other. This interplay ultimately led participants to ask the 
moral question of whether there is a right to parenthood. 

A number of participants found it difficult to use their imagination and looked for a reality 
to hold on to by continuously asking for scientific explanations and objective facts. They 
did not seem to feel empowered or trust their lay expertise sufficiently to give shape to 
potential futures but rather left that responsibility to the scientific community. Their 
reflection typically focused on the health benefits for premature babies. For a few 
participants, the materialisation of the idea (the installation) became the subject of 
reflection rather than the scenarios it symbolised: 

Fragment 2 
The installation was not satisfying for participant 1 because she was mainly 
interested in the working mechanisms of the technology after reading a 
newspaper article. Now she just saw plastic things here. [...] Participant 2 said: 
‘It is a visualisation of what the technology might look like’. Participant 1 
replied: ‘Well I would like to see it, if those spheres are a genuine proposal, 
where would those embryos be?’ [...] Participant 1 continued: ‘I don't 
understand because I don't see a tube from the spheres to the baby’. 
Participant 2 replied: ‘Well, it doesn’t matter how it works technically, this 
[installation] is just to make you think about it’. Participant 1 replied: ‘This is all 
very unsatisfying for me’. 

From this fragment it becomes clear that the distinction between the real and the 
speculative played a prominent part in the reflection of some participants. Participant 1 
in this fragment expected to see a working prototype. Viewing it, she seemed 
disappointed and irritated that her expectation was not met, preventing her from 
engaging in the thought experiment. She was sceptical rather than critical of the 
installation. 

Conversely, a small number of visitors believed the installation to be a functional rather 
than a speculative prototype. They ‘believed’ rather than ‘suspended their disbelief’ by 
considering the speculative prototype a finished design ready for implementation. 
Without the awareness of the speculative character of the installation participants did not 
actively give shape to and reflect upon the technology’s design, forms of use and the 
consequences for society. 

Ambiguity 
The ambiguity of the installation, understood as the object potentially being explained 
in different ways, required participants to come up with their own frames of the 
technology. The ambiguous installation thus functioned as a rough sketch and the ways 
in which participants framed the technology depended on who they were, what they 
focused on and what they found important. The following fragment illustrates how in one 
conversation multiple frames were generated, which in turn were reflected upon: 
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Fragment 3 
Participant 6 said: ‘You just said something very interesting, namely that the 
artificial womb will be used by career women’. Participant 7 envisaged a world 
in which children would develop in a designed environment in which 
everything could be regulated. Participant 6 thought it felt bizarre to think of 
the artificial womb as valuable for pursuing a career and said she fiercely 
objected to such use, but thought it was a beautiful solution for premature 
babies as an improvement on the current incubator. 

This fragment shows the interrelation between participants, the frames they use and the 
moral evaluations that flow from them. While participant 7 framed the technology as 
lifestyle medicine by referring to the use by ‘career women’, participant 6 framed the 
technology as an incubator 2.0 by describing the innovation as a ‘solution for premature 
babies’. Participant 6 morally approves the use of the technology for premature babies 
by describing it as ‘a beautiful solution’, while ‘she fiercely objected’ to the use of the 
technology by ‘career women’. In her moral judgement participant 6 contrasted an 
economic or cultural motivation with the purpose to achieve health benefits. In the 
following fragment the installation’s ambiguity led to a critical discussion about the 
design characteristics of the artificial womb.   

Fragment 4 
The participants did not really realise that the installation was about a uterus, 
because they’d imagine a uterus to be warm and cosy. The installation did not 
come across as warm and cosy to them. One participant said: ‘This is just a 
balloon. The attached tubes do not feel warm and cosy. Also, it is very large.’ 
[...] They wondered why it was designed this way. One participant grabbed the 
tubes and said: ‘Why are these here? Is it an umbilical cord? How did the baby 
get in? I just don't understand why it was made this way.’ [...] I asked them what 
an artificial womb should look like for them to consider it warm and cosy. They 
indicated that it should be much smaller. That it should be something you can 
hold close to you. So, you can lay that baby in the womb against your heart. 
So, it can feel your heart and hear your breath or the surroundings. The design 
should enable you to embrace it, so that you can make contact with the baby. 
Because they didn't have that feeling now, with the balloons hanging there. 

Here the ambiguity of the installation made the participants sceptical and unwilling to 
engage in the thought experiment at first. However, their criticism encouraged the 
researcher to follow up on their concerns regarding the design and technicalities and was 
thus able to re-open the conversation. The researcher’s intervention made participants 
engage in a conversation about social consequences by discussing topics such as human 
obsolescence, career women, and different applications of the technology. 
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Three ways of questioning established human-technology relations 

Scenarios 
Participants' ability to question assumptions about established human–technology 
relations described in the previous paragraphs formed a requirement for the second 
reflective practice that was identified. Raising what-if questions and the ambiguity of the 
installation necessitates filling in the blanks, which participants did by crafting scenarios. 

Participants gave shape and became owner of a speculative future by framing the 
technology as ‘a beautiful solution for premature babies’, ‘a tool for career women’, or ‘a 
solution for infertile or homosexual couples’, a device promoting remote healthcare, and 
as a political instrument. The frame that participants proposed inevitably raised a new set 
of questions while excluding others. They started to think about how the frame affects 
them and a speculative society. What will society look like with the object in it? In 
answering this question participants developed a scenario. They assigned meaning to 
the frame in the form of a societal narrative (fragment 5). 

Fragment 5 
The three participants engaged in a conversation asking each other what they 
thought of the technology. One of the participants said she brought up the 
idea of the technology becoming a tool for career women. Then they started 
visualizing that scenario together. What if you could position the artificial 
womb in the nursery and attach a webcam to it too. Every now and then the 
mother will drop by and wave: ‘mummy is on her way to a meeting!’ 

The fragment shows how participants’ frame of the technology as a tool for ‘career’, or 
professional, women plays out in a scenario of a mother dropping by at a nursery in 
between meetings. Fragment 6 and 7 provide another example of the way in which the 
framing of a technology and scenario co-emerge. A scenario in which dictators will control 
artificial wombs to create children for state purposes framed the artificial womb as a 
political tool. 

Fragment 6 
Participants mentioned other people may be able to control this technology. 
So, maybe children without parents would be born. There are already dictators 
selling organs, well the participant could imagine that happening here too. 

Fragment 7 
Imagine a complete pregnancy could take place outside the womb. What if 
you’d set up factories filled with artificial wombs that could create soldiers. 
That is a very extreme idea. 

Stereotypes and relating to familiar ways of doing things 
The previous fragments illustrate how participants used their imagination to create 
scenarios about the impacts of the new technology on the wider society. However, they 
also reveal that participants relied on using stereotypes in filling in the openness of the 
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installation. The participants in conversation fragment 11 portrayed the image of a 
professional woman mostly concerned with her own career rather than bringing up a 
child. The participant of conversation in fragment 6 fills in the open-ended scenario by 
referring to the stereotype of a maliciously intentioned dictator. The participant in 
conversation in fragment 7 referred to the symbols of a factory and soldiers. Participants 
filled in the open-ended character of the installation by referring to stereotypes that 
symbolize their concerns about the use of the technology, such as egoism, political 
abuse, and human instrumentalization. 

In addition to referring to stereotypes, a majority of participants made sense of societal 
consequences by referring to current practices and familiar ways of doing things, such as 
incubators and natural pregnancy.  

Fragment 8 
At one point participant 1 pointed to the spheres and said she appreciated 
the fact that you could not see through them. She said she thought that made 
them look protective, just like a [natural] womb is for the child. 

This fragment is illustrative for the role that references to current practices play. They were 
used to validate participants’ moral evaluation. Note how in fragment 8 participant 1 
appraised a design characteristic (opaqueness), explained her rationale (opaqueness 
supports her moral value of protectiveness) and subsequently validated her opinion by 
comparing the protective design to the natural womb. Thus, the visitor’s moral evaluation 
of the artificial womb went hand in hand with her reflection on functions of the female 
body and the relation between a mother and unborn child. Current ways of doing things 
provided the participant a moral anchor in her evaluation of this speculative prototype. 
This sense-making mechanism of using current phenomena as a moral anchor was 
identified throughout the data, in both positive as well as negative moral evaluations of 
the prototype. For example, in the following fragment participant 3 had a negative 
opinion about the design of the prototype by referring to the design of current 
incubators: 

Fragment 9 
Participant 3 emphasized the sense of protectiveness promoted by current 
incubators. Apertures in a see-through material enable parents to touch their 
premature child. That would not be possible if we use this speculative 
prototype. [...] How would people respond to that? What would that mean for 
people? 

Thus, the fragments illustrate how participants referred to current technology practices 
to substantiate their judgement of the speculative prototype. However, the opposite 
occurred too, participants reflected on the ways in which the artificial womb would give 
shape to our ways of doing things in judicial procedures and would affect our ways of 
thinking by questioning ontological notions, such as personhood, reproductive rights and 
justice: 
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Fragment 10 
The participant articulated several questions that he thought accompanied the 
implementation of this technology. For example, when would I need to report 
a child to the municipality? If it’s in this womb? Or do we then perceive the 
baby as unborn still? Would I need to take out insurance for the baby 
separately? Do I regard it as a real person yet?    

Conclusively, the open-ended character of the installation made participants come up 
with scenarios about the artificial womb’s role in a speculative society. In the process of 
imagining scenarios participants brought together images, impressions, roles, intentions 
and values that serve to explore the possible, the plausible and the preferable. 

Lived experiences 

The following paragraphs will elaborate on the third way in which the speculative design 
installation enabled participants to question human-technology relations, namely by 
welcoming reflection on participants’ emotional and the personal experiences in ethical 
reflection. 

The emotional 
Participants drew on moral emotions in forming and communicating moral evaluations 
about the depicted technology. The majority of participants showed social emotions of 
empathy and compassion. For example, a view frequently expressed was that the artificial 
womb could be a lovely solution for infertile or same-sex couples wanting to have 
children. A number of participants expressed emotions of wonder: 

Fragment 11 
Participant 2 said he wished the spheres had been transparent. Then he could 
observe the process take place from up close. ‘I am very curious how it works. 
I would really want to observe the development of the child completely. Yes, 
observing it all day.’ 

However, participants also expressed feelings of disgust: 

Fragment 12 
Participant 1: ‘You just said something very interesting, namely that in the 
future the technology would be used by career women’. Participant 2 was 
convinced that that would happen and said it would be handy. Then 
participant 1 replied: ‘Yes, “handy” is the right word’. But she did not like it 
[...] Participant 1 found it bizarre to claim this technology would be ‘useful for 
a career’. But she thought it was a very beautiful solution for premature babies, 
as she pointed to the installation. So, when she understood it as an extension 
of the incubator, then she did not find it at all threatening. But when it was 
framed as ‘handy for a career’, then she fiercely objected to its use. 

From this fragment it becomes clear how participants used the expression of moral 
emotions to communicate their moral evaluation of the technology. Participants 
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expressed feelings of disgust by using words as ‘bizarre’ and ‘did not like it’ to morally 
reject the frame of the technology as a tool for professional women. Whilst she expressed 
feelings of empathy by describing the artificial womb as ‘a beautiful solution for 
premature babies’, thereby conveying her moral acceptance of such use of the 
technology. 

The fragments illustrate participants forming and communicating their moral evaluations 
on the technology through moral emotions of empathy, sympathy, wonder and negative 
emotions of disgust and fear. Sentiments were directly evoked by physical characteristics 
of the installation (the spheres looking like a factory) or by the idea of the technology and 
its potential uses (help other couples or replacing humans). 

The personal 
As described in the previous section the open-ended character of the installation 
required participants to craft their own scenarios. As discussed, they referred to 
stereotypes and familiar practices and ways of doing things. Importantly, participants also 
relied on their personal experience with reproductive technology or having children to 
make sense of the installation. Their personal experience affected what they saw in the 
installation and what they reflected on. The experiences functioned as a searchlight 
focusing reflection on certain parts of the installation, so that participants evaluated the 
design by comparing it to their personal experience and predicting what the future of the 
artificial womb might hold. 

Participants’ professional experience also significantly shaped what participants saw in 
the installation and what they reflected on. The following fragment is from a conversation 
with a designer working at Philips developing medical technology: 

Fragment 13 
The participant would like to know in what kind of environment people see this 
technology being used. Also, how would you like this technology to be 
explained to you if you were a patient? How would you like a doctor to reassure 
you about this technology? ‘Reassurance’, he argued, ‘is an important element 
of providing care’. An important task for care providers is explaining people 
what is happening. He’d like to ask people: ‘What would you need to trust this 
technology?’ 

This fragment illustrates how the participant’s professional experience functioned as a 
searchlight: it made him focus on the design of the technology design and the user 
experience. He focused on the environment in which the technology would be used and 
how the interaction between the user and the medical staff would work. He wonders what 
a trustworthy relation between the technology and its user would look like. This fragment 
illustrates how the participant’s background in interaction design influences the questions 
that the installation raises for him. The following fragment shows a similar mechanism of 
the impact of medical doctor’s professional experience on the reflection process: 
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Fragment 14 
He talked a lot about what the situation will look like in the hospital. He 
described the current situation with rooms for both parents and the child and 
questioned how the design could have a place in there [...] He had a lot of 
questions: if the artificial womb technology were realized, what would it look 
like? He explained that in his hospital they aim to facilitate family interaction; 
so, one room hosted one set of parents and their child or children. He was 
concerned about its acceptance in society, including the acceptance of the 
costs, and that it would not immediately be for everyone. 

This fragment, like the previous one, shows each participant’s focus on potential users’ 
experience that directly relates to their professional experience as a designer and doctor 
respectively. This participant was preoccupied with the position of the artificial womb in 
the hospital room, which directly corresponds to the focus of the hospital where he works 
to facilitate family interaction. His reflection on healthcare costs and accountability 
towards society also seems to be directly related to his professional background as a 
medical doctor.      

These fragments illustrate how participants’ personal or professional experiences set the 
course of their reflection process initiated by the design installation. Their personal 
experiences informed what participants saw in the installation and what they reflected 
on. Depending on their experiences, participants saw in the installation a tool to serve 
what they saw as egocentric motives (fragment 11), a technology–user relation to be 
designed (fragments 12 and 13), and an instrument embedded in a democratic society 
(fragment 13). Personal and professional experiences function as a searchlight, giving 
focus to reflection and inviting a certain set of follow-up questions and scenarios while 
leaving out others.     

7.4 Discussion 

Pragmatist ethics 

Our findings show how speculative design can realise pragmatist dramatic rehearsal in 
public engagement with emerging technologies. This section discusses how the reflective 
practices that were identified facilitate four of the key features of dramatic rehearsal as 
conceptualised by Caspary (1991): exploring possible lines of action, responses of other 
persons and oneself, creative reconceptualisation and indeterminateness, open-
endedness, and risk. 

A first feature of dramatic rehearsal is the imaginative evaluation of possible 
consequences of possible lines of action that are of a qualitative nature (Caspary, 1991). 
What is needed for participants to create possible lines of action? The first reflective 
practice described the process of questioning assumptions about established human–
technology relations. Speculative design’s ambiguous appearance required participants 
necessarily to become creative moral agents. The installation created space for 
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participants to integrate personal experiences, references to existing practices or 
technologies, and moral principles from different ethical theories in their moral 
deliberation. Each participant brought in elements that made scenarios twist and turn in 
unique ways, which generated a rich and nuanced variety of meanings. Rather than 
following a well-trodden path to a clear-cut moral valuation, participants arrange these 
elements in new combinations that require their moral scrutiny. 

A second key feature of dramatic rehearsal is the anticipation of others’ and one’s own 
responses to various acts and situations (Caspary, 1991). The process makes participants 
discover moral beliefs of which they were previously unaware. Our findings reveal the 
installation triggered participants to anticipate the responses of a wide variety of 
stakeholders. The conversational fragments showed participants exploring the needs and 
desires of ‘career’ (professional) women, emancipated women, future parents, and same-
sex couples, among others. At times, this anticipation lacked depth. Moral exploration 
did not always reach beyond stereotyping and exaggerated motives and desires, which 
are easier to embrace or reject (e.g. ‘evil dictators creating soldiers in artificial womb 
factories’). On other occasions the anticipation was more nuanced and required 
reflection, such as in fragment 10 in which the participant speculated about when to refer 
a child to the municipality, which made him question his own ideas of what it means to 
be a human being. 

A third important feature is a process of creative reconceptualization. In pragmatism, 
concepts are not static. They are considered important instruments in deliberation by 
helping us to identify, order and interpret what is at stake (Caspary, 1991). They are, 
however, subject to change as new developments, such as technological innovations, 
question their meaning. Throughout the process of generating scenarios participants 
questioned concepts of personhood, gender roles, reproductive rights, technology-
mediated responsibility and justice. The concepts gained new meanings or established 
meanings were questioned within a context sketched through scenarios. The 
contextualization was not merely an instrument that enabled participants to reason about 
the abstract definition of the concepts. Rather, they obtained meaning through the 
contexts of which they were envisaged to be a part. Thus, the speculative future the 
installation presents allows for participants to generate scenarios through which they can 
challenge and question concepts in a meaningful, contextualized way.   

According to Caspary (1991) there is one fourth characteristic underlying the other 
features, namely the open-ended character of deliberation. The installation’s open-ended 
character leaves it up to participants to determine what actors are involved, how the 
technology will be used and what society will look like. As a result, participants developed 
a rich variety of scenarios in which unexpected twists and turns challenged values and 
interests of those involved. That this creative process requires effort and involves risk 
became clear from participants’ search for guidance in the form of scientific facts. 
Participants aimed to determine the border between reality and their imagination by 
asking the guides about the scientific validity of the installation. Sometimes this ‘reality 
check’ took up the conversation and hindered participants from using their own 
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imagination. Dewey stresses the need to include (scientific) facts and findings in our moral 
deliberations (Caspari, 1991, p. 186), but that they are not sufficient to determine our 
decisions. Rather, they should be used as intellectual instruments for inquiry. Our findings 
show that speculative design has the potential to take new scientific developments as a 
starting point and spark conversations about what it means to be a human being, and 
what an ideal future society looks like. 

Public dialogue 

Our findings on the induced reflective practices and the discussion of speculative design’s 
potential to put into practice pragmatist dramatic rehearsal enable us to assess its 
potential to address shortcomings of current public engagement initiatives. The 
introduction described how current initiatives tend to focus on quantifiable rather than 
qualitative impacts and include abstract reasoning rather than other forms of knowledge 
exchange. In addition, deliberators find it difficult to imagine potential ‘tech futures’ and 
to take on the perspective of others. Finally, the public opinion is often regarded as a 
static given rather than the result of an active co-creative process. With regard to these 
shortcomings, our findings show that speculative design has the potential to spark 
reflection in a wide variety of knowledge forms, for example by creating space for 
personal experiences and emotional responses. It provides a safe space in which to 
explore a set of scenarios in which qualitative impacts of all sorts (cultural, moral and 
political) can play a role. The installation encouraged imagining futures by providing 
thought-provoking potential. In using speculative design for the purposes of public 
engagement, however, it should be taken into account that some participants feel more 
comfortable with using their imagination than others. Also, although participants took on 
others’ perspectives, at times this reflection lacked depth because of their reliance on 
one-dimensional stereotypes. Finally, the speculative design practice does not regard the 
participants’ opinions as static. Rather, the ambiguous installation required participants 
(often without any prior knowledge on the topic) to go through a creative inquiry 
requiring continuous input and reflection to give shape to their perspective. 

Despite the potential of speculative design to address the shortcomings of current public 
dialogue initiatives, the medium has its own limitations. Our findings reveal a tension 
between informing participants while also encouraging them to use their imagination. 
Participants expressed a desire to be informed about the scientific underpinnings and 
limitations of the technology in order to make a meaningful ethical deliberation, while 
the very ambiguity of speculative design is crucial for encouraging participants to 
develop ideas and perspectives. Our findings indicate that sharing too much information 
might make participants passive listeners rather than creative moral agents, while sharing 
too little information fueled frustration and led to un- and misinformed participants. This 
tension in speculative practices concerned with the future of emerging technologies is 
also addressed in other literature. Nordmann (2007), for example, criticizes speculative 
nano-ethics for endorsing or critiquing nanotechnology on the basis of ethical 
considerations based on far-fetched futures. Instead, he argues, nano-ethics should be 
concerned with questions about actual nanotechnology designs and applications. 
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According to Grunwald (2010), by rejecting speculative nano-ethics Nordmann (2007) 
neglects an important aspect of such speculation. Incredible speculative futures might 
not be suitable for making an ethical assessment of the technology itself, but because 
these are necessarily constructed on the basis of our current knowledge, fears, values and 
expectations, they are an important source for an ‘explorative philosophy’ that assesses 
not the acceptability of the technology, but the quality of various imagined futures. This 
is in line with Dunne and Raby (2014, p. 6), who intend to use speculative design not to 
predict the future, but to ‘open up all sorts of possibilities that can be discussed, debated, 
and used to collectively define a preferable future’. As also became clear in our research, 
it is therefore not only the future we explore with speculative design but ultimately our 
existing values and fears. 

Future research 

As emphasized in the introduction of this article, much academic focus has been directed 
at the perspectives of designers, politicians or the products of co-creative design 
sessions. Only a limited number of studies explored the experiences of those interacting 
with design. Garduño García & Gaziulusoy (2021) performed a thorough theoretical 
analysis on characteristics contributing to participants’ reflective practices. Our study 
validates and enriches their conclusions with empirical findings. The authors highlight the 
importance of storytelling, speculative futures’ relation to our ‘everydayness’ and the 
presence of emotional responses in reflective practices, concepts that one can recognize 
in our analysis on participants’ dramatic rehearsal, participants’ use of stereotypes and 
familiar ways of doing things and emotional responses as a part of lived experiences. 
Future research is needed to validate our findings and further specify the enabling factors 
and three ways of questioning human-technology relations. More specifically, additional 
research should bring together what various studies have done separately, namely 
exploring the relation between design characteristics and their effect on participants’ 
deliberation. In that way, science communicators and speculative designers looking to 
use speculative design as a tool to foster public engagement could be guided in crafting 
and putting this medium into optimal use. 
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8. WELCOME TO THE FERTILITY CLINIC OF THE 
FUTURE:  

Using speculative design to explore the moral landscape 
of reproductive technologies  
 

 

Abstract 
The evolving field of reproductive technologies greatly influences our life worlds. 
Ensuring that innovations are developed in a democratic and sustainable manner 
importantly depends on public participation. To date, participation has mostly focused 
on patients or healthcare professionals deliberating on technological risks, benefits, 
costs, and healthcare experiences. Thereby, it misses the opportunity to consider the 
broader social and moral implications. Speculative design has been presented as a 
promising way to open up deliberation on the impacts of technology. We used 
speculative design in an engagement study, to gain insights into citizens’ reflections 
regarding the social and ethical implications of developments in reproductive technology. 
We found six themes of concern: the rights of the unborn; access and equality; social 
implications of individual choices; society as community; ecology; and the value of 
wonder. Notably, the latter two issues are not usually described in the participatory 
literature on reproductive technologies, indicating that speculative design can open-up 
the debate. Furthermore, this study brought to the forefront the drivers and complex 
values that lie behind analytical arguments like that of ‘naturalness’. In order to broaden 
the range of reflections probed by speculative design, both the designers and the 
audiences should be more diverse. We suggest to use speculative design in the context 
of public deliberation close to innovation trajectories, as well as a means to enhance the 
ability of the public to critically engage with imagined futures. 

8.1 Introduction 

The field of reproductive technologies is rapidly evolving and may greatly alter the ways 
in we bear children. In vitro gametogenisis (Makar & Sasaki, 2020),  genome engineering 
(Vassena et al., 2016), mitochondrial donation (Dimond & Stephens, 2018) and extra-
uterine support systems (Partridge et al., 2017) are just a few examples of the multitude 
of innovations that are being developed. Reproductive technologies are, however, 
subjects that are extremely politically sensitive as they (1) touch upon issues of 
reproductive rights (Bryld, 2001; Rothmar Herrmann & Kroløkke, 2018; Sheller, 2020); (2) 
change legal concepts like professional liability, privacy and bodily integrity (Crockin, 
2010); and (3) require us to reconsider widely held categorical distinctions through which 
we see and act in the world, such as between human beings and machines, being alive 
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or dead, male or female, and naturally grown and artificially created (Shalev, 2015; van 
Beers, 2016).   

Ensuring that innovations and reproductive practices are developed in a democratic and 
sustainable manner depends on public participation. By incorporating the experiences 
and knowledge gained on reproduction-related issues in society at large, reproductive 
technologies can be more attentively shaped to the society they influence (Stilgoe et al., 
2014; Stirling, 2008). Through public deliberation, technological trajectories can 
incorporate social values other than the scientific, medical and commercial values that 
dominantly drive innovations (Jasanoff, 2009; Lehoux et al., 2012). 

A scoping review of the participatory literature on assisted reproductive technologies 
showed that, to date, most participatory initiatives on reproductive technology focus on 
a specific reproductive-assisting technology or practice (e.g. In-Vitro Fertilization (IVF), 
mitochondrial donation, prenatal genetic screening, embryonic research, gamete 
donation, cryopreservation, surrogate pregnancy). Moreover, the outcomes of these 
studies result mainly from quantitative data obtained through questionnaires rather than 
providing qualitative insights (Hendriks et al., 2017; Kaya Şenol et al., 2019; Napolitano 
& Ogunseitan, 1999; O’Brien et al., 2017; Stormlund et al., 2019) . Studies often include 
health professionals and users of assisted reproductive technologies (Boueilh et al., 2018; 
Hammarberg et al., 2017; Kaya Şenol et al., 2019; Michi Knecht et al., 2011; Queiroz et 
al., 2020; Silva & Barros, 2012; Van Kammen et al., 2006), while few studies include the 
general public (Fauser et al., 2019; Goedeke et al., 2020; Hendriks et al., 2017; 
Napolitano & Ogunseitan, 1999; Villalona, 2019). Related to this inclusion strategy, most 
studies frame problems within a medical, technological and economic perspective, e.g. 
many aim to evaluate costs of and reimbursements for reproductive technologies in the 
context of healthcare (Fauser et al., 2019; Goedeke et al., 2020; Matar et al., 2019; 
Newson et al., 2019a) or to gain insight into patients’ experiences (Hammarberg et al., 
2017; Queiroz et al., 2020; Silva & Barros, 2012; Van Kammen et al., 2006). 

Participation has, thus, mostly focused on patients or health professionals and with a 
focus on deliberating technological risks, benefits, costs, and healthcare experiences. 
Citizens’ participation in the debate on emerging reproductive technologies should open 
up understandings of the public good beyond affordable and safe healthcare 
interventions. As Jasanoff (2009) notes, when persuasive social and technological 
imperatives operate together, they tend to legitimize technology-related policy. We 
should remain alert to the danger that participatory approaches follow the same 
imperatives they aim to question. Ethical topics like how technologies change our 
thinking about fate and suffering, identities, aspirations, social relationships and our 
understanding of nature, are more complex, but hugely important for policymakers and 
politicians to take into consideration (Jasanoff, 2010, 2011; Swierstra, 2018).  As Felt 
(2015; p.121) fairly points out: ‘public choices are not for or against technology but for or 
against particularly imagined forms of life’.    
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Speculative design has been presented as a new and promising way to open up 
deliberation on the subtle ways in which technologies influence the way we live and act 
in the world (and vice versa) (Fraaije et al., forthcoming; Heidingsfelder et al., 2017; 
Kerridge, 2016). Typically, speculative designs are fictional objects positioned to function 
in mundane contexts in order to question the impact of applied science (Malpass, 2013). 
In showing a fictional technological element in an everyday context, they stimulate 
people to imagine the implications of this type of technology on our daily lives, now and 
in the future. Speculative design is claimed to have the potential to (1) arouse interest in 
abstract fields of new and emerging technologies through its visual representations, 
enriching predominantly text-driven forms of science communication (Heidingsfelder et 
al., 2017, 2019) ; (2) promote inter- and transdisciplinary communication by encouraging 
collective reflection on the proposed possible future, and providing the opportunity to 
disagree (Heidingsfelder et al., 2017, 2019; Selin et al., 2015); (3) aid imaginative thought 
through its open-ended character, thereby unleashing the imaginary power that is 
needed to envisage future scenarios (Dunne & Raby, 2013; Felt, 2015; Nabuurs, 
forthcoming) ; and (4) encourage moral and emotional deliberation on technology as it 
can tap directly into the senses, and help people to express what is obscure (Flint, 2017; 
Fraaije et al., forthcoming; Selin, 2015). 

With this study we aim to gain insight into the social and ethical understandings that 
emerged among citizens in a speculative design exhibit on innovative reproductive 
technologies, in order to examine the added value of speculative design in opening up 
the discourse on reproductive technologies to social values. The speculative design 
exhibition ‘Reprodutopia’ is used as a case study to explore citizens’ reflections regarding 
the social and ethical implications of reproductive technological developments. 

8.2 Methods 

Case study ‘Reprodutopia’ 

The speculative design exhibition ‘Reprodutopia’ was a speculative mobile clinic, in which 
visitors were invited to explore the future of emerging reproductive technologies, such 
as an artificial womb, in vitro gametogenesis, gene editing and embryo screening and 
selection (NNN, 2021). It displayed several exhibits (Table 8.1) under which the ‘Artificial 
Womb’ (Figure 8.1), ‘Youterus’ (Youterus, n.d.)  (Figure 8.2), ‘Pig womb’ (Figure 8.3), 
‘Mono-parenting kit’ (Figure 8.4), ‘lab romanticism’ (Lisa Mandemaker, n.d.), and ‘I wanna 
deliver a dolphin’ (Ai Hasegawa, n.d.). The tags as displayed in the exhibition can be 
found in annex 1. 
 
The exhibition was located at design gallery @droog in Amsterdam during October and 
November 2019. The clinic was designed by speculative designers’ collective Next 
Nature Network that aims to ‘explore how technology becomes so omnipresent, 
complex, intimate and autonomous – a nature of its own’ (NNN, 2020a). Their philosophy 
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is that: ‘We must no longer see ourselves as the anti-natural species that merely threatens 
and eliminates nature, but rather as catalysts of evolution’ (NNN, 2020b). 

Table 8.1 Description of the exhibits in Reprodutopia 

Exhibit Name 
 
Description 
 

I wanna deliver a 
dolphin 

Video-installation showing a video of 2.40 minutes of a woman giving 
birth to a dolphin. This exhibit raises questions about overpopulation, 
endangered species and responsibility for life. 

Lab romanticism 

Round wooden frame ø 30 cm, filled with marbles, five glass bowls and 
two marbles. The exhibit represents a ritual for parents conceiving 
through IVF. This exhibit raises questions on what intimacy might look 
like when conceiving a child through reproductive technologies. 

Mono Parenting Kit 

White cardboard box of 20 x 30 x 10 cm with the in vitro fertilization of a 
cell and instructions on how to Do-It-Yourself. The graphic design gave it 
the appearance of a contemporary technology company packaging. This 
exhibit raises questions on genome engineering, and new forms of 
genetic parenthood such a mono-, or poly-parenthood. 

Virgin Parent Ring 

An engraved ring in a jewellery box covered by a glass bell-jar. The 
exhibit suggests that combining the reproductive technologies IVF and 
the artificial womb could give rise to 'virgin parents'. The exhibit raises 
questions about the role of rituals, culture and religion in the 
development of reproductive technologies. 

Reunion Network 

A table with three mobile phones displaying the mobile app 'Reunion 
Network'. Visitors were able to design a pedigree of valuable personal 
relationships. The exhibit raises questions about kinship, what it means 
to be family and whether being human is a requirement. 

Youterus 
Wearable mobile womb prototype made of a hard-plastic sphere and 
Velcro ties to be attached around the waist. The exhibit raises questions 
about bonding between mother and child, femininity and fatherhood. 

Artifical Womb 

Five red balloon-like spheres arranged above a pink ground plate of 2.5 
x 2 m. Attached tubes and cylinders give the exhibit a clinical 
appearance. The exhibit raises questions about human–technology 
relations, pregnancy and parenthood. 

Pig Womb 
Wooden children's puzzle of a pig carrying a human baby. The exhibit 
raises questions about human–animal relations, xenotransplantation and 
surrogacy. 
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igure 8.1: The speculative design mobil clinic 'Reprodutopia' placed at @droog; with form 
left to right the 'Artifical Womb’, ‘Virgin parent ring’, ‘Lab romanticism’, and ‘Mono-
parenting kit’. 

 

 
Figure 8.2: Visitor wearing the 'Youterus' 

 

 
Figure 8.3: Researcher in the role of consultant, holding a 'Mono-parenting kit' 
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Figure 8.4: The ‘pig womb’ speculative probe 

 

Interviews 

Interviews were designed to be integral part of an exhibition that would open up 
imaginations on acceptable reproductive futures. The first three authors conducted semi-
scripted interviews with exhibition visitors. The interviewer firstly addressed visitors in the 
role of a speculative consultant, thus being part of the clinical probe. They asked visitors 
whether they would like a tour through the fictitious clinic, and whether they gave 
permission to record their responses. The consultant and visitor then engaged in a 
dialogue about what the visitor’s preferred future would look like in relation to 
reproduction. The reflections were guided by posing questions; such as ‘Would you like 
to try our prototype?’ and ‘How will the widespread use of this technology affect our 
perception of gender?’ The interviewer focused on deepening the reflections on initial 
assumptions and emotional as well as on fantasy-based responses, mostly by asking 
clarifying questions. Interviewers steered the conversation back to reflections on what (in 
the exhibition) triggered visitors’ responses and reflexive thoughts. During the interviews, 
the interviewer switched between the roles of speculative sales person and consultant, 
philosophical inquirer and ethicist, and equal conversation partner and devil’s advocate. 

A total of 67 conversations with 142 visitors were held. Consent was given to record these 
conversations and use the data for research purposes. The conversations lasted for an 
average of 30 minutes, ranging from 10 to 77 minutes. Interviewees could withdraw from 
a conversation at any time, which happened on two occasions.  Interviews were held with 
individual visitors, pairs or small groups of four to eight persons. Interviewees’ age ranged 
from eight to 80 (mostly 30–50 years of age); varied in sex, although most were female; 
and were in general culturally interested. Most interviewees visited the exhibition by 
chance, either from looking through the window or visiting the @Droog café. The visitors’ 
nationalities varied (e.g. Asia, Italy, Latin and North America, the Netherlands, Russia, 
Switzerland) due to the fact that the exhibition site is located in Amsterdam’s city centre, 
attracting many tourists, (art school) students, and foreign residents.   
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Analysis 

The interviews were transcribed verbatim and analysed by the first author using 
MAXQDA18 software. Analysis consisted of two rounds. First, a thematic analysis using 
the techno-social-moral patterns as suggested by Boenink et al. ( 2010) was undertaken. 
These patterns, known from past techno-social-moral deliberations, include the following 
eight topics: unintended forms of use and users; changing roles and responsibilities; 
change standard of normalcy; hide specific stakeholders; create new rights and 
obligations; create specific groups of have and have not’s; make older ways superfluous 
and lead to deskilling; lead to a revaluation of the problem (Boenink et al., 2010). 

Second, underlying questions with regard to responsible development of reproductive 
technology were identified. This was done by taking a closer look at the contextual 
information the respondents gave. The cultural, personal, or imaginative associations 
expressed in discussing the techno-social-moral patterns shed light on the sense-making 
process, interviewees’ worldviews and underlying values. In a final step, these main lines 
of reasoning and questions for responsible technological development were themed 
deductively in a round of open coding. Regularly, between and after each round of 
coding, outcomes were discussed among the first four authors. Disagreements were 
resolved by negotiation until the recognized patterns were agreed. 

8.3 Results 

We found six recurrent moral themes of concern in developing reproductive technologies, 
on which the Reprodutopia visitors reflected. These are: 

• the rights of the unborn: reflections on the basic needs of unborn’s life, and how to 
balance these needs with those of future parents; 

• access and equality: the question for whom reproductive technologies are, or for 
whom they should be developed; 

• social implications of individual choices: the tension between the value of autonomy 
and the influence of individual choices on society; it involves the question of to what 
extent we can interfere in this sphere of other people’s lives, and related to that, how 
much about this part of one’s life we should share publicly; 

• society as community: reflections on the society we live in, and the society we would 
like to live in, in relation to sharing the responsibility and care for newborns; 

• ecology: reflections on the relationship between species, and caring for the planet; 
and 

• the value of wonder: the question of how to protect the value of wonder 

We will elaborate on the reflected values and concerns, and the questions that should be 
considered in developing reproductive technology responsibly. 
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The rights of unborn 

In Reprodutopia, by far the most common interest considered was that of the unborn 
child. To determine what is in the best interest of the unborn, visitors of Reprodutopia 
reflected upon the question ‘what does a child need in growing up?’. Two particular 
needs were mentioned: the right to identify as a unique individual and, the right to a 
sense of belonging. However, what was meant with these concepts differed, as the 
following example illustrates. 

Many visitors brought up the topic of cloning in order to make a claim for the importance 
of identifying as a unique individual. Mostly triggered by the ‘Mono-parenting kit’ exhibit, 
visitors reflected upon the implications of selecting and copying genetic traits for the 
rights of the unborn. Some visitors mentioned that in order to experience being an 
individual, it is important not to feel like a copy of one’s parents (or any another human 
being). They argued that it is most important that a future life should be able to separate 
itself mentally from the people that ‘made’ the person. 

Besides the need for a sense of self, the need for a sense of belonging was emphasized. 
According to many visitors, what should be protected is having knowledge of one’s social, 
physiological and/or biological line. For some visitors this first and foremost referred to 
the importance of children being brought up by loving people. For others, however, 
knowledge of a biological genetic line was more important. Mostly triggered by the 
‘Mono-parenting kit’, as well as by the ‘Artificial womb’ and ‘Youterus’, reflections 
revolved around the consequences of a lack of sense of belonging when a child grows 
up; the comparison with adoption was drawn on numerous occasions. For example, in 
this conversation with a visitor about the ‘Artificial womb’, her sociological research on 
adoption was brought up to indicate how strong the desire for a sense of belonging can 
be: 

‘I did research on sperm donor children for a little while in my sociology 
program and we studied kids who once they turn 18 met their sperm donor 
[…] for instance, children who, or had Christian parents, but they knew that 
their sperm donor was Jewish so they took on a Jewish identity. And 
sometimes after meeting the parent, the sperm donor, find that Judaism has 
no significance to the sperm donor but this, the child had taken on a real 
Jewish identity.’ (P1) 

Where some visitors saw opportunities in reproductive technologies, as they argued it 
would be easier to ensure children would know their genetic history, others brought up 
concerns of carelessness and non-transparency in using reproductive technologies.   

Finally, an important question regarding the needs of future lives is how they relate to the 
interests of people who wish to be parents. According to many visitors, we should 
consider how to ensure that the rights of the unborn prevail with changes in the 
technological possibilities of future parents. However, what was considered important in 
this trade-off differed. For example, some visitors mentioned that it can also be very 
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important for parents to know the biological origin of their children. Others pointed out 
there might be good reasons for donors to want to remain anonymous. 

All in all, Reprodutopia visitors emphasized that in order to develop reproductive 
technology responsibly, it is important to deliberate collectively on the following 
questions: How do we ensure the development of a sense of self and belonging in future 
life? How do we ensure that these people can live free lives and that they are not 
discriminated against because of the way they were conceived or born? And, how to stay 
aware of the needs of the unborn when technological possibilities change? 

 Access and equality 

The question for whom reproductive technologies should be developed was another 
recurrent topic of reflection. In reflecting on increasing equality and accessibility of 
reproductive technologies, several categories of (groups of) people were often named: gay 
couples, people who are physically unable to conceive, carry or give birth a child, single 
women who want to have children, people who have strong ambitions in the field of public 
work, transgender people, people who want to experience what it is like to be pregnant, or 
want to remember what it was like, people in countries with poor healthcare infrastructures, 
men, poly-amorous couples and groups of friends. While standing in the imaginary clinic, 
many visitors were also wondering who should not have access to reproductive technologies. 
Groups of people that were named in this case included people who are too old to be a 
proper parent, people who are addicted, people with too busy a lifestyle and who are 
unwilling to make compromises in their life. 

In trying to answer the question of who should be allowed to use the reproductive 
technologies depicted in Reprodutopia, some of the categories and labels that we attach to 
groups of people were investigated and redefined. A clear example of a category which 
visitors reflected upon was the variability of age as a relevant criterion. Some visitors 
mentioned there should be an age limit to the use of reproductive technologies. Yet, where 
to draw the line was ambiguous. For instance, one visitor came up with the definition of being 
allowed to use this technology within: ‘the borders of the age that you are still flexible’ (P2). 

Furthermore, in deliberating who should fall within the new reproductive standard, it was 
frequently stated that if technology offers the possibilities for everyone to have children, 
biology can no longer be a reason for discrimination. At the same time many visitors felt that 
parenthood offered by a heterosexual couple offers a child the most social stability. 

Overall, questions to be asked in developing reproductive technology responsibly are: How 
do we ensure that technology is not solely developed for people who fall within ‘the norm’?, 
How can technology development link up with social development towards equal rights 
across sex and sexual preference? And how do we ensure that reproductive technology does 
not increase existing inequality? 

Social implications of individual choices 

Another frequent topic of conversation was the tension between the value of equal 
access to technology, and the potential negative consequences of such access to society. 
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So, universal access to reproductive technology is easily referred to as being utopian, but 
visitors also often emphasized that if one is able to reproduce in the ‘natural way’ one 
should continue to do so. In Reprodutopia the trade-off between autonomy and control 
became apparent:   

‘It would be incredible if it [reproductive technology] allows one day all the 
people that want to have a child, to have a child. Whatever gender, age, 
medical condition, character or societal pressure and culture. […] I think we 
should never forget what's the natural, original way of reproducing. it should 
remain the most common and normal way to make babies. I think technology 
should be used as a help for people that cannot have a child for psychological 
or physical or medical reasons, but the natural way should remain the standard. 
And most widespread one.’ (P3) 

In line with the autonomy argument, Reprodutopia visitors, for instance, often stressed 
that the choice for a particular way of reproduction feels as, and should remain, private. 
Often triggered by the ‘Virgin parent ring’, visitors expressed the need to be able to make 
individual choices about something as personal as reproduction, and subsequently to 
keep those choices private (e.g. not share them digitally or virtually). However, as 
illustrated by this visitor, it was also pointed out that these desires at an individual level 
can lead to undesirable public spaces: 

‘I find that very private and intimate how you give birth to your child. That's a 
thing you don't have to show in public. [...] But the public domain is becoming 
more sterile because everything human actually, so birth and growing old, is 
no longer visible then. I actually want to keep that, but to myself it seems so 
good when it is not visible.’ (P4) 

Besides the importance of privacy, it is generally stated that everyone should be able to 
choose for themselves what customs they use before, during and after pregnancy. 
However, again comments such as ‘everyone should see this for themselves’ were 
immediately interspersed with comments such as ‘we must ensure that we do not disrupt 
society’. In particular, visitors foresaw that as opportunities grow and reproductive 
technologies become more easily accessible, the ability to make conscious choices could 
diminish. To counter the threat of underestimating parenthood, a regulatory measure that 
was frequently mentioned was ‘a parenthood test’: 

‘We do have to do some kind of test beforehand [before using the poly-
parenting kit] to see that you have good relationships with each other and not 
just do it as a drunk fun thing. It should be like a real decision. […] We need to 
have some kind of check. Some kind of threshold to see if you are serious.’ (P5)   

Some visitors envisaged that taking away the ‘suffering’ of being pregnant might lead to 
careless decision-making, while others envisaged a future in which a larger number of 
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couples would make a conscious decision about having children, with the increasing 
possibilities of reproduction for a wider diversity of people. 

Questions we should ask ourselves with regard to tension between individual choices and 
social consequences in the design of the infrastructure in relation to reproductive 
technology are: How to encourage conscious decision-making as potential future parent? 
How do we ensure that what we develop does not have a negative effect on society? 

Shared Society 

This brings us to the frequent questions at Reprodutopia on the topic of what kind of 
society we want to live in. Visitors mostly reflected on Western society; how it is rushed 
and individualized, overvaluing efficiency, and how this individualism affects people and 
the way they live. Often Reprodutopia visitors talked about the importance of paying 
sustained attention to others, especially children, who are alive today and need to be 
cared for; and the importance of having the space and time to experience things 
together, and to be in close proximity to one another. What are the essential parts of 
‘family’ and ‘parenting’? These reflections arose when talking about new forms of family 
composition (e.g. forming a family with friends) sparked by the ‘Reunion Network’ exhibit 
as well as the ‘Mono-parenting kit’. 

An important element within this concern for a shared society relates to safety and feeling 
safe in a community. For some visitors this meant supporting each other during 
pregnancy and raising children: 

‘This does not necessarily have to be done by all wearing the portable 
‘Youterus’, you can also support each other in other ways’ (P6) 

Particularly when deliberating on the ‘Mono-parenting kit’ and ‘Reunion Network’ exhibit, 
and new family and parenthood forms, people wondered what is a good way to take on 
joint responsibility for the care of children. One Reprodutopia visitor, for example, stated 
that feeling safe to her meant not being the only one held responsible for the parenting 
decisions she would have to take. She expressed the need to share the responsibility of 
reproduction and educating children, while others expressed the need to make 
autonomous decisions regarding the upbringing of their children in order to feel safe in 
a society.   

The questions that visitors bring to the center of the attention are: What does it mean? 
What is needed to develop good relationships? How to share responsibility for future 
life? And what role must technology play in supporting people who are unwillingly 
childless? 

Ecology 

Questions such as who takes responsibility for taking care of the (new) life did not only 
revolve around human beings but also concerned animals and plants. Mostly triggered 
by the ‘Pig womb’ and ‘I wanna deliver a dolphin’ exhibit, people empathized with 
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animals and brought up their rights. For example, the ‘deliver a dolphin’ exhibit, one 
visitor reasoned that we should think about the environment in which animals live. 

‘I think [giving birth to animals] is crossing the line. You can bring a dolphin into 
the world with bells and whistles, but if it dies afterwards, it makes no sense.’  
(P7) 

In another conversation between two visitors and the interviewer – about ‘I 
wanna deliver a dolphin’ – the possibility to improve animal welfare was 
imagined by the possibility of giving birth to pets: 

I: ‘Would you like to deliver an animal? If you could have something in your 
belly.’ 
P8: ‘I don't know.’ 
P11: ‘I think people who own pets should have to give birth to them.’ 
P8: ‘Oh, such a good idea.’ 
P11: ‘This is a wild animal. We have so many animals that we have to take care 
of.’ 
I: ‘So if people want to have a dog they should first give birth to the dog.’ 
P12: ‘Instead of just buying them.’ 
I: ‘Why do think this is a …?’ 
P11: ‘Because we somehow have taken responsibility for these creatures.’ […] 
P8: ‘It creates a bond.’ 
P11: ‘Yes exactly.’ 
P8: ‘And dependence. The whole species depended on our existence.’ 

Overall, most visitors considered ecology to be important, but whereas for some this 
meant that we should not interfere in animals’ reproduction, others imagined that giving 
birth to endangered species would be a way of restoring an imbalance that the human 
species created, or lead to a growing sense of animal care. Furthermore, in order to 
articulate ecological care, reference was often made to overpopulation, as illustrated by 
this visitor articulating his view on ecology:   

‘It might be a terrible thing to say. But if everyone is born perfect and there are 
no more diseases, then yes, now overpopulation is already a problem. Disasters 
are also part of it.’ (P9) 

All in all, visitors asked what ecological care means in the light of new reproductive 
possibilities. Does it mean not interfering in the reproduction of animals, focusing on a 
growing sense of animal care, or actively arresting the decline of endangered species? 

The value of wonder 

It was frequently emphasized that in striving for security and safety, we must ensure that 
we do not flatten out experiences. The value of the magic of the experience to bear and 
raise children was expressed by numerous parents, for example: 
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‘… with your hands on your belly, you feel an unbelievable emotion! I think we 
need this as a species, because it is not just about giving birth to a child, it also 
needs to develop into a human being. You must cherish that process. Humanity 
must. These are the people brought into the world that will soon have to take 
care of society.’ (P7) 

Often this experienced magic of pregnancy was linked to the reasoning that suffering 
also has a good side, in relation to necessity of a conscious experience that something is 
about to change when visitors talked about the importance of ‘having to suffer a little’.  
Experience and feelings of unpleasantness, pain and physical endurance were often 
considered essential in being alive. Some visitors reflected on the value of not knowing, 
the unexpected and the spontaneous. Others about the capability to be astonished; of a 
sense of the wonder of being in the world with others and so much more. Many visitors 
did not like the vision of a future in which reproduction would be ‘just a matter of course’. 
Visitors reflected on the process of being pregnant, interdependent and getting older; 
and that value of these processes being uncontrollable to some extent. For example, this 
visitor related family experiences to a desire not to use the ‘Artificial womb’: 

P10: My sister now has two daughters, but she was also pregnant with a boy, 
but she lost it. So, something like the artificial womb is super interesting, as 
you just said, then nothing can go wrong. Then everything can be checked 
properly. 
I: So, if you could choose? 
P10: I still choose the natural way I think. If it goes wrong I would regret 
choosing  the natural way. 
I: But you want to take the risk? 
P10: But, it's also like it's supposed to happen, maybe this is just not what the 
future should?  look like. 

When speaking about reproductive technologies and the value of wonder, visitors often 
experienced contradictory feelings and opinions. While they were amazed about the 
potential of current and emerging reproductive technologies and tapping into curiosity 
fed the desire to know ‘what else is possible’, they also feared that such experimentation 
would ultimately lead towards uniformity by trying to reach security. As this visitor’s 
comment illustrates: 

‘It is great if technologies works and for instance diseases can then be cured, 
but yes, [...] Our society is already inclined towards – we can make everything 
how we want it. I think that is the scariest thing, that you will one day miss all 
diversity.’ (P11) 

In conclusion, visitors point out the question how to develop reproductive technology 
that does not flatten out the experience of pregnancy and parenthood. Furthermore, they 
bring attention to the question of how to maintain our capacity for wonderment and of 
valuing diversity, while at the same time steering towards safety and convenience. 
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8.4. Discussion 

In this study we mapped the responses of speculative design visitors who deliberated on 
the social and ethical implications of reproductive innovations. We found six recurrent 
moral themes of concern in developing reproductive technologies: the rights of the 
unborn; access and equality; social implications of individual choices; society as 
community; ecology; and the value of wonder. In this section we will compare our results 
to other studies that took a participatory approach, indicate on what issues this study 
opened-up the debate on reproductive technology, and reflect on speculative design as 
a tool for public engagement. 

As mentioned in the introduction, other participatory studies have mostly examined 
attitudes towards reproductive technology from within a frame of technological 
innovation (Fauser et al., 2019; Goedeke et al., 2020; Matar et al., 2019; Newson et al., 
2019; Hammarberg et al., 2017; Queiroz et al., 2020; Silva & Barros, 2012; Van Kammen 
et al., 2006). In comparing our results to other studies that took a participatory approach 
we see that these reported on the first four themes as well.. For example, the rights of 
children to access information about their oocyte donors (Newson et al., 2019), and the 
need for regulation of potential negative consequences for the children who are born 
through stem-cell-based fertility treatment (Hendriks et al., 2017). Similarly, with regard 
to access and equality, other studies report on concerns regarding reproductive 
technology and age-based discrimination (Hodgetts et al., 2014; Iredale et al., 2006; 
Mosconi et al., 2018), or economic access (Hodgetts et al., 2014; Silva & Barros, 2012); 
as well as the potential to influence individuals (like BMI and smoking status) as part of 
reproductive treatment policy (Hodghetts et al., 2014). Matters concerning ecology and 
the value of wonder are missing from the participatory literature on reproductive 
technologies, yet these values were shown to be important in guiding the considerations 
in this study. 

Values concerning ecology and wonder are being described within analytical bioethical 
literature, for instance in its debate on the ‘naturalness argument’. This is an argument 
that in order to be moral, one must act in accordance with nature (Daston, 2004). It is 
described how historically the concept of ‘nature’ (as opposed to ‘artificial’) goes for 
objects that possess ‘inner principles of change. […] changes that are unpredictable or 
incalculable for humans’ (Schiemann, 2012, p. 105) . One of the often-mentioned 
difficulties of the naturalness argument in the context of reproduction is that in public 
debates it can be easily used to privilege mixed-sex, and earlier, same-ethnicity, 
relationships and to justify discrimination against sexual and racialized minorities (Cole et 
al., 2012). Dichotomies opposing the artificial and the natural can lead to stereotyping 
and the creation of ‘social monstrosities’ within national political debates, and to the 
exclusion of, for instance, lesbians or single women from access to ART in medical clinics 
(Bryld, 2001). However, this problem occurs in thinking of what is natural as being ‘fixed’, 
yet our results indicate that the argument to hold on to nature can also derive from the 
value of the wonder of autonomous change. It has been pointed out that even the most 
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strongly upholders of the importance of ‘naturalness’ consider technological intervention 
justifies under certain conditions (Kahane & Savulescu, 2012; Voultos, 2017) These 
authors point out that it is not ‘naturalness’ but ‘well-being’ that is valued when the 
‘naturalness argument’ is given. Our results indicate that when Reprodutopia visitors used 
arguments around ‘naturalness’, the characteristic of spontaneity, unpredictability and the 
well-being of scoiety, are part of what is being valued. 

Furthermore, imagination turned out to be vital in order for Reprodutopia visitors to 
envisage complex future realities and not solely depend on collective moral principles 
and reasoning. Participants imagined a world and in articulating what it looked like they 
automatically stumbled upon different layers of life, thereby sharpening their reflections. 
This importance of an imaginative and emotional approach to open up understandings 
of the ethical consequences of technologies is supported by the results of our previous 
study (Nabuurs et al., forthcoming) as well as other participatory approaches using 
creative methods (Cox et al., 2009; Hudson, 2020; Mort et al., 2016). For instance, using 
theatre (Cox et al., 2009) and scenarios (Mort et al., 2016) these studies too report on 
opening up deliberation beyond technological risks and benefits to an articulation of a 
wide range of views on topics like ethics, trust, accountability, quality, governance and 
what kind of society is constructed in the deliberation of reproductive technologies. We 
would agree with Hudson (2020),  who used imaginaries to make sense of egg donation 
and found that: 

‘the imaginary is a valuable analytical device because it illuminates how 
ideas, ambivalences, deliberations and reflections about future family 
building are deeply social, embodied and reflexive. The imaginary 
advances sociological theorizing of reproduction more generally and helps 
to bridge existing tensions between individual practices and wider social 
and policy imaginaries. (p.357) 

In analyzing visitors’ inquiry on reproductive technologies, it became apparent that the 
contextual information expressed is vital to make sense of values and views. Visitors drew 
upon individual, cultural and material experience to make sense of the speculative 
technologies portrayed. On this account, it must be noted that the material experience 
of visitors refereed to are part of the designed objects. On this account, it must be noted 
that the material experience visitors referred to are part of the designed objects. In our 
case, an animal ethics line of reasoning was prompted by the ‘I wanna deliver a dolphin’ 
and ‘Pig womb’. Moreover, precisely because the future of reproduction was depicted as 
being driven by technology, the dichotomy between natural and artificial came to the 
fore and opened up the conversation on the value of natural pregnancy and wonder. 
These reflective mechanisms are described in more detail by Nabuurs (forthcoming). 

Lastly, throughout the research process two important methodological concerns came 
up. First, the exhibition attracted a self-selective, culturally interested public limiting the 
diversity of moral reflections. Speculative design in general has been criticized for merely 
attending to certain participant groups, and not to others (Martins & Oliveria, 2014). In 
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order to include a wider variety of publics and designs, a participatory culture should be 
fostered by developing a multitude of speculative designs, approached with an 
interdisciplinary and critical stance (Martins, 2014, 2016; Mukhtarayusuf, n.d.; Stead, 
2017). In order to open up the debate, one suggestion is to diversify the makers of 
speculation, either by selecting a more diverse set of designers, or by including 
participants in the making process (Heidingsfelder et al., 2019; Schuijer et al., n.d.; van 
der Weele & Driessen, 2013) and focus explicitly on engaging marginalized publics 
(Fraaije, forthcoming). Another way of reaching a broader public is with speculative 
design is to use it in a focus group setting. This would allow the researcher more influence 
over the selection process, for example by holding the focus groups at schools, 
community and science centres or closer to R&I trajectories. 

Second, Reprodutopia showed the potential of speculative design to build ‘agonistic 
spaces’, in which the desirability of certain visions and conflicting goals can be negotiated 
through debate (Bjögvinsson et al., 2012 uit heidingsfgelder et al.). As our results 
showed, visitors took different stances towards the same technologies even though they 
viewed the exhibits with the same value in mind. In incorporating speculative design in 
focus groups, the potential of the ambiguity of the objects to stimulate constructive 
conflict can be used to even better advantage. 

In conclusion, getting back to the question of the added value of speculative design in 
opening up the discourse on reproductive technologies and social values, we found that 
Reprodutopia led to conversation on the social and ethical implications of reproductive 
innovations, regarding six themes: the rights of the unborn; access and equality; social 
implications of individual choices; society as community; ecology; and the value of 
wonder. Notably, issues concerning ecology and wonder are not usually described in the 
participatory literature on reproductive technologies. The imaginative and emotional 
approach facilitated bringing them to the forefront. Furthermore, Reprodutopia brought 
to the fore the drivers and complex values that underpin analytical arguments like that of 
‘naturalness’. It did so by depicting a technology-driven future. In order to broaden the 
range of reflections probed by speculative design both the makers and the audiences 
should become more diverse. If this is achieved, we see a bright future for speculative 
design in the context of public deliberation closer to R&I trajectories; as well as in 
contributing to public capability of critically engaging with imagined future
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9. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Science and technology (S&T) are not value neutral. Emerging technologies may disrupt 
or render problematic existing ways of understanding and ordering in the world, so much 
that deep-rooted categories have to be rethought. To establish a constructive science in 
society relationship and shape democratic policy, there is a need for public engagement 
in the development of new and emerging technologies. As the forms and forums for 
promoting public engagement with science and policy grow, it is important to strengthen 
the experiential and conceptual foundations they are built on. One of the things that has 
been suggested is that we need engagement processes that directly engage our 
emotional, imaginative and empathic capacities in order to morally deliberate the 
possible consequences of different courses of technological innovation (Davies et al., 
2012; Roeser, 2006). In order to benefit from the potential of art-based and playful 
engagement processes empowering these capacities, I have investigated five events, 
addressing the following question: 

What can we learn from art-based and playful engagement events, in terms of 
shaping meaningful engagement in the context of responsible innovation? 

In answering this question, I will discuss what our case studies demonstrate in relation to 
the RRI dimensions – reflexivity, inclusion, anticipation and responsiveness; reflect on 
what public engagement can learn from speculative design; and on the validity of the 
studies performed in light of their purpose. 

9.1 Reflexivity 

First of all, our case studies indicated how representing disorder leads to meaningful 
deliberation with regard to real-life complexity. The events studied in this thesis showed 
that participants critical awareness on the assumptions, which shape understandings, 
commitments and activities, occurred mostly through the representation of complexity. 
By distorting habitual ways of reasoning, weaknesses in reasoning becomes apparent, 
and complexity visible. In our studies it stood out how frame reflection emerged in having 
to make sense and combine different parts of, and views on reality. For instance, in the 
multi-stakeholder dialogues organized in the context of SYNENERGENE and 
NANO2ALL, we observed that by experiencing complexities through executing co-
constructive and forecasting exercises participants became more aware of the limits of 
technical knowledge, the uncertainties in knowledge formation, and the implications of 
this for how they perceived the world. The presented speculative future in Reprodutopia 
also allowed for participants to generate complex scenarios in which they could challenge 
the different elements presented to them. 

Related to this we found that ambiguity is necessary for freedom of interpretation. A 
freedom of interpretation that is on its turn, required for contextualizing reflections. For 
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example, ambiguous appearance of the speculative designs developed within the 
framework of Reprodutopia required participants to become creative moral agents 
thereby giving shape to their own contextualized ideas. Also, in the Frame Reflection Lab 
(FRL) performed in the context of SYNENERGENE, we observed that the keywords on 
cards, accompanied by ambiguous visualizations, allowed for a freedom of interpretation 
which contributed to the development of ownership during the reflection process – 
having to find one’s own words as opposed to using expert vocabulary. 

However, it must be noted that, probes can additionally be too open-ended and thereby 
block reflection processes. We noticed how a lack of points of reference led to a quest 
for knowledge as well as a need for reassurance of facilitators that reflection is (done) 
right. For instance, in the Frame Reflection Lab we saw how ambiguity only became 
productive for frame reflection if the participants were facilitated through the ambiguity 
when they felt stuck. Also, in Reprodutopia, our findings indicated how sometimes the 
need for a ‘reality check’ dominated the conversation and hindered participants from 
using their own imagination. In the multi-stakeholder dialogues organized in the context 
of SYNENERGENE and NANO2ALL, we observed how participants desired not only 
clarity of exercises and tools, but also clarity on the impact of their reflection outcomes 
on the future of technological developments. 

Lastly, these studies showed how reflection is open-ended; meanings changing 
throughout reflection processes. For instance, in the Frame Reflection Lab we observed 
that participants awareness of, and openness to, alternative viewpoints changed during 
the workshops as new angles were discovered. Similarly, in Reprodutopia we observed 
how the ambiguous installation required participants to go through creative inquiry to 
give shape to their perspective; an inquiry in which meanings changed with the 
accumulation of new insights. 

These findings do not solely apply to, but are particularly relevant for, art-based and 
playful engagement processes, as working with the balance between ambiguity and 
clarity has to be experimented with particularly within this type of tools. Many other art-
based engagement events reported to have fostered reflection with regard to the social 
implications of technology (Bendor et al., 2017; Elam, 2005; Harmon, 2015; McMullen & 
Winkler, 2018; Puig et al., 2018; Smith & Zeller, 2017)  or a more critical attitude in general 
(Altamirano-Allende & Selin, 2016; Anderson, 2015; Carvalho & Nunes, 2013; Kupper, 
2018; Toonders et al., 2016). They demonstrated complexity by creating radically 
different alternative scenarios, applying exaggeration, disrupting moral routines, showing 
habitual relations with technology, and mixing the familiar with the unfamiliar (Amoore & 
Hall, 2010; Auger, 2013; Smith & Zeller, 2017; Toonders et al., 2016),  and many aimed to 
trigger a radical shift in how technology and its social context is perceived (Davies et al., 
2013; Nieman, 2005; Smith & Zeller, 2017). 

It remains difficult to argue whether distortions actually helped to trigger a perception 
switch; partly as it is difficult to grasp and describe the outcome of material and 
embodied reflexivity in verbal language (Fraaije et al., forthcoming). Davies et al. (2013),  
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for instance, reported that participants described their experience in terms of being in 
conversation with a particular landscape at a particular point in time, and that these 
participants agreed one had to be part of the project to understand it. To cope with this 
difficulty previous studies have pointed to the importance of elaborating on reflections 
from their audience (Carvalho & Nunes, 2013; Elam, 2005; Koski & Holst, 2017; Kupper, 
2018), as well as letting participants create materialized output themselves in order to 
self-express art-based engagement experiences intuitively (Carvalho & Nunes, 2013; 
Kupper, 2018; Toonders et al., 2016). These results indicate that for the future of art-
based and playful engagement we should experiment with generating output that align 
with the non-verbal and embodied insights that result from this form of engagement. 
Finally, it must be noted that abovementioned refers foremostly to the reflexivity of the 
different participants engaged in the different studies; however, it would be interesting 
to turn the mirror more explicitly towards the reflexivity of makers and organizers in future 
studies. 

9.2 Inclusion 

With regard to inclusion, the events studied in this thesis first of all implicate that although 
art-based and playful tools are meaningful in engaging new voices in reflexive 
conversations on the governance of science and innovation, they do not necessarily lead 
to the appreciation of new voices as legitimate partners in shaping governance agendas. 
Across our case studies we observed that (high-school) students, gallery visitors and 
multiple innovation stakeholders can be engaged and stimulated to bring in arguments 
in which conventional discourses are questioned. We noticed that many people 
appreciated the encounter with different perspectives. The NANO2ALL event however 
indicated that not all stakeholders considered these reflections valuable. Some 
participants in the multi-stakeholder dialogue responded critically to citizen reflections 
on nanotechnology and disregarded the input of citizen participants in earlier stages of 
the project. 

Moreover, although the events accomplished the identification and invitation of new 
voices, they did so minimally. Attempts to include more industry or activist voices in the 
NANO2ALL and SYNENERGENE multi-stakeholder dialogues did not succeed. 
Participants with an ‘activist’ voice or ‘outsider’ perspective declined the invitation to join, 
as they felt that the EC had not been sufficiently responsive to the input they had given 
during previous events; without an impact of the results of the dialogues on relevant 
decision-making processes, they considered participation not worth the time and effort. 
Results indicate that the shape and preconditions for dialogue could be better aligned 
to the resources and interest of these groups. Moreover, with respect to the broader 
engagement of silent and marginalized voices in society, it is important to note that the 
participating audience is highly dependent on location. In the Reprodutopia case for 
example, the exhibits and activities were organized in in a gallery that mainly attracted a 
culturally- and design- interested public. In theory this could be easily overcome by 
placing the exhibition at a different site. 
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The engagement tools examined in this thesis did provide openness to reconsider 
technological imperatives and viewpoints, and led to the inclusion of, for example, moral 
intuitions with regard to reproductive technology and suffering. However, we also 
observed the ease and danger of stereotyping. Both materialized in the narratives and 
design of tools, as well as in the responses of participants. For instance, in the Frame 
Reflection Lab executed in the context of SYNENERGENE, participants easily expressed 
assumptions regarding the narrators in the videos due to their fictitious profession. In 
Reprodutopia, we additionally observed how moral exploration did not always reach 
beyond stereotyping and exaggerated motives and desires; visible in the envisioning of 
authoritarian regimes creating child-soldiers and career-oriented mothers neglecting 
their children. 

Lastly, we also noticed through our focus on individual reflection, how traditional 
stakeholder categorization acted out less prominently. The focus on individual 
standpoints in the dialogues organized within the context of NANO2ALL and 
SYNENERGENE gave us the liberty to cluster participants in different manners, not 
reaffirming traditional roles and stakes, yet focus more on perspectives and personal 
values (Cuppen, Breukers & Hisschemöller, 2010). In Reprodutopia, background 
profession was of as much relevance as other life experiences, thereby triggering a wide 
variety of lived experiences, and facilitating conversations that opened-up to societal 
matters of concern in a broad sense. 

Particularly, in regard to art-based and playful engagement processes, the danger of 
stereotyping is  crucial to consider. As it is important to depict characters and situations 
that audiences can identify with in these processes, there is a need for simplification and 
here lies the risk of stereotyping. Previous studies also noticed how trying to increase 
accessibility comes with the danger of oversimplification (Anderson, 2015; Fraaije et al., 
forthcoming) , and warned that emotions can be biased, misused, and hard to ‘dose 
satisfactorily’ (Elam, 2005; Fraaije et al., forthcoming; Roeser et al., 2018; Sleenhoff, 
2016). Distortions could further polarize public responses when they oversimplify the 
issues at stake (Toonders et al., 2016; Wieringa et al., 2011). It has been suggested that 
the role that technology-inspired artworks can play in overcoming such biases is not 
assessed enough yet (Roeser, et al 2018). Closer cooperation between multiple parties 
could guide research into the balance between providing contextual narratives and the 
provocation of unquestioned superficial judgment e.g., learning from a “feminist 
speculative design” (Martins, 2014), and developing more hybrid forms of design 
experimentation (Martins & Oliveria, 2014; Schuijer et al., n.d.). Future research should 
focus on the reflexivity of makers and the inclusion of different perspectives on the design 
of art-based and playful engagement formats.   

Many previous art-based and playful engagement events have reported to reach large 
audiences (either directly or through press), and diverse publics to participate in order to 
widen the scope of issues included in deliberations (Auger, 2013; Bhowmik et al., 2013; 
Cox et al., 2009; Holmer et al., 2015; Nisker et al., 2006; Puig et al., 2018; Roeser et al., 
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2018; Smith & Zeller, 2017). However, as with the concept of reflexivity, although several 
studies argue to widen the scope of issues, to what extent this happens remains under-
reported. Further attention is needed to investigate to what extent art-based and playful 
processes open up new perspectives, as well as whether the inclusion of art-based and 
playful tools in engagement processes without confining them toward a specific purpose, 
leads to more openness and less stereotyping. Studies do indicate the inherent openness 
of art, and a potential messiness in moving across and beyond established frameworks, 
could inspire more diverse ways of thinking (Last, 2012; Roeser et al., 2018). 

9.3 Anticipation 

With regard to anticipation, our findings reveal a tension between informing anticipatory 
action on the one hand and fuelling imagination on the other. Anticipation, defined as 
the systematic consideration of plausible futures and impacts of research and innovation, 
can be blocked by free-flowing imagination. As mentioned, in Reprodutopia and the 
multi-stakeholder dialogues of SYNENERGENE and NANO2ALL, participants expressed 
a desire to be informed about the scientific underpinnings and limitations of the 
technology in order to have a realistic conversation. For instance, participants of the 
multi-stakeholder dialogue organized in the context of SYNENERGENE desired more 
clarity on the future of synthetic biology as an outcome of the event. As mentioned, 
participants in the dialogue event organized in the context of NANO2ALL disregarded 
the values of citizen perspectives as too far-fetched. Additionally, they noted how it was 
hard to implement the experience of participating in the events in their everyday work 
practice. Our studies showed how sharing too much information can make participants 
passive listeners, while sharing too little information fuelled frustration and did not 
support the construction of new opportunities and the shaping of agendas. 

On the other hand, as mentioned, the case studies also clearly indicate the importance 
of ambiguity to spark imagination and create space to think of different futures. As the 
ambiguity within the tools left an openness for a wide variety of imperatives and 
emotional responses to fuel reasoning, we observed how these studies could lead to 
reconsideration of anthropocentric viewpoints and the tendency to think of technological 
artefacts as solving problems, as examplified in Reprodutopia, where the value inquiry 
with regard to diversity and unpredictability, led to the speculation of a future that does 
not leave room for this. 

The findings of the case studies suggest that within events focus should be separated 
between imagination and anticipation processes. As the above-mentioned clarity desired 
is at odds with the ambiguity crucial to develop new ideas and perspectives, our studies 
indicate that it was fruitful to have designated time and exercises for imagination to open 
up debates and shape new arguments, and for the systematic consideration of plausible 
futures and impacts of research and innovation for realistic anticipation. Reflection 
through imagination and anticipatory thinking required thoughtfulness that was 
stimulated most satisfactory by separating them. Relatedly, clarity and openness of the 
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purpose of exercises resulted in the maintaining of an engaged atmosphere. Our findings 
showed the importance of creating a ‘safe space’ in order to be able to tap into the 
anticipatory power linked to imagination, and distinguishing a focus on imagination and 
anticipation could help to create this. 

Previous studies on art-based and playful engagement also reported how open 
experiences could make publics uncomfortable, look for answers and ‘craving guidance’ 
(Bendor et al., 2017; Kupper, 2018; Toonders et al., 2016; Yaneva et al., 2009). Several 
studies reported that plausibility had a positive effect on emotional involvement, general 
interest and participant confidence (Auger, 2013; Fraaije et al., forthcoming; Last, 2012; 
Nisker et al., 2006; Smith & Zeller, 2017) , and helped participants make the imaginative 
leap towards an alternative reality (Auger, 2013) . Bendor (2017) noted how in creating 
complex, multimodal media more attention should have been paid to the relations 
between participant expectations and the installation’s structure. Reflecting back on 
some of their design decisions these authors too, saw that the experiences they triggered 
left participants uncertain as to which instincts or interpretive strategies were “correct”. 
Future research could focus on ‘personalizing’ anticipatory activities; finding a balance 
between participant expectations and probing anticipatory thinking. 

9.4 Responsiveness 

With regard to responsiveness, the events studied in this thesis were too isolated to have 
a clearly visible systemic impact. As for instance, the SYNENERGENE dialogue remained 
retracted from innovation trajectories and the everyday practice of participants; they had 
limited visible impact with regard to the RRI goal to “change direction in response to 
changing circumstances and new insights”. This lack of responsiveness can partly be 
ascribed to a gap between reflexive moments on the one hand and reflexive awareness 
and capacity on the other. As the multi-stakeholder dialogue in the context of 
SYNENERGENE showed there is a difficulty in recognizing and acknowledging the 
building of reflexive capacities; and when it comes to art-based and playful engagement 
more specifically, there is a difficulty to connect playful and emotionally deliberated value 
systems with professional realities. 

The studies indicate the difficulty to align engagement events with innovation 
trajectories. The focal point of the cases was on the events not on the sustainability or 
long-term follow-up of projects. This indicated that even though being fruitful on the 
level of inclusive, reflexive and anticipatory thinking, without opportunities to structurally 
embed art-based and playful engagement processes in innovation trajectories, they will 
not likely lead to new reflective habits that incorporate imagination and emotional 
deliberation continuously. A limitation of this thesis was thereby also the limited focus on 
the involvement of participants with organizational or structural change. 

Furthermore, our studies showed by attempting to include all frames into one output, 
reflections can lose contextual meaning and become non-directive. We observed that 
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during all events participants became more aware of differences in framing, mostly in the 
sense that they saw the perspectives of others and more generally that there simply are 
multiple perspectives. However, frames could be so diverse that to reshape them into 
coherent and concrete policy-informing recommendations was not possible in one 
dialogue meeting. 

The case study on NANO2ALL also showed how dispersed the definitions of the RRI 
requirement ‘responsiveness’ are to begin with. It showed how some definitions circling 
through the R&I ecosystem cannot even easily be aligned with a vision of inclusive 
governance. This study showed how careful consideration is needed to form an inclusive 
meaning of the term and also to prevent the usage of a meaningless concept that does 
not guide collective action.  It also made apparent that, for a future in which engagement 
is sustainably embedded, extensive and continuous deliberation on the imperatives for 
engagement is needed. 

When comparing the results of our case studies to previous art-based and playful 
engagement studies, it becomes clear that most of them were not able to collect data 
on their impacts on technological trajectories either (Altamirano-Allende & Selin, 2016; 
Cox et al., 2009; Harmon, 2015). Several studies reasoned that the impacts of art-based 
engagement on technological trajectories were difficult to measure because they 
considered each artwork to be unique, greatly dependent on context and audience 
(Auger, 2013; Davies et al., 2012; Roeser et al., 2018; Sleenhoff, 2016; Wieringa et al., 
2011), and some studies reported that they considered public engagement to lack clear 
evaluation criteria in general (Cox et al., 2009; Nisker et al., 2006). Two studies did argue 
that they had influenced technology development to more socially desirable ends, albeit 
indirectly, reasoning that the scientists involved better understood the citizen perspective  
or were better prepared to participate in societal debates about the issue of concern 
(Koski & Holst, 2017; Toonders et al., 2016) . Moreover, several art-based studies reported 
of scientists who were more comfortable explaining the results of their studies and felt 
that professional knowledge should have been better reflected, indicating that the vision 
of responsiveness and the meaning of engagement needed attention there as well (Koski 
& Holst, 2017; Toonders et al., 2016; Yaneva et al., 2009). 

However, the difficulty to align events with innovation trajectories is not specific to art-
based and playful engagement processes, but is primarily the problem of (one-off) public 
engagement events in general . Chilvers & Kearnes (2015) emphasize that in thinking of 
engagement, instead of focusing on participatory events in isolation, we should look at 
them in terms of their connectedness, and within particular political systems, or issue 
spaces. Sustainable environments embedding art-based and playful engagement 
processes could for instance connect closer to existing science communication platforms 
like science centres, interactive media platforms and grass root initiatives. Besides a focus 
on a sustainable embedding of engagement, attention can be focused on the 
meaningfulness of engagement for capacity building. Public engagement that does not 
directly influence science and technology governance, can still be valuable for capacity 
building (Davies et al., 2009; Miller, 2011; Selin et al., 2017). As the multi-stakeholder 
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dialogue in the context of SYNENERGENE showed there is a need to develop better 
methods to map the impacts of engagement on building capacities, and the impacts of 
building capacities on systemic change (Davies et al., 2009). 

9.5 What public engagement can learn from speculative design 

Engagement events can have a multitude of impacts that cannot be accounted for or 
embraced in traditional frameworks. To prevent several persistent routines in public 
engagement to continue to resurface, like the focus on expert knowledge, cognitive 
exchange, risk discourse, and understandings of public opinion as being static (Schuijer 
et al. 2020), new perspectives need to be able to enter the discussion on the why and 
how of engagement. Looking at engagement along the lines of speculative designers 
opens up the possibility of new ways of thinking about the problem, the public, and the 
politics of public engagement (Michael, 2012). It is not to say the one or the other is 
preferable, however, a speculative design perspective can work as a mirror for the step-
wise approach of collecting, analysing, and feeding back data, and can inspire to 
appreciate the rather messy processes and outcomes of engagement. Not regarding 
pluralism as leading to controversies that need to be solved, but as showing complexities 
that we need to make sense of in order to orient ourselves. Speculative design is 
generally concerned with showing complexity, addressing its public as cognitive and 
emotionally mature enough to engage with this complexity in an artistic encounter, and 
is not overly focused at enabling voices and effecting policy. Public engagement 
frameworks are generally directly focused on a democratic deficit, in which there is a duty 
to mediate democratic decision-making and a need for systematic gathering of output. 
Within this lies a danger of falling back into deficit ways of thinking in which one public 
has to learn more than the other, and publics needs to do the labour of being a ‘good 
participant’ (Davies, 2009; Davies, 2019). 

Our research shows that people are aware and make comments on the dynamic character 
of morality. Partly, as they are inspired to do so by the complex and ambiguous probes 
used to fuel deliberations. Yet the findings of the case studies also indicate that 
participants were aware and sensitive to the social and moral dimension of technology, 
as well as to techno-moral change beforehand. They repeatedly referred to earlier 
encounters with techno-moral reflection – either from lived experience or through cultural 
encounters. Nuanced scenarios on the social and ethical implications of technology, are 
part of our lives, and our media, art and entertainment culture. When joining engagement 
activities these previous experiences are used to make sense of the current encounter 
and organizers of deliberation events should be aware of tapping into these experiences 
and references. In performing the experiments within this thesis, it stood out how much 
in all the events participants appreciated to get offered the time to morally reflect in a 
collective manner. Even more so, as it was noticed how the number of designated spaces 
where the importance of low-key critical inquiry is recognized, are very limited. 
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9.6 Study validity 

In light of the complexity of meaningful deliberation on technological innovation, we took 
an experimental approach that left openness for adaptation in response to the changing 
innovation environment. This experimental approach to the social sciences is in line with 
Dewey (1930), posing that if concepts are instrumental to an active reorganization of the 
environment, the test of their validity lies in accomplishing this work. In this section I will 
describe the validity of this study with a focus on openness with regard to the action-
oriented approach, reflexivity on our normative commitment, and the transferability of 
results. 

As our action-oriented research has an explicit political dimension we considered 
openness about the normative assumptions that guided our work crucial. As noted, we 
were transparent with regard to the purpose of studies, which methods would be used 
to conduct them, and how data would be managed. First of all, we were transparent 
towards collaborating and facilitating parties like the school facilitating the Frame 
Reflection Lab in the context of SYNENERGENE; the partners in the multi-stakeholder 
dialogues; and collaborative partner Next Nature Network in the context of 
Reprodutopia. Secondly, we were transparent to participants in the invitations for the 
multi-stakeholder dialogues; in openly discussing the normative commitments with 
Reprodutopia visitors; and in the interviews prior to the SYNENERGENE dialogue. We 
also devoted explicit time to discuss our approach within the multi-stakeholder 
dialogues. Most notably in the one organized in the context of NANO2ALL, as confusion 
and conflict made apparent that clarity of our perspective on RRI was needed. We 
devoted extra time after the first break, as within the second exercise conflicting stances 
with regard to the potential contribution of value reflection of citizens became visible. 
We intervened and explicated our commitment and approach, without dismissing 
criticism, to keep the exercises going and the deliberative process harmonious. 

Being a learning and performing agent in the events studied influenced the attitude 
towards data in several ways. In the beginning (i.e., in the FRL study) it led to a focus on 
indications of second order learning and mutual understanding, over conflict and group 
dynamics. Thereby, the impact of these reflexive moments on broader capacities and 
systemic change remained underexposed.  Halfway (i.e., in the NANO2ALL study) as the 
focus turned more to wider stakes and group dynamics among individuals and 
organizations designing dialogue, as well as among participants participating in 
dialogue, a highly critical stance to data was adopted potentially dismissing constructive 
individual reflective moments. Moreover, in aiming to enhance the readability of results 
eloquently, expressed reflections were more prone to end up in papers, while often times 
participants are making sense of ideas while verbalizing reflections fuzzily. To remain self-
reflexive and reduce researcher bias studies were performed in teams, discussed with 
peers on a continuous basis, a logbook was kept (i.e., in the NANO2ALL and 
Reprodutopia case), and critical friends that were not part of the design and facilitating 
team questioned results and analysis. 
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Reflexivity also helped in maintaining emphasis on the action-oriented approach, and the 
change towards more inclusive, reflective, anticipatory and responsive innovation 
trajectories. There was a continued focus on practice when identifying the questions 
regarding conception, design and implementation of art-based and playful engagement. 
Moreover, conversations among the research team entailed scepticism concerning our 
knowledge and value stances; reflecting for instance to what extent our actions led 
towards inclusion and responsiveness when experiencing the difficulty to include several 
voices; and our struggle to have an open-mind towards ideas that are not in line with the 
commitment towards opening-up innovation trajectories. Moreover, we continuously 
reflected upon our role in a system which we desire to change, how we act out ideas of 
science-society hierarchy, control, efficiency and productivity ourselves. This attitude 
helped in articulating our decisions and report openly about them. 

In line with an experimental social science approach, stating that conceptions are valid if 
they succeed in the work they attempt to do (Dewey, 1920), this meant boldly stating that 
our art-based and playful engagement studies contributed to meaningful deliberation on 
emerging technologies in the context of one-off, small and intimate events; to the extent 
of mutual understanding and knowledge integration between several individual 
participants, and the opening-up of discourse momentarily; but failed in changing the 
research and innovation system more widely in a continuous sense. In an environment 
where there is little space for, and acknowledgement of, the value of emotions, intuitions 
and imagination as valuable sources of knowledge, art-based and playful engagement 
are limitedly valid to change innovation trajectories. Then again, experimenting with 
them did prove them to be valid in incorporating art-based and playful engagement 
incidentally into the research and innovation environment as well as enhancing reflexive 
capabilities.  Although the sample sizes in the studies were small, and the events isolated, 
the different studies covering a wide variety of contexts consistently point towards the 
contribution of art-based and playful engagement events as described above, in line to 
studies performed by others. 

9.7 Concluding remarks 

Throughout the case studies we found that art-based and playful engagement methods 
contribute to meaningful deliberation in the sense of provoking diverse and in-depth 
reflection, and they do not lead to change in the research and innovation system directly. 
These engagement methods are valuable when they can spark, as well as provide the 
safe space, to collectively tap into imaginative and emotional knowledge. In distorting 
regular ways of looking and showing complexity through ambiguous stories they are able 
to represent a disorder enabling to escape the habitual way of reasoning in technological 
trajectories and probe the considerations of the ‘right’ future. 

Our studies indicated that future research aiming to work towards the incorporation of 
art-based and playful tools for engagement could focus on experimenting with several 
things: 1) generating different forms of output; 2) the prevention of harmful stereotyping; 
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3) supporting the leap from dialogue space to unruly reality; 4) building sustainable 
environments embedding art-based and playful engagement processes and; 5) the 
development of methods to map the impacts of engagement on the building of 
capacities: 

• As it is difficult to grasp the outcome of art-based and playful engagement processes, 
especially in verbal language, we should experiment with generating deliberation 
output that aligns with the non-verbal and embodied insights that result from this 
form of engagement. For instance through the self-expression of art-based 
engagement experiences by participants through different media. 

• Tools provide an openness to reconsider technological imperatives and viewpoints; 
at the same we observed the ease and danger of stereotyping in trying to empathize 
with characters and perspectives. Future study could focus on the reflexivity of 
makers, as well as on the inclusion of different perspectives on the design of art-
based and playful engagement formats in order to prevent the reaffirmation of ideas 
of exclusion through stereotyping.   

• We should study how to support the leap from the playful dialogue space to the 
unruly reality. Our findings showed the importance of creating a ‘safe space’ in order 
to be able to tap into the anticipatory and reflexive power within imagination. 
Distinguished focus on imagination and anticipation processes can help to create 
this, but in doing so it is important not to flatten out the complexity inherent to reality. 

• One-off events are too isolated to have a clearly visible systemic impact. In the 
absence of a continuous responsible innovation governance infrastructure, 
habituation of emotional moral deliberation will not occur. Without opportunities to 
structurally embed art-based and playful engagement processes in innovation 
trajectories, they are not visibly meaningful for institutional change. Structural 
embedding could for instance occur by expanding the tasks of existing science 
communication platforms like science centres, expanding the task of science 
education and interactive media platforms, experimenting with engagement in 
different public spaces, collaborating with grass roots initiatives, and developing 
tools that can easily travel from institution to institution in a continuous form. 

• There seems to be a difficulty to recognize and acknowledge the impact of building 
reflexive capacities through art-based and playful engagement events. Besides the 
abovementioned focus on a sustainable embedding of engagement, attention can 
be focused on the meaningfulness of engagement for capacity building.  There is a 
need to develop better methods to map the impacts of engagement on building 
capacities, and the impacts of building capacities on systemic change. 

To sum up, we come from a past with closed, non-reflexive institutions that believe that 
technology was neutral, the public passive, and expert-lay hierarchy was regarded 
justified. If we want to go to a future of open institutions and learning environments, in 
which knowledge is combined and the social and moral implications of technological 
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developments are anticipated collectively, we need to use tools that enable emotional 
and moral reflection on these implications. We need to remain aware not to reaffirm the 
idea of closed institutions, and habits of old hierarchies, competition over collaboration, 
and keep overly focused on measurable outcome. To acknowledging knowledge creation 
through imagination and emotion, we need to find new indicators and evaluation 
criterion that can shine light on the impact of engagement on imaginative and emphatic 
capacities. These are potentially to be found in looking closer at moments where 
imagination opens-up reflection. Moreover, in order to shape a sustainable environment 
for reflection on the implications of research and innovation, we need more designated 
spaces where tapping into imagination for reflexive anticipation is normalized, reflective 
makers emphasize the continuous nature of learning and  reflection by not framing events 
in terms of static output-generating research but as providing the opportunity to look 
into our values and world views, find mutual understanding, and make sense of 
complexity to orient towards ‘doing the right things in the right way’.   
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Appendix 1:  The tags displayed in Reprodutopia 
 
Exhibit Name Tag 

I wanna deliver a 
dolphin 

Would you like to have a child? And can you take the responsibility for 
another person's life? Do we need more humans on this crowded 
planet? Have you checked all options? Are you sure? How about a non-
human child? Why don't you deliver an endangered species? 

Video: Ai Hasegawa (2013) 
Probability: very low [x] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

Lab romanticism 

When you are an aspiring parent that has chosen in vitro fertilization 
(IVF) to conceive your child, you are going to be confronted with the 
realities of the fertility clinic. This reality, and the process you and others 
are about to undergo, is often perceived as sterile and detached. Lab 
Romanticism provides you with a new ritual that helps you reconnect to 
this process and turn it into a meaningful experience that can be shared 
with your partner. In this ritual, you are invited to be mindful of the last 
five days of the IVF process, in which the embryo 'travels' through five 
different stages before it's placed back into the uterus. Bedroom sex 
might be replaced as a means to conceive a child, but that does not 
mean we have to give up on intimacy. 

Design: Lisa Mandemaker (2019) 
Probability: high [x] [x] [x] [x] [ ] 

Mono Parenting Kit 

Imagine you sample some skin cells and send them to a laboratory. 
Here, lab workers will reprogram your cells into both sperm and eggs 
using a process called in vitro gametogenesis. This technology enables 
you to have a child without a genetic partner, with a partner of the same 
sex, or even have a child with more than two parents. This technology 
might further distinguish between biological parenthood and types of 
parenthood based on social relations and child rearing and we might 
need a new language to express these different types. For example, 
having a child for which you provided 100% of the genetic material 
would make you a proud Zurent. Assembling a genetically identical 
child with a partner of the same sex, would make you both happy 
Mirents (assuming you both contributed 50% of genetic material). 

Design: Next Nature Network (2019) 
Probability: low [x] [x] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

Virgin Parent Ring 
 
 
 
 
 

New reproductive technologies make way for new lifestyles and rituals 
to celebrate them. What if you are a devoted catholic and the Virgin 
Mother is your greatest role model in life? Or you may have other 
reasons why you don't want to have sexual intercourse, but you do want 
to give birth to a child? One of your options would be to use in vitro 
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 gametogenesis (reprogramming skin cells into sex cells) to become a 
mono parent. The Virgin Parent Ring would be for those future parents 
who are virgin and proud. 

Design: Next Nature Network (2019) 
Probability: low [x] [x ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

Reunion Network 

What do the words 'relationship' and 'family' mean to you? Very 
probably something around the notions of 'trust', 'love' and 'care'. Are 
these concepts that we can design? The institute of marriage was 
designed long ago to secure family lineage and property, way before 
the concept of romantic love. New technologies, with decentralization 
at the core of their ideology (such as the Blockchain) enable us to 
reimagine the concept of family in new ways. ReUnion Network is a 
mobile application that helps people to organize bottom-up social 
support systems through long-term interpersonal care contracts. With 
this app, you can map out relations and actions. The first and most 
important action: establish a relationship with yourself. 

Design: Yin Aiwen, Genevieve Costello, Sarah Friend, Marjet Zwaans 
(2019) 
Probability: high [x] [x] [x] [x ] [ ] 

Youterus 

Would you carry your unborn child outside your body, but on your belly, 
like a Kangaroo? Contraceptives disconnected sex from pregnancy, and 
it is a widely accepted method of birth control in western society. In the 
process of 'ectogenesis' (= birth outside the body of an organism), the 
body is disconnected from reproduction, which raises questions around 
bonding between mother and child. Youterus enables the parent (Male, 
female or other) to reconnect with the unborn child in a wearable 
artificial environment. Now, everybody is a mother! 

Design: Charlotte Marabito, Joana MacLean 
Probability: low [x] [x ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

Artifical Womb 

The term ‘Ectogenesis’ (ecto = outside, genesis = birth) was coined by 
biologist J.B.S. Haldane in 1924; the first technical drawing of an 
artificial womb was patented thirty years later. In 2017, the world was in 
awe when imagery of a little lamb in an artificial womb circulated on the 
Internet. The premature animals grew fur and opened their eyes in what 
looked like a gigantic zip bag filled with liquid, attached to oxygen and 
nutrition systems. Some scientists claim that within ten years they could 
bring the first pregnancy outside the human body, creating an artificial 
circulation of oxygen, carbon dioxide and nutrients. At some point in 
your life, you might walk around with an artificial heart, lungs or kidney. 
Scientists have developed these some time ago already. But what 
would an artificial womb look like and how will it change our conception 
of pregnancy, childbirth and gender? 
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Design: Next Nature Network (2018) 
Probability: high [x] [x ] [x ] [ ] [ ] 

Pig Womb 

What if animals and humans would co-reproduce, like the bees and the 
flowers? Can you imagine an intelligent animal such as a pig being part 
of your family? The idea might sound slightly disturbing, but scientists 
are carving the controversial path towards animal-to-human organ 
transplants for decades already. This is tissue engineering taken to its 
extremes: pigs supplying organic material to build artificial wombs. 

Design: Next Nature Network (2019)  
Probability: low [x] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
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SUMMARY 

Science and technology (S&T) are not value neutral. Scientific facts and technological 
artifacts are the outcome of processes of (social) interaction, and this influences, for better 
or worse, their consequences for the world (Pinch & Bijker, 1984). Technological 
innovations have made lives more productive, comfortable and longer, but can also cause 
great harm to (future) people and the planet (Swierstra, 2015). Moreover, emerging 
technologies disrupt or render problematic conventional ways of understanding and 
ordering the world, so that deep-rooted categories have to be rethought (Jasanoff, 2010, 
2011; Swierstra, 2015; van Beers, 2016) . The introduction of these potentially disruptive 
technologies therebye gives rise to societal controversies, and challenge the established 
relations between science, politics and publics; leading for instance to the questioning of 
the authority, trustworthiness and limits of science and scientific facts (Jasanoff, 2011). 

In order to establish a constructive relationship between science, politics and publics, and 
in order to make sound and fair policy in times when our sense of uncertainty grows, 
integrated knowledge is needed. Knowledge about the biological, material and social 
worlds needs to be integrated with knowledge that results from lived experience and the 
plurality of public moral intuitions in society. Moreover, acknowledging that innovations 
raise fundamental ethical and social questions implies that broad deliberation should be 
built into processes of technology development (Jasanoff, 2011; Roelofsen et al., 2011; 
Stirling, 2008). 

Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) is a framework that specifically seeks to open-
up governance commitments to orient towards ‘the right impact’ of innovation, and an 
essential element in RRI is public engagement. Practices of participation and co-creation 
are strived to be integrated into the governance of research and innovation. To ensure 
meaningful engagement – as opposed to it being merely a symbolic effort – it is 
important to strengthen the experiential and conceptual foundations engagement is built 
on. Such a practice requires tools that directly engage our imaginative and emphatic 
capacities in conversations on broad ethical and social impacts of technology,  and 
provide us with the collective imaginary power to anticipate different future scenarios and 
steer towards the ‘right impacts’ of technological innovation (Jasanoff, 2010). 

In order to contribute to the methodological and conceptual enrichment of engagement 
with science and technology, this thesis aims to increase our understanding of how to 
organize meaningful engagement with broad ethical and social impacts of technological 
innovation. It will do so by investigating the contribution of five playful art-based public 
engagement events to a governance system in which the four RRI process requirements 
(reflexivity, inclusion, anticipation and responsiveness) are reassured; and answering the 
question: 
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What can we learn from art-based and playful engagement events, in terms of 
shaping meaningful engagement in the context of responsible innovation? 

In order to refine what ‘meaningful’ deliberation on S&T entails, (1) the concept of public 
engagement, (2) the responsible innovation governance framework of RRI, and (3) the 
concept of frames of meaning were used to navigate through the practice of opening up 
innovation trajectories. The first concept forms an imperative to organize the deliberation 
studied in this thesis. The second serves as a point of reference to assess the implications 
of the studies for the governance of responsible innovation. The third concept forms the 
leading lens through which conversations were analyzed.  Moreover, we build on insights 
from these three emerging science communication fields, that work towards shaping 
meaningful engagement in the context of responsible innovation and pay specific 
attention to enhancing the imaginative and empathic capacities of people: (1) playful 
engagement, (2) art-based engagement and (3) speculative design. Elaboration on these 
concepts can be found in chapter 2 of the thesis. 

As described in chapter 3, we studied this question by taking a critical and interpretative 
case-study approach, and we followed the work of various scholars deploying an 
emergent and open research design. The orientation towards action becomes visible in 
the aim to understand ánd steer the reconfiguration of the science-technology-society 
relationship as it happens; and the emergent design in our use of insights gained within 
case-studies, in shaping the following case-studies. Moreover, although we did not 
organize collectives to develop and implement insights, the case-studies  were executed 
with the purpose to learn how to strength bonds beyond backgrounds and 
transdisciplinary collaboration was of importance withín the different case studies   

We experimented with reflective engagement tools throughout five studies spread over 
three cases. We did so over a period of six years in which emerging ideas in the field of 
public engagement were incorporated in the subsequent cases. As illustrated in table 2, 
we investigated deliberation on synthetic biology, nanotechnology and reproductive 
technology; using respectively the ‘Frame Reflection Lab’ (a Card-based game in 
combination with video-narratives), two playful multi-stakeholder dialogues, and 
‘Reprodutopia’ (a speculative design fertility clinic). We did so by engaging three types 
of publics – science students, experts of multiple disciplines and a culturally interested 
public – in different interactive contextual settings. 

Three elements remained at the core of our approach: a focus on individual learning, the 
reflection of values, and learning through the imagination of futures. Our focus on 
individual learning translated itself into a constant seeking of the connection with the life 
worlds of participants, as well as with their personal processes of sense-making. Related 
to this, the focus on value reflection articulated itself in a dedication to emotional moral 
deliberation, mostly by adding a dramatic, material and spatial layer on to verbal forms 
of communication. Lastly, the focus on learning through the imagination of futures most 
notably appeared in the back-casting elements in the designs of the tools. 
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As described in chapter 4, the first study was performed in the context of 
SYNENERGENE. In the first study, we engaged high school, master and PhD students, in 
playfully reflecting on synthetic biology and human-technology relationships. We did so 
in order to contribute to the cultivation of the moral sensitivity of researchers themselves. 
Central in this study was the ‘Frame Reflection Lab’ (FRL), which made use of video-
narratives and co-creative group exercises in order to probe frame reflection. Frame 
reflection means that people engaged in a negotiation reflect on how their framing leads 
to the rise of differences in opinion regarding the most appropriate solution to a given 
issue (Schön & Rein, 1994). The video-narratives resulted from earlier lay public 
engagement with the topic of synthetic biology. Our study showed that the FRL triggered 
explicit conversations among participants on the values and assumptions of the narrators 
in the videos. The FRL also facilitated participants analysis of the differences and 
commonalities between the narrators, their own and other participants viewpoints. We 
found that this study could function well as a step to precede more application-specific 
negotiation of synthetic biology as well as an investigation of frame reflection over a 
longer period of time. 

As described in chapter 5, the second study was also performed in the context of 
SYNENERGE and explored synthetic biology in the context of the call for renewable 
energy sources through a responsively designed dialogue. We engaged an 
interdisciplinary public affiliated to synthetic biology and/or to the transition to renewable 
energy sources in a multi-stakeholder dialogue. This multi-stakeholder dialogue made 
use of playful, art-based reflection methods in order to probe frame reflection, and was 
accompanied by pre- and post-workshop interviews. The study showed that the 
interdisciplinary, material and imaginal approach of the dialogue opened-up the 
conversation on synthetic biology to include reflection on its social and moral aspects. 
Moreover, it indicated how translating a personal approach into a responsive dialogue 
design, gives insight into, and opens-up, participants reflective insights. Through this 
approach it became visible how stakeholders are able to look beyond current 
circumstances, however struggled in connecting the evoked reflections to their daily 
practices. 

As described in chapter 6, the third study was performed in the context of NANO2ALL. 
We performed a second multi-stakeholder dialogue. This time deliberation concerned 
the field of nanotechnology, and the question of how to stimulate responsive research 
within this field. An interdisciplinary public was engaged in a playfully reflective dialogue 
intended to yield recommendations to inform European policy. This time nanotechnology 
as a field was focal; during the dialogue we made distinction between three fields of 
application (textile, medicine and brain-computer interfaces). This study showed how 
participants framing of the subject matter was diverse, and how without frame-reflection, 
the recommendations were ill-equipped to steer nanotechnology innovation.   

As described in chapter 7 and 8, we simultaneously explored speculative design as a 
means for reflective engagement on reproductive technologies in the context of the 
‘Reprodutopia’ project. Societal issues were focal in this project. Both studies engaged a 
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culturally and design interested public. The first study concerned the combination of 
reflective conversations and a speculative design probe of an artificial womb. This study 
showed how speculative design facilitated value and frame reflections by creating space 
for personal experiences and emotional responses. Moreover, this study showed that in 
order for participants to take on the role of creative moral agents, makers need to balance 
the fine line between activating through ambiguity and through clarity. 

In the second study on speculative design as a means for reflective engagement, and the 
final case study of this thesis, we combined reflective conversations and the speculative 
design exhibition ‘Reprodutopia’, which portrayed a speculative fertility clinic in the year 
of 2050. This study showed that speculative design opens-up the discursive space of the 
social and ethical implications of reproductive innovations. We suggest that in order to 
ensure broadening the range of reflections probed by speculative design, both the 
audience as well as its makers should be diverse. 

All in all, as described in chapter 9, these studies showed the fine balance between 
ambiguity and clarity; the difficulty to grasp and describe the outcomes of material and 
embodied deliberation in logical verbal language; the need to prevent the provocation 
of unquestioned superficial judgment; a tension between organizing events for informing 
anticipatory action on the one hand and fueling imagination on the other; how dispersed 
the definitions of responsive innovation are to begin with; and the difficulty to align art-
based and playful engagement processes with innovation trajectories. 

Our studies indicated that future research aiming to work towards the incorporation of 
art-based and playful tools for engagement could focus on experimenting with several 
things: 1) generating different forms of output; 2) the prevention of harmful stereotyping; 
3) supporting the leap from dialogue space to unruly reality; 4) building sustainable 
environments embedding art-based and playful engagement processes and; 5) the 
development of methods to map the impacts of engagement on the building of 
capacities: 

• As it is difficult to grasp the outcome of art-based and playful engagement processes, 
especially in verbal language, we should experiment with generating deliberation 
output that aligns with the non-verbal and embodied insights that result from this 
form of engagement. For instance through the self-expression of art-based 
engagement experiences by participants through different media. 

• Tools provide an openness to reconsider technological imperatives and viewpoints; 
at the same we observed the easiness and danger of stereotyping in trying to 
empathize with characters and perspectives. Future study could focus on the 
reflexivity of makers, as well as on the inclusion of different perspectives on the 
design of art-based and playful engagement formats in order to prevent the 
reaffirmation of ideas of exclusion through stereotyping.   

• We should study how to support the leap from the playful dialogue space to the 
unruly reality. Our findings showed the importance of creating a ‘safe space’ in order 
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to be able to tap into the anticipatory and reflexive power within imagination. 
Distinguished focus on imagination and anticipation processes can help to create 
this, but in doing so it is important not to flatten out the complexity inherent to reality. 

• One-off events are too isolated to have a clearly visible systemic impact. In the 
absence of a continuous responsible innovation governance infrastructure, 
habituation of emotional moral deliberation will not occur. Without opportunities to 
structurally embed art-based and playful engagement processes in innovation 
trajectories, they are not visibly meaningful for institutional change. Structural 
embedding could for instance occur by expanding the tasks of existing science 
communication platforms like science centres, expanding the task of science 
education and interactive media platforms, experimenting with engagement in 
different public spaces, collaborating with grass roots initiatives, and developing 
tools that can easily travel from institution to institution in a continuous form. 

• There seems to be a difficulty to recognize and acknowledge the impact of building 
reflexive capacities through art-based and playful engagement events. Besides the 
abovementioned focus on a sustainable embedding of engagement, attention can 
be focused on the meaningfulness of engagement for capacity building.  There is a 
need to develop better methods to map the impacts of engagement on building 
capacities, and the impacts of building capacities on systemic change. 

It must be noted how in performing the experiments within this thesis, it stood out how 
participants appreciated to get offered the time to morally reflect in a collective manner. 
Even more so, as it was noticed how the number of designated spaces where the 
importance of low-key critical inquiry is recognized, are very limited. Moreover studies 
highlighted that, looking at engagement along the lines of speculative designers opens 
up the possibility of new ways of thinking about the problem, the public, and the politics 
of public engagement: with an intention to highlight complexity, address public as 
cognitive and emotionally mature enough to engage with this complexity, and being not 
overly focussed on directly effecting policy. 
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